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1. Introduction
Let (OX , gX , α) be a Lie algebroid (Def. 2.1.2) on a space X where α :
gX → TX is a homomorphism to the tangent sheaf; a space is either a scheme
locally of finite type over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0
or a complex analytic space (k = C). Let M be a coherent module over gX
(Def. 3.1.1), g′X a sub-algebroid of gX , and x a point in X. We say thatM is
smooth along g′X at x if its stalkMx contains an Ox-moduleM0x of finite type
which generates Mx over gx and satisfies g
′
x ·M0x ⊆ M0x . In this paper and
its continuation [Ka¨l98] we shall study this notion of smoothness, treating
the algebraic and complex analytic theory simultaneously. Our main results
will be described a little later.
Let S ⊂ X be a subspace and TX(IS) ⊂ TX be the sub-algebroid of
sections that preserve the ideal IS of S. Particularly interesting torsion free
(over OX) TX-modules are those that are smooth along TX(I). When S is
a divisor and X is normal then M has this property if and only if it has
regular singularities along S in the sense of P. Deligne [Del70]; there are
similar results for torsion modules.
Deligne’s modestly titled but very influential work [loc. cit.] contains
the first treatment of regular singularities of connections on complex spaces.
Together with M. Kashiwara’s work [Kas] it forms a starting point for the
theory of DX-modules (= TX-modules), leading to a more uniform treat-
ment of singularities. Some important architects of the analytic theory are
Kashiwara, M. Sato, T. Kawai, and Z. Mebkhout, while the algebraic the-
ory is mainly due to J. Bernstein; see the text-books [Bjo¨93], [BGK+87],
and [BB93]. Lie algebroids also play a prominent role in differential geom-
etry, where one of the first uses is due to M. Atiyah [Ati57]; see the survey
[Mac95].
The intrinsic interest in Lie algebroids should be rather obvious, but since
the paper does not deal much with specific applications we briefly mention
some connections with other areas.
Quantum gauge theory : The dictionary from the terminology of physics to
mathematics is that gauge fields, field strengths, and the Yang-Mills equa-
tions (the field equations) correspond to sections, sections of the curvature,
and the Bianchi identity for the Hodge dual of the curvature of Lie al-
gebroids; and quantum gauge fields act on modules over Lie algebroids.
Gauge theories first attracted differential geometers and analysts, consid-
ering the geometry of principal bundles and solutions of the Yang-Mills
equations. Now an interesting case of gauge theory on curves occurs in con-
formal field theory, studying Lie algebroids on curves and Lie algebroids on
moduli spaces of curves. The subject has therefore attracted the attention
of a great many algebraic geometers; see [BS88], [TUY89], and [Uen97].
Cohomology : LetM be a regular holonomic TX -module on a non-singular
space X. Then the local cohomology sheaves H i[S](M) also are regular holo-
nomic TX -modules, even when they are not coherent over OX ; see e.g.
[Lyu93] for one use of the TX-module structure on H
i
[S](M). As for the
cohomology of S itself a nice version is intersection cohomology, occurring
as the homology of certain objects in the category of perverse sheaves, which
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by the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence is equivalent to the category of regu-
lar holonomic TX-modules whose support belong to S; see [KK81], [Meb84],
[BGK+87] and [BBD82]. Similar facts hold for modules over any transitive
Lie algebroid.
Localisation of representations: Often one is concerned with homomor-
phisms of Lie algebras over k of the type α : g→ Γ(X,TX ): The action of a
Lie group on a variety G×X → X is one source of such α; other interesting
sources occur in moduli problems related to curves, where α is the inverse of
a Kodaira-Spencer mapping; see [loc. cit.]. The homomorphism α gives the
OX -module g0X := OX⊗kg a structure of Lie algebroid, and letting gX be the
push-out of g0X by a character of Ker(g
0
X → TX) one has a homomorphism
α : D(g) → D(gX) from the enveloping algebra of g to the enveloping ring
of differential operators of gX . Now the gX-module MX := D(gX)⊗D(g) M
serves as a bridge to a geometric description of a g-module M using the
Riemann-Hilbert correspondence. For example, when X is a flag variety
the localisation functor M 7→ MX is essential in the proof of the Kazhdan-
Lusztig algorithm for the Jordan-Ho¨lder multiplicities of Verma modules
over a complex semi-simple Lie algebra; see [BB81], [BK81], [BB93], [Kas89].
Families: Coherent sheaves of Lie algebras gX over OX (the Lie bracket
beingOX -bilinear) are obvious examples of Lie algebroids. We think of these
as families of Lie algebras g(x) := gx/mxgx over the fields k(x) = Ox/mx,
where a trivial family is one which is isomorphic to an extension of scalars
gX = OX ⊗k g of a Lie algebra g over a field k; more interesting cases occur
when the Lie bracket [·, ·]x for g(x) degenerates at special points x ∈ X
(contraction). Similarly, a sheaf of modules M over a sheaf of Lie algebras
gX we regard as a family of modules, resulting in a fibre module M(x) :=
M/mxM over the k(x)-Lie algebra g(x) at each point x. An interesting
decreasing filtration of M(x) by g(x)-modules · · · ⊂ Mn(x) ⊂ Mn−1(x) ⊂
· · · ⊂ M0(x) = M(x) is defined using an ideal I ⊆ mx and a section S ∈
HomgX (M ⊗OX M,OX) (where usually the gX-module OX is trivial; S is a
“Shapovalov form”), setting Mn(x) := {m ∈M : S(m,M) ⊆ In} mod mx.
Jantzen’s filtration of Verma modules is an important example; see [Jan79],
[BB93].
The content of the sections is as follows:
Section 2: is mostly a survey containing general definitions and basic facts
about Lie algebroids, complementing and recalling parts of [BB93]. There
are no really new results and we include more material than is absolutely
needed for our main results, but it should be helpful to have this information
collected.
Section 3: Proposition 3.1.2 states that it is equivalent that a space X
is non-singular, that the TX -module OX contains no coherent proper sub-
modules, and that the Lie algebroid TX contains no coherent ideals; this
should be well-known. The main part of this section has to do with opera-
tions on Lie algebroids and their derived categories of complexes of modules,
generalizing standard operations in D-module theory.
Section 4: Propositions 4.1.5 and 4.1.7 are relations between global and lo-
cal smoothness. Limiting ourselves to morphisms π : Y → X of non-singular
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spaces we first show that the derived pull-back functor π+ preserves the de-
rived category Dbs of bounded complexes of g-modules with smooth homol-
ogy modules (Prop. 4.2.3), and we also give a partial converse (Prop. 4.2.4).
Theorem 4.2.7 gives a condition when the direct image functor preserves
Dbs; it will later be used to prove that the direct image of a module with
regular singularities again has regular singularities. We record the impor-
tant fact implied by the Artin-Rees lemma, that smoothness of a module is
well reflected in its completion (Prop. 4.3.1). Theorem 4.4.1 contains the
expected equivalences implied by GAGA; its Corollary 4.4.2 is a statement
about cohomology groups of certain sheaves which are not O-modules.
Section 5: We say that anOX -moduleM is pure if all its non-zero coherent
sub-modules have the same dimension of their support; M is torsion free if
it is pure and dim suppM = dimX. Let M be a coherent OX -module
with support V ⊂ X, and j : Ω → X an open inclusion of spaces such
that codimV (V ∩ (X \ Ω)) ≥ 2. Then if j∗(M) is pure we have j∗j∗(M) ∈
coh(OX) (Cor. 5.1.7). In the algebraic case Corollary 5.1.7 follows from
A. Grothendieck’s finiteness theorem [Gro62, Exp. VIII, p. 13, Th. 3.1]
while in the complex analytic case it follows from a corresponding result by
Y.-T. Siu and G. Trautmann [Siu70],[Tra69], as stated in Theorem 5.1.3.
We include a proof of this theorem in the algebraic case which perhaps is
somewhat more direct than that of Grothendieck.
Using Corollary 5.1.7 we can prove our first main result in Theorem 5.2.1,
stating: Let π : Y → X be a proper morphism of spaces, S ⊂ X a (closed)
subspace, and g′Y ⊂ gY an inclusion of Lie algebroids on Y . Suppose that
M ∈ coh(gY ) contains, locally in X, an OY -lattice M0, i.e. M = D(gY )M0
and M0 ∈ coh(OX) (such M0 always exist when X is a noetherian variety),
and let ∪ki=1Vi be an irreducible decomposition of the support ofM . Assume
that Vi ∩ Vj ∩ π−1(S) = ∅ for all pairs i 6= j and that dimπ(Vi) ≥ dimS +2
when Vi ∩ π−1(S) 6= ∅. Assume moreover that the maximal coherent gX-
submodule of M with support in Vi is pure, i = 1, . . . , k, and that the
canonical homomorphisms
π∗π∗(M)y →My and π∗π∗(g′Y )y → g′y
are surjective when y ∈ π−1(S). Then if M is point-wise smooth along g′Y
in Y \ π−1(S), it follows that it is point-wise smooth in Y .
Letting Y = X and π = id we obtain a non-relative version: Let M be
a coherent gX -module, torsion free over OX , and Γ a closed subset such
that codimX Γ ≥ 2. Then if M is point-wise smooth along a sub-algebroid
g′X ⊆ gX at each point in X \ Γ it follows that M is smooth along g′X in
all of X (Cor. 5.2.2); Corollary 5.2.3 is a similar result for pure modules.
Moreover, ifM is point-wise smooth along g′X in the complement of a divisor
S ⊂ X, then the points in S where M is smooth form a closed set, so one
gets as an added dividend that it suffices to check smoothness in one point
in every irreducible component of the non-singular locus of S (Cor. 5.2.4).
This implies Deligne’s theorem that a TX -module, coherent and torsion free
over OX(∗S), has regular singularities along S (in the sense of pull-backs to
curves) if this holds at all points in a dense subset of the non-singular locus
of S.
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Section 6: Theorem 6.1.1 is a useful smoothness criterion, and follows
from a straightforward application of Gabber’s integrability theorem. The-
orem 6.1.2 is a curve test applicable to torsion free modules for any pair
of Lie algebroids g′X ⊂ gX . The remaining part of the section is concerned
with gX-modules with regular singularities, where g
′
X is determined by a
sub-space in X. When M is a pure coherent gX-module with support V
we say that it has regular singularities along a divisor S ⊂ V ⊂ X if it is
smooth along gX(I) ∩ gX(J); here I and J are the ideals of S and V , and
gX(I) = α
−1(TX(I)). We refer to Section 6.3 for the general case when the
module is not pure. From now assume that the spaces X and Y are non-
singular, and the Lie algebroids gX and gY are locally free and transitive.
Let Dbrs(gX) be the derived category of bounded complexes of gX-modules
M• whose homology H•(M•) is a gX-module with regular singularities.
We have Dbrs(gX) ⊂ Dbhol(gX)(Prop. 6.3.10) where Dbhol(gX) is the cat-
egory of complexes with holonomic homology, and if S ⊂ X is a sub-
space, then RΓ[S](M
•),M(∗S)• ∈ Dbrs(gX) if and only if M ∈ Dbrs(gX)
(Th. 6.3.11); this corresponds to a theorem by Bernstein.
Let π : Y → X be a morphism of spaces. The inverse image functor pre-
serves the property of having regular singularities, π!(Dbrs(gX)) ⊂ Dbrs(gY )
(Th. 6.3.12), and if π is proper, the direct image functor has the same good
behaviour (Th. 6.3.13)
π+(D
b
rs(gY )) ⊂ Dbrs(gY ).
Let Dbcrs(gX) ⊂ Dbcoh(gX) be the sub-category of complexes M• such that
the pull back π+(M•) ∈ Dbrs(gC) when π : C → X is an embedding of a
curve (curve regular complexes). We have (Th. 6.3.15)
Dbrs(gX) = D
b
crs(gX).
As a consequence any sub-quotient of the homology of a complex inDbcrs(gX)
is curve regular (Cor. 6.3.18). That Dbcrs(TX) has this property is known
but the previous proofs are quite hard; see [BGK+87] and [Bjo¨93].
In the remaining part we study the sub-category D¯brs(gX) ⊂ Dbrs(gX) of
completely regular complexes on a quasi-projective algebraic manifold X.
A locally free and transitive Lie algebroid (X¯, gX¯ , α¯) is a completion of a
Lie algebroid (X, gX , α) when there exists an open embedding j : X → X¯,
where X¯ is projective, such that gX = j
∗(gX¯) and α = j
∗(α¯) : gX →
TX . We say that M
• ∈ D¯brs(gX) if there exists such a completion so that
j+(M
•) ∈ D¯brs(gX¯). This definition is intrinsic, independent of the choice
of completion (Lem. 6.4.4), and D¯brs(TX) coincides with the category of
regular holonomic TX -modules as defined in [BGK
+87] (Cor. 6.4.7). We
have π!(D¯brs(gX)) ⊂ D¯brs(gY ) (Cor. 6.4.5). Conversely, if π(Y ) contains
the support of M ∈ D¯bcoh(gX) and π!(M) ∈ D¯brs(gY ), then M ∈ D¯brs(gX)
(Prop. 6.4.8), a result that can be used to prove that certain equivariant
gX-modules are completely regular. That
π+(D¯
b
rs(gY )) ⊂ D¯brs(gX)
follows from Theorem 6.3.13 when π is proper, and it holds more generally
when π can be factorized π = p ◦ j where j is a completion and p is proper
(Prop. 6.4.6). Let us compare to the proof of [BGK+87, VII, Th. 12.2],
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that π+(D¯
b
crs(TY )) ⊂ D¯bcrs(TY ). This proof is inspired by Deligne’s proof
[Del70] that the Gauss-Manin connection has regular singularities; one first
has to prepare by constructing a generating class of objects, the standard
modules, and one considers only completions Y → Y¯ such that Y¯ \ Y is a
divisor with normal crossing singularities (regular completions), which exist
by Hironaka’s theorem. Our proof is also based on Deligne’s proof, but
otherwise quite different. We do not need that fact that standard modules
form a generating class, and our use of Hironaka’s theorem is instead for
taking care of modules whose support is not non-singular in codimension 1;
one may also note that it is unnecessary to only consider regular completions.
I want to thank Rikard Bo¨gvad for useful suggestions to improve the
disposition of this work.
2. Lie algebroids
2.1. Definitions. By a variety we shall mean a separated scheme locally of
finite type over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0. A complex
analytic space is a separated complex analytic space (k = C). By space we
mean either a variety or a complex analytic space.
Remark 2.1.1. Our terminology is a little unconventional since a variety
usually is an integral separated scheme of finite type over k. Note also that
by Lefshetz’ principle one can assume that all varieties of finite type are
defined over k = C, but not invoking transcendental methods to prove alge-
braic results we prefer also in such cases to work over a specific algebraically
closed field k of characteristic 0.
Let coh(OX) ⊂ Mod(OX) be the subcategory of coherent sheaf of modules
over the structure sheaf OX on a space X; we abbreviate sheaf of rings and
sheaf of modules by ring and module. The ring OX and its OX -module of
k-linear derivations TX both belong to coh(OX). Let M be an OX -module.
Then Mx is the stalk at a point x in X, and if Ω is an open subset of X the
vector space of sections over Ω is Γ(Ω,M) or M(Ω); the restriction of M to
Ω is MΩ. When we say that m is a vector in M we mean that m is a section
that is defined in some open subset of X. Recall that a space (OX ,X) is
integral when the rings OX(Ω) are integral domains, and this is the same as
(OX ,X) being irreducible and reduced. For a locally principal (Weil) divisor
S ⊂ X, OX(∗S) is the coherent ring defined locally by OX [1/f ] when f is
a local generator of S, and we put M(∗S) = OX(∗S) ⊗OX M . Let S ⊂ X
be a closed subspace (algebraic or complex analytic) and j : X \S → X the
canonical open immersion. We let ΓS(M) ⊆M be the maximal submodule
whose support belongs to S and Γ[S](M) = H
0
[S](M) = {m ∈M : InS ·m = 0},
where IS is the ideal of S; RΓS(·) and RΓ[S](·) are the derived versions of
ΓS(·) and Γ[S](·), defining functors on the derived category of complexes of
OX -modules D(OX) := D(Mod(OX )). The local cohomology modules of
M• ∈ D(OX) are H iS(M•) = RiΓS(M•) and H i[S](M•) = RiΓ[S](M•), and
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there exist distinguished triangles triangles1 in D(OX)
RΓS(M
•)→M• → Rj∗j∗(M•)→,(2.1.1)
RΓ[S](M
•)→M• →M•(∗S)→,
which coincide when X is a scheme.
The work of Beilinson and Bernstein [BB93] contains a succinct treatment
of Lie algebroids and serves as an important source for this section; this
section can be regarded as a complement to some of the most basic material
in loc. cit..
Definition 2.1.2. A Lie algebroid is a triple (OX , gX , α), where:
(1) gX is a Lie algebra over k on a space (OX ,X);
(2) gX is a coherent OX -module;
(3) α is a homomorphism of sheaves
α : gX → TX
such that α([δ1, δ2]) = [α(δ1), α(δ2)] and α(fδ) = fα(δ) for f ∈ OX ,
δ1, δ2 ∈ gX . (α is a homomorphism for the structures in 1 and 2). We
require the compatibility [δ1, fδ2] = α(δ1)(f)δ2 + f [δ1, δ2], f ∈ OX ,
δ1, δ2 ∈ gX .
Let LieX be the category of Lie algebroids on X. We say that (OX , gX , α) ∈
LieX is transitive if α is surjective; if α = 0 then gX is a sheaf of Lie algebras
over OX .
A homomorphism of Lie algebroids φ : (gX , α) → (aX , β) (on the same
space X) is a homomorphism of OX-modules and k-Lie algebras φ : gX →
aX such that α = β ◦ φ. Of course, we often abbreviate a Lie algebroid
(OX , gX , α) to gX . It should be obvious what is meant by an ideal of a
Lie algebroid; for instance Ker(φ) is an ideal if φ is a homomorphism of Lie
algebroids and the sub-sheaf b = Ker(α) is an ideal which is moreover a
coherent OX -Lie algebra.
Let aX be a subalgebroid of a Lie algebroid gX . The normalizer of aX in
gX is defined by the presheaf nX(U) that is formed by theOX(U)-submodule
of gX(U) that is generated by the k-subspace
{δ ∈ gX(U) : [δ, aX (U)] ⊂ aX(U)}
where U ⊂ X is an open subset. Clearly, the presheaf nX is a sheaf satisfying
all conditions in Definition 2.1.2 except possibly (2). For example, let X =
C1 be the complex line with coordinate function t ∈ OC1(C1), aX = OC1t∂t,
and gX = TC1 = OC1∂t. Then nC1 ∼= j!(TC1\0) /∈ coh(OX), the extension
by 0 of TC1\0 from C
1 \ 0 to C1.
We put a condition on the aX -module N := gX/aX that ensures that nX
be coherent over OX .
Lemma 2.1.3. (1) If the action of aX on gX is OX -linear, i.e. [a, φδ] =
φ[a, δ] when a ∈ aX , δ ∈ gX , φ ∈ OX , then nX is a sub-Lie algebroid.
(2) Assume that each point in X has a neighbourhood U ⊆ X such that
aU is generated by sections {ai}ri=1 ⊂ aU (U) with the property: the
1See [BBD82] for an account of triangulated categories.
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OU -module OUNai that is generated by the subsheaves of k-vector
spaces
Nai := {n ∈ N : [ai, n] = 0} ⊂ NU
is locally generated by the sections of Nai . Then nX is a sub-Lie
algebroid of gX .
(1) implies, not surprisingly, that the normalizer is always coherent when
gX is a coherent OX -Lie algebra.
Proof. (2): We need to prove that nX is coherent and since this is a local
problem we may assume that U = X, so the ai are global generators of aX
and OXNai is generated by Nai(X). Since
{δ ∈ gX : [δ, ai] ∈ aX , i = 1, . . . , k} = ∩ki=1{δ ∈ gX : [δ, ai] ⊂ aX}
it follows that nX = ∩ki=1n(i)X where n(i)X is the OX-submodule of gX that is
generated by {δ ∈ gX : [δ, ai] ⊂ aX}. Hence, by [GD71, 0. §5, Cor. 5.3.6]
it suffices to see that n
(i)
X is coherent. As aX , gX ∈ coh(OX) [loc. cit., Prop.
5.3.2] implies that N = gX/aX ∈ coh(OX) and if n¯(i)X is the image of n(i)X in
the canonical morphism gX → N , since Ker(gX → N) = aX ∈ coh(OX), it
suffices to see that n¯
(i)
X ∈ coh(OX). But since n¯(i)X = OXNai is generated by
its sections Nai(X) ⊂ n¯(i)(X) and OX is noetherian (Th. 2.3.2) this implies
that n¯
(i)
X ∈ coh(OX).
(1): Again it suffices to prove that n¯
(i)
X ∈ coh(OX). Since the problem is
local on X and gX is coherent we may assume that gX has a finite set of
global generators {δi} ⊂ Γ(X, gX). Let bX be the coherent submodule of N
that is generated by the image of [δi, a] in N(X). We have
n(i)x = {
∑
i
φiδi ∈ gx :
∑
φi[a, δi] ∈ ax}
showing that the image n¯
(i)
X = Ann(bX) ∈ coh(OX) [GD71, 0. 5.3.10]. 
A Lie algebroid (OX , gX , α) is affine if X is an affine scheme over a field
k; alternatively we denote it by (A, gA, α) when X = SpecA.
A connection on gX is an OX-homomorphism ∇ : TX → gX such that
α ◦ ∇ = idTX . The curvature of ∇ is the OX -linear homomorphism R∇ :
TX ∧ TX → b, δ ∧ η 7→ [∇(δ),∇(η)]−∇([δ, η]). The connection is integrable
if R∇ = 0, hence an integrable connection is the same as a homomorphism
TX → gX . The connections on gX form a sheaf in an obvious way, defining
a torsor over the group HomOX (TX , b).
Example 2.1.4. Assume that a Lie algebra g over k acts on a space X by a
Lie homomorphism
α0 : g→ TX .
Then gX = OX⊗kg forms a Lie algebroid (OX , gX , α) defining α : gX → TX
by α = idOX ⊗α0 and the bracket
[f ⊗k δ1, g ⊗k δ2] = fg[δ1, δ2] + fα0(δ1)(g)δ2 − gα0(δ2)(g)δ1.
If α0 induces surjective mappings on the tangent spaces Tx/mxTx, where mx
is the maximal ideal of a point x ∈ X, then gX locally has a connection.
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If TX is generated by its sections TX(X), then gX has a globally defined
connection.
Suppose that gX is a Lie algebroid which moreover is a right OX -module
such that δ · φ = α(δ)(φ)δ + φδ, when φ ∈ OX and δ ∈ gX ; next section
contains an example. One can then define the opposite algebroid goX of gX .
As sheaf of k-algebras goX is the same as gX . But if [·, ·]◦ is the Lie bracket
on goX and ◦ is the multiplication between OX and goX one has
[δ, η]◦ = [η, δ],
φ ◦ δ = δφ, δ ◦ φ = φδ,
for δ, η ∈ gX and φ ∈ OX . This is again a Lie algebroid (OX , goX , αo) if one
defines αo : goX → TX by δ 7→ −α(δ).
2.2. Linear Lie algebroids. Let M be an OX -module and glk(M) :=
Endk(M) be its sheaf of k-Lie algebras. We have an obvious k-linear map-
ping
i : OX → glk(M),
defining a structure of OX-bi-module on glk(M), by (f ·φ)(m) = fφ(m) and
(φ · f)(m) = φ(fm), f ∈ OX , m ∈ M . Let glOX (M) ⊆ glk(M) be the OX-
submodule of OX -linear homomorphisms M → M . Clearly glOX (M) is a
Lie sub-algebra which commutes with the commutative sub-algebra i(OX).
Define D1X(M) ⊆ glk(M) the first order matrix differential operators on M
as the sub-sheaf of k-linear mappings δ such that [δ, glOX (M)] ⊆ glOX (M).
Evidently D1X(M) is a Lie algebra over k.
We temporarily forget the condition (2) in Definition 2.1.2, so Lie alge-
broids are not necessarily coherent. Now the Lie algebra D1X(M) is not
provided with a natural mapping α to TX ; its OX-submodule
cX(M) := {δ ∈ D1X(M) : [δ, i(OX )] ⊆ i(OX )}(2.2.1)
also has a Lie bracket, but again there is no mapping α. However, if M is
a faithful OX -module, i.e. the mapping i is injective, we identify OX with a
sub-ring of glOX (M), and since [δ, φ] ·m = δ ·(φm)−(φδ) ·m, for δ ∈ cX(M),
φ ∈ OX , m ∈ M , we get a well-defined homomorphism α : cX(M) → TX ,
δ 7→ [δ, φ]. Therefore (OX , cX(M), α) ∈ LieX . It is called the linear Lie
algebroid of the faithful OX-module M . cX(M) can also be described as
the set of pairs (δ, ∂) where ∂ ∈ TX and δ is a lift of ∂ to an action on M
such that δ(φm) = ∂(φ)m+φδ(m). The homomorphism α : cX(M)→ TX is
(δ, ∂) 7→ ∂, and the bracket is [(δ, ∂), (δ′ , ∂′)] = ([δ, δ′], [∂, ∂′]). IfM is locally
free, then cX(M) is locally isomorphic as Lie algebroid to glOX (M) ⊕ TX
where the action of TX is defined using a local isomorphism MΩ ∼= OnΩ over
an open subset Ω ⊂ X. If X is non-singular and M is quasi-coherent with
presentation
⊕IOX φ−→ ⊕JOX ։M,
then cX(M) is locally isomorphic to
{δ ∈ cX(⊕JOX) : δφ(⊕IOX) ⊆ φ(⊕IOX)}
{δ ∈ cX(⊕JOX) : δ(⊕JOX) ⊆ φ(⊕IOX)} .
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Let I be an ideal of OX . Then cX(I) = OX ⊕ TX(I), where TX(I) is the
sheaf of derivations that preserve the ideal I, and if gX is a Lie algebroid
we let gX(I) be the sub-algebroid of vectors δ such that α(δ) ∈ TX(I).
The Lie algebroid cX(M) is also a right OX-module, where φ ∈ OX acts
on δ ∈ cX(M) as δ·φ = [δ, φM ]+φM δ, and φM ∈ glk(M) is the multiplication
by φ on M .
Remark 2.2.1. Let M be locally free OX -module of rank r < ∞. One may
construct ‘classical’ Lie algebroids gX from an alternating or symmetric
bilinear form < ·, · >: M ⊗OX M → OX
gX = {δ ∈ cX(M) : α(δ) < m1,m2 >=< δ ·m1,m2 > + < m1, δ ·m2 >}.
Letting detM = ∧rM be the determinant bundle of M there exists a ho-
momorphism of Lie algebroids tr : cX(M)→ cX(detM) defined by
tr(δ) ·m1 ∧ · · · ∧md = (δ ·m1) ∧ · · · ∧mr + · · ·+m1 ∧ · · · ∧ (δ ·mr),
wheremi ∈M and δ ∈ cX(M), and one may define the ‘special’ Lie algebroid
by sl(M) := Ker(tr) ⊆ Ker(α : cX(M)→ TX). Note that [cX(M), cX (M)] *
sl(M), which can be compared to [glOX (M), glOX (M)] ⊂ slOX (M).
For applications of GAGA and checking coherence it is useful to identify
D1X(M) with an OX-module of OX-linear mappings. We recall this identifi-
cation (see [Gro67, §16, Prop. 16.8.8]): Let ∆ : X → X×kX be the diagonal
morphism. One identifies sheaves on X with sheaves on X ×kX whose sup-
port belongs to ∆(X). Let I be the ideal of ∆(X) and put P 1X = OX×kX/I2,
which is regarded as an (OX ,OX)-bimodule in an obvious way; similarly
ΩX := I/I
2 and OX are regarded as bimodules. One has the multiplication
homomorphism P 1X → OX , defined by φ ⊗k φ′ 7→ φ · φ′, φ, φ′ ∈ OX , and a
short exact sequence of bimodules 0 → ΩX → P 1X → OX → 0. Since this
sequence has a canonical left OX-linear split d : P 1X → ΩX , φ⊗φ′ 7→ φ ·dφ′,
putting ΩX/k(M) = ΩX/k⊗OXM and P 1X(M) = P 1X⊗OXM one gets a short
exact sequence of left OX -modules
0→ ΩX/k(M)→ P 1X(M)→M → 0.(2.2.2)
Then
D1X(M) = HomOX (P 1X(M),M),
where δ ∈ D1X(M) is identified with the mapping P 1X(M) → M defined by
φ⊗ φ′ ⊗m 7→ φδ(φ′ ·m).
Lemma 2.2.2. (1) (X is a space) P 1X/k,ΩX/k ∈ coh(OX).
(2) If M,ΩX ∈ coh(OX), then cX(M) ∈ coh(OX).
Proof. (1) is well-known. (2): cX(M) is the normalizer of i(OX ) in
D1X(M) = HomOX (P 1X ,M) ∈ coh(OX). Since the action of i(OX ) on
D1X(M) is OX -linear the assertion follows from (1) in Lemma 2.1.3. 
A connection on M is a k-linear mapping ∇ : M → ΩX/k(M) such that
∇(φm) = d(φ)m + φ∇(m). Let us denote the (sheaf of) connections on M
by Derk(M,ΩX/k(M)).
Lemma 2.2.3. Derk(M,ΩX/k(M)) = HomOX (TX , cX(M))
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Proof. The mappings
ρ : Derk(M,Ω(M))→ HomOX (TX , cX(M)),
ρ(∇)(∂) ∈ cX(M) : m 7→< ∇(m), ∂ >;
ψ : HomOX (TX , cX(M))→ Derk(M,Ω(M)),
ψ(φ)(m) ∈ Ω(M) : ∂ 7→ ψ(φ)(m)(∂) = φ(∂)(m)
are mutually inverse isomorphisms.
Thus if M is a faithful OX -module then a connection on cX(M) is the same
as a connection on M .
The short exact sequence (2.2.2) defines an element
c(M) ∈ Ext1OX (M,ΩX(M)),
called the Atiyah class of the OX -module M . Thus c(M) = 0 when there
exists a globally defined connection ∇ ∈ Derk(M,ΩX(M)) and if M is lo-
cally free, so connections exist locally, then c(M) ∈ Ext1OX (M,ΩX(M)) =
H1(X,ΩX⊗OXglOX (M)). Any vector in TX defines locally a homomorphism
ΩX(M) → M and thus a push-out of (2.2.2), defining a homomorphism of
OX -modules ψ : TX → Ext1OX (M,M). ApplyingHomOX (·,M) to the short
exact sequence (2.2.2) we get long exact sequences
0 // glOX (M)
// D1(M) // HomOX (ΩX/k(M),M) // Ext1OX (M,M) // · · ·
0 // glOX (M)
// cX(M)
α //
?
OO
TX
OO
ψ // Ext1OX (M,M)
// · · ·
In particular:
Ker(ψ) = α(cX(M)).
There is one obstruction class in Ext1OX (α(cX (M)), glOX (M)) for the ex-
istence of a split of the short exact sequence
0→ glOX (M)→ cX(M)→ α(cX (M))→ 0
and one obstruction class in Ext1OX (
TX
α(cX(M))
, α(cX (M))) that α(cX (M)) be
a direct summand of TX ; these two obstruction classes vanish if and only if
cX(M) has a connection.
2.3. Differential operators. We define differential operators as follows.
Definition 2.3.1. A ring of differential operators (OX ,DX) is a k-algebra
DX on a space (X,OX ) that has:
(1) a filtration, 0 = D−1 ⊆ D0X ⊆ D1X ⊆ · · · ⊆ DX such that DX =
∪nDnX and the associated graded ring grDX := ⊕n≥0DnX/Dn−1X is
commutative.
(2) an inclusion i : OX →֒ D0X such that [DnX , i(OX )] ⊆ Dn−1X .
Let DiffX be the category whose objects are rings of differential opera-
tors on X and the homomorphisms are required to be compatible with the
filtrations. Any ring of differential operators defines a Lie algebroid
gX = {δ ∈ D1X : [δ, i(OX )] ⊂ i(OX)}
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(compare to ( 2.2.1) in Subs. 2.2) defining a functor Lie : DiffX → LieX . The
functor Lie has a left adjoint DX(·) : LieX → DiffX , where DX := DX(gX)
is called the enveloping ring of differential operators of (OX , gX , α) ∈ LieX ;
it is constructed similarly to the enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra.
Let SX = SX(gX) be the symmetric algebra of the OX -module gX .
In a ringed space (X,RX) we recall that RX is noetherian if the following
holds: (i) RX is coherent as left RX -module; (ii) for each point x in X
the stalk Rx is a noetherian ring; (iii) for any open subset Ω of X any
increasing family of coherent sub-modules of a coherent RΩ-module is locally
stationary.
Theorem 2.3.2. (X is a space) The rings OX , SX , gr(DX) and DX are
noetherian.
Proof. OX is noetherian: When X is a variety see [GD71, Cor. 1.5.3] (it
suffices that (X,OX ) be locally noetherian). When X is a complex analytic
space (i) is Oka’s theorem, see [Gun90]; a proof of (i) and (ii) can be found
in [Gun90]. (iii) is due to Serre [Ser66] and Grauert [Gra60, Th 8].
SX , gr(DX), and DX are noetherian: Follow the proofs in B. Kaup’s
article in [BGK+87]. Note that [loc. cit., Prop. 3.5] should be changed to:
the canonical homomorphism SX → gr(DX) is surjective. See also [Bjo¨93].

The image of the canonical inclusion σs : gX → SX generates the algebra
SX , making it possible to define a k-linear Lie product
{·, ·} : SX ⊗k SX → SX
by {σs(∂), σs(η)} = σs([∂, η]), {φ,ψ} = 0, {σs(∂), φ} = α(∂)(φ), and induc-
tively by the rules
(1) {a, b} = −{b, a}
(2) {a, bc} = {a, b}c + {a, c}b
for all a, b, c ∈ SX . This defines a Poisson algebra (SX , ·, {·, ·}). In the
same way one defines a bracket {·, ·} on grDX resulting in a Poisson algebra
(grDX , ·, {·, ·}). The canonical mapping gX → gr(DX) lifts to a surjective
homomorphism of Poisson algebras p : SX → gr(DX). We have the following
generalization of the Poincare´-Birkhoff-Witt theorem:
Theorem 2.3.3 ([Rin63]). If gX is locally free over OX then p is an iso-
morphism.
Let M be a coherent gX-module (see Definition 3.1.1 below), Ω ⊂ X
an open set and M0Ω a coherent OΩ-module generating MΩ over gΩ. Set
MnΩ = gΩM
n−1
Ω = DnΩ ·M0Ω for n ≥ 1, and
G(MΩ) = ⊕MnΩ/Mn−1Ω ,
defining a coherent SΩ-module. When X is a variety we let Spec SX be
the spectrum of SX , and if X is a complex analytic space we use the same
notation Spec SX to denote the analytic space that can be associated to
SX ; note that the OX -algebra SX is locally finitely generated. There is a
morphism of spaces p : Spec SX → X such that p∗(SX) = OSpec SX . The
support SS(MΩ) ⊆ Spec SΩ of p∗(G(MΩ)) is independent of the choice of
M0Ω (see e.g. [Bjo¨93]), and therefore the construction globalises defining
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a conic set SS(MX) ⊂ Spec SX , which is a subspace since p∗(G(MΩ)) is
coherent over OSpec SX . The set SS(MX) is the singular support of M , and
the ideal J(M) of SS(MX) is the characteristic ideal of M .
Theorem 2.3.4 ([Gab81, Th. I]).
{J(M), J(M)} ⊆ J(M).
Let p : Spec SX → X be the canonical projection and i : X → Spec SX
the canonical section. It is easy to see that Mx is of finite type over Ox
if and only if SS(Mx) ⊂ i(x), i.e. the ideal J(Mx) = J(M)x of SS(Mx) is
(σ(gx)) ⊆ S(gx). Set S˙S(M) = SS(M) \ i(X).
Definition 2.3.5. The strong support of a gX -module M is the set
s-suppM = {x ∈ X :Mx is not of finite type over Ox} = p(S˙S(M)).
We shall need the following lemma, whose proof is well-known.
Lemma 2.3.6. (X is a space) Let M be a coherent gX-module. Then
s-suppM is a subspace of X.
Proof. We prove this only when X is a complex analytic space. The
set SS(M) = suppG(M) is a conic analytic set, hence S˙S(M) is a conic
analytic set. Let Proj(SX) be the projective space of Spec(SX) (the ana-
lytic space that is associated with the graded OX -algebra SX), with canon-
ical projection p1 : Proj(SX) → X. So we have an open inclusion map-
ping φ : Spec(SX) \ i(X) → Proj(SX), satisfying p1 ◦ φ = p′, where p′
is the restriction of p to Spec(SX) \ i(X). That S˙S is conic means that
S˙S(M) = φ−1(V ) where V is a complex analytic space in Proj(SX). Hence
s-supp(M) = p′(S˙S(M)) = p1(V ),
so the result follows from Remmert’s proper mapping theorem [Gun90, Ch.
N Th. 1]. 
2.4. Homomorphisms.
2.4.1. Remark on the tangent mapping. Let π : Y → X be a morphism
of spaces. There is then the canonical exact sequence π∗(ΩX/k) → ΩY →
ΩY/X → 0, inducing a homomorphism
TY = HomOY (ΩY/k,OY )→ HomOY (π∗(ΩX/k),OY ).
Consider also the canonical homomorphism
ψ : π∗(TX) = π
∗(HomOX (ΩX/k,OX))→ HomOY (π∗(ΩX/k),OY ).
If the induced homomorphism between stalks at any point x ∈ X is an
isomorphism, then ψ is an isomorphism. As ΩX/k ∈ coh(OX) we have
HomOX (ΩX/k,OX)x = HomOx(ΩOx/k,Ox),
so the condition is that the canonical morphism
Oy ⊗Ox HomOx(ΩOx/k,Ox)→ HomOy(Oy ⊗Ox ΩOx/k,Oy)
is an isomorphism. Here Ox → Oy is the homomorphism of local rings
defined by π. Thus ψ is an isomorphism if either X is non-singular, so
ΩOx/k is free of finite rank over Ox, or if π is flat (to see this use also the
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fact that ΩOx/k is finitely presented over Ox). When ψ is an isomorphism
there exists a canonical homomorphism
dπ : TY → π∗(TX).
Also when ψ is not an isomorphism we shall abuse the notation in the fol-
lowing by writing π∗(TX) when we actually mean HomOY (π
∗(ΩX/k),OY ).
Thus the homomorphism dπ is always defined.
2.4.2. Homomorphisms of Lie algebroids. The definition of homomorphisms
gY → gX between Lie algebroids on different spaces is slightly involved,
because π∗(gX) = OY ⊗pi−1(OX) π−1(gX) does not in general have a natural
structure of Lie algebroid.
Remark 2.4.3. TheOY -module π∗(gX) has a structure of Lie algebroid when
there exists a homomorphism of Lie algebroids over π−1(OX), ψ : π−1(TX)→
TY , defining the Lie bracket by
[φ1 ⊗ ∂1, φ2 ⊗ ∂2] := φ1φ2 ⊗ [∂1, ∂2] + φ1ψ(α(∂1)(φ2))⊗ ∂2 −
− φ2ψ(α(∂2)(φ1))⊗ ∂1.
Here are two instances of this situation:
(1) π is a projection, for then π∗(TX) ⊂ TY .
(2) Let π : X ′ → X be the normalization morphism of an integral space.
By [Sei66] every section of TX has a unique lift to a section of TX′ , i.e.
if U ⊂ X ′ is an open subset and δ ∈ π−1(TX)(U), then there exists a
unique section δ′ ∈ TX′(U) such that its restriction to π−1(OX)(U) ⊂
OX′(U) coincides with δ; see loc. cit. for a more general and precise
condition.
Definition 2.4.4. Let (Y, gY , α) ∈ LieY , (X, gX , β) ∈ LieX . A homomor-
phism (π′, π) : (Y, gY , α)→ (X, gX , β) is:
(1) a morphism π : Y → X of spaces;
(2) a homomorphism of OY -modules
π′ : gY → π∗(gX)
such that the following diagram commutes
gY
pi′−−−→ π∗(gX)
α
y
yβ
TY
dpi−−−→ π∗(TX)
and π′ satisfies:
π′([δ1, δ2]) =
∑
aibj ⊗ [ηi, ηj ] +
∑
(α(δ1)(bi)− α(δ2)(ai))⊗ ηi
if π′(δ1) =
∑
ai ⊗ ηi, π′(δ2) =
∑
bj ⊗ ηj , where δ1, δ2 ∈ gY , ai, bi ∈ OY ,
ηi ∈ gX . (Recall our abuse of notation in defining dπ.)
If π = id then π′ is a homomorphism of Lie algebroids on X. If α = 0
then gY is a sheaf of Lie algebras over OY and a homomorphism gY → gX
is a homomorphism of the OY -Lie algebra gY onto a Lie algebra in the
OY -module π∗(gX).
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2.4.5. Pull-back. Let (OX , gX , α) ∈ LieX . The fibre product with respect
to the OY -linear homomorphisms π∗(α) : π∗(gX)→ π∗(TX) and dπ : TY →
π∗(TX) is the OY -module
π∗(gX)×pi∗(TX) TY = {(δ, ∂) ∈ π∗(gX)× TY : π∗(α)(δ) = dπ(∂)}.
We define a bracket on π∗(gX)×pi∗(TX ) TY by
[(φ1 ⊗ δ1, ∂1), (φ2 ⊗ δ2, ∂2)]
= (∂1(φ2)⊗ δ2 − ∂2(φ1)⊗ δ1 + (φ1φ2)⊗ [δ1, δ2], [∂1, ∂2]),
for (φi⊗δi, ∂i) ∈ π∗(gX)×pi∗(TX)TY , and letting β : π∗(gX)×pi∗(TX)TY → TY
be the projection on the second factor we get a structure of Lie algebroid
on π∗(gX) ×pi∗(TX) TY ; in that capacity we denote it by π+(gX). Clearly,
we get a functor (OX , gX , α) 7→ (OY , π+(gX), β) from LieX to LieY ; being a
composition of a right exact and left exact functor, π+ is in general neither
left nor right exact. Let g : π+(gX) → π∗(gX) be the projection on the
first factor. Then if φ : gY → gX is a homomorphism of Lie algebroids
there exists a unique homomorphism f : gY → π+(gX) such that φ = g ◦ f ;
hence the functor gX 7→ π+(gX) represents the functor LieY → Set, gY 7→
HomLie(gY , gX). We call π
+(gX) the pull-back of gX by π.
If Y
f−→ Z g−→ X are morphisms of spaces, we have a canonical homo-
morphism
cfg : f
+(g+(gX))→ (g ◦ f)+(gX),(2.4.1)
(h(y)⊗f−1(OZ ) (φ(z) ⊗g−1(OX ) δ(x), ∂z), ∂y) 7→ (h(y)φ¯(y)⊗(g◦f)−1(OX ) δ(x), ∂y),
where h(y) ∈ OY , φ(z) ∈ OZ , δ(x) ∈ gX , ∂z ∈ TZ , ∂y ∈ TY , and φ¯(y) is the
image of φ(z) in OY . Unfortunately, cfg is not always an isomorphism, so
the projection functor Lie → Sch makes Lie only into a prefibred category
over the category of schemes/k (or over the category of complex analytic
spaces); see [Gro71, Exp. VI] for this terminology. The following lemma is
slightly more general than [BB93, Lemma 1.5.1].
Lemma 2.4.6. If either of the conditions
(1) f is flat, or
(2) g is smooth and Z,X are non-singular
are satisfied, then cfg is an isomorphism.
Proof. The problem is local on Y,Z,X so we may instead consider a
composition of local rings A
g−→ B f−→ C, and an affine Lie algebroid (A, gA).
Put gB = g
+(gA) = B ⊗A gA ×B⊗ATA TB and gC = (g ◦ f)+(gA) = C ⊗A
gA ×C⊗ATA TC . Then f+(g+(gA)) = f+(gB) = C ⊗B gB ×C⊗BTB TC , and
we have a canonical homomorphism
C ⊗B gB ×C⊗BTB TC → C ⊗A gA ×C⊗ATA TC .
When necessary we here abuse the notation as in (2.4.1).
Assume (1). Then the exact sequence 0 → gB → B ⊗A gA × TB gives
the exact sequence 0 → C ⊗B gB → C ⊗A gA × C ⊗B TB, implying that
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C ⊗B gB ∼= C ⊗A gA ×C⊗ATA C ⊗B TB . Therefore
f+(gB) = C ⊗B gB ×C⊗BTB TC
∼= (C ⊗A gA ×C⊗ATA C ⊗B TB)×C⊗BTB TC
∼= C ⊗A gA ×C⊗ATA TC
= (g ◦ f)+(gA).
Assume (2). Then we have a split short exact sequence
0→ TB/A → TB → B ⊗A TA → 0.
Choose a splitting, so TB = TB/A ⊕ B ⊗A TA. Then, using the fact that
N ×L (M + L) = N ×M when N,L,M are B-modules with morphisms
N → L, M + L→ L and M is the kernel of the last morphism, one gets
gB = B ⊗A gA ×B⊗ATA (TB/A ⊕B ⊗ATA) ∼= TB/A ⊕B ⊗A gA
where the morphism TB/A ⊕ B ⊗A gA → TB is δ + b ⊗ η 7→ δ + b ⊗ α(η) ∈
TB/A ⊕B ⊗A TA = TB . Therefore
f+(gB) = C ⊗B (TB/A ⊕B ⊗A gA)×C⊗BTB TC
= (C ⊗B TB/A ⊕ C ⊗A gA)×C⊗BTB/A⊕C⊗ATA TC
= C ⊗A gA ×C⊗ATA TC
= (g ◦ f)+(gA).

Examples 2.4.7. (1) π+(TX) = TY . When α = 0, then π
+(gX) = π
∗(gX).
(2) If π : Y → X is an open embedding, then π+(gX) = π∗(gX).
(3) Let π : Y → X be a closed embedding to a non-singular space X, and
IY be the ideal of π(Y ). Then
π+(gX) = π
+(gX(IY )) = π
−1(
gX(IY )
IY gX
),
since TY = π
−1(TX(IY ))/IY TX). Note that π
+(gX) need not be
locally free when gX is locally free even if Y is non-singular.
(4) If α(gX) is flat over OX , and ix : {x} → X is an inclusion of a point
in X, then i+x (gX) = i
∗(bX) = bx/mxbx.
(5) IfX is non-singular and π is a submersion, i.e. dπ : TY → OY⊗pi−1(OX)
π−1(TX) is surjective, then there exists a canonical injection π
∗(gX) →֒
π+(gX).
Clearly, if gX is transitive then π
+(gX) again is transitive, and if α = 0
then π+(gX) = π
∗(gX) is locally free. We will later need the following
lemma.
Lemma 2.4.8. Let π : Y → X be morphism of non-singular spaces and gX
a locally free and transitive Lie algebroid. Then π+(gX) is locally free and
transitive.
Proof. Factorize π as π = p◦i where i : Y → Y ×X is the graph morphism
and p : Z = Y ×X → X is the projection on the second factor. Since p is
smooth and Z and X are non-singular π+(gX) = i
+(p+(gX)) (Lem. 2.4.6).
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One has gZ := p
+(gX) = p
∗(gX) ×p∗(TX ) TZ = p∗(gX) ⊕ q∗(TY ) where
q : Z → Y is the projection to the first factor, so this is locally free and
transitive.
Letting i : Y → Z be a closed embedding and gZ a locally free and
transitive Lie algebroid it remains to see that i+(gZ) is locally free. There
exists a short exact sequence
0→ i+(gZ)→ i∗(gZ)→ i
∗(gZ)
i+(gZ)
→ 0
where i∗(gZ) is locally free. Thus it suffices to prove that
i∗(gZ )
i+(gZ)
is locally
free, for then i+(gZ) is locally a direct summand of a free module; hence
i+(gZ) is locally free. Y is non-singular so there exists a split short exact
sequence
0→ TY → i∗(TZ)→ i
∗(TZ)
TY
→ 0;
hence i
∗(TZ )
TY
is locally free (the normal bundle of Y in Z). Now by transitivity
i∗(gZ )
i+(gZ)
∼= i∗(TZ )TY , implying the assertion. 
Lemma 2.4.9. (X is a non-singular space) Let M be a locally free OX -
module. Then π+(cX(M)) ∼= cY (π∗(M)).
Proof. In Section 3.4 we give a canonical homomorphism ρ : π+(cX(M))→
cY (π
∗(M)), which we now contend is an isomorphism. This is a local ques-
tion on X so we may assume that M is free, and hence that cX(M) =
HomOX (M,M)⊕ TX . Then
π+(cX(M)) = π
+(HomOX (M,M) ⊕ TX)
= π∗(HomOX (M,M)⊕ TX)×pi∗(TX) TY
= π∗(HomOX (M,M)) ⊕ TY
= HomOY (π
∗(M), π∗(M))⊕ TY (M is locally free)
= cY (π
∗(M)).
It remains to the check that these isomorphisms compose to ρ, but we omit
the details. 
2.5. Picard Lie algebroids. Let (OX , g′X , α1) ∈ LieX , put b = Ker(α1)
and let χ : b→ OX be a homomorphism of Lie algebroids (a character of b).
The push-out of g′X by χ is the Lie algebroid g
χ
X = {(φ, δ) ∈ OX ⊕ g′X}/J ,
where J = {(χ(b),−b) :∈ OX ⊕ b}. A g′X-module M such that the action
of b is determined by b · m = χ(b)m, b ∈ b, m ∈ M , corresponds to a
g
χ
X-module.
Definition 2.5.1. A Lie algebroid (OX , gX , α) is a Picard Lie algebroid if
α is surjective and Ker(α) ∼= OX . We identify Ker(α) = OX by choosing a
global central section 1gX ∈ gX . Let LPicX be the category of Picard Lie
algebroids gX which are locally isomorphic to TX ⊕ OX in the category of
OX -modules (this is of course automatic when X is non-singular).
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Thus if (OX , gX , α) ∈ LieX is transitive and χ is a character of Ker(α)
then the push-out gχX ∈ LPicX .
Homomorphisms of Picard Lie algebroids φ : g1 → g2 are required to
satisfy
φ(1g1) = 1g2 = 1OX ,
so they are isomorphisms, i.e. LPicX is a groupoid. Note that in the category
LieX we do not require φ(1g1) = 1g2 , so LPicX is not a full sub-category of
LieX .
We shall determine the cohomology group classifying LPicX . In general
we have a short exact sequence
0→ OX → gX α−→ TX → 0
which is locally split as OX -modules, locally identifying gX with OX ⊕ TX .
Local structure : Suppose that X0 ⊂ X is an affine subset over which
the exact sequence splits; thus putting g = Γ(X0, gX0) one has a short split
exact sequence in the category of A-modules
0→ A→ g→ Derk(A)→ 0.
A connection ∇ : Derk(A)→ g, determines an isomorphism g ∼= A⊕Derk(A)
(as A-modules). Its curvature is the A-linear mapping R∇ : Derk(A) ∧
Derk(A)→ A, ∂1 ∧ ∂2 7→ η(∂1 ∧ ∂2) = [∇(∂1),∇(∂2)]−∇([∂1, ∂2]), defining
an element η in the vector space of closed 2-forms Ω2,cl(A); the condition
that η be closed follows from the Jacobi identity. Hence, identifying the
A-module g with A⊕Derk(A), the Lie bracket is expressed by
[(a1, ∂1), (a2, ∂2)] = (∂1(a2)− ∂2(a1) + η(∂1 ∧ ∂2), [∂1, ∂2]).
Conversely, any closed 2-form η defines a structure of Lie algebroid on A⊕
Derk(A) whose curvature 2-form is η. Denote by g
η (∼= g) the object of LPic
which corresponds to η.
Automorphisms of g are determined by A-linear homomorphisms (a, ∂) 7→
(a+ω(∂), ∂) where ω ∈ Ω1,cl(A) is a closed 1-form, hence Aut(g) ∼= Ω1,cl(A).
For ω ∈ Ω1(A), the mapping (a, ∂) 7→ (a+ ω(∂), ∂) defines an isomorphism
of Lie algebroids gη → gη+dω (identifying both sides with A ⊕ Derk(A) as
A-modules). There are no non-trivial automorphisms φ : g → g such that
φ ◦ ∇ = ∇, so therefore the group Ω2,cl(A)/dΩ1(A) classifies A-split affine
Lie algebroids. Note that in the Zariski topology a closed 2-form need not
be locally the differential of a 1-form; here is the typical example:
Example 2.5.2. Let X = {(x, y) ∈ C2 : xy 6= 0}, and A = C[x, y, x−1, y−1]
be its affine C-algebra, OXh the sheaf of holomorphic functions in the Haus-
dorff topology on X and OX the sheaf of regular rational functions in the
Zariski topology. The 2-form η = 1/(xy)dx∧dy inX is evidently closed. Put
gη = A ⊕A∂x ⊕ A∂y and define the bracket [∂x, ∂y] = η(∂x ∧ ∂y) = 1/(xy).
The canonical projection defines a Lie homomorphism α : g → DerC(A) =
A∂x + B∂y. Thus g is an affine Lie algebroid over A. Making a cut in the
x-plane in C2 we have ηan = d(log(x)/ydy), so η is locally exact in the
Hausdorff topology. On the other hand, if φ is a rational 1-form the residue
resy=0(dφ) = 0 (for fixed x), so dφ 6= 1xy . Therefore OXh ⊗A g is locally
trivial whereas OX ⊗A g is not locally trivial.
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Define the truncated complex Ω≥1(A) := Ω1(A)→ Ω2,cl(A). An Ω≥1(A)-
torsor is a pair (C, η) where C is an Ω1(A)-torsor and η : C → Ω2,cl(A) is a
mapping such that η(c+ φ) = η(c) + dφ.
The set of connections Con(g) on a Lie algebroid (A, g, α) is an Ω1(A)-
torsor, where the Ω1(A)-action is defined by ∇ 7→ ∇ + ω, ω ∈ Ω1(A). The
mapping η : Con(g) → Ω2,cl(A), ∇ 7→ R∇, satisfies η(∇ + φ) = η(∇) +
dφ. Therefore the pair (Con(g), η) forms an Ω≥1(A)-torsor, and we have
a functor C : LPicA → Ω≥1(A)-tors, g 7→ (Con(g), η). The next lemma is
taken from [BB93].
Lemma 2.5.3. The functor C : LPicA → Ω≥1-tors is an equivalence of
categories.
Global structure : Set Ω•X = Ω
•(TX ,OX ) (see 3.1.1). When X is non-
singular this is just the ordinary de Rham complex. Let Ω≥1X = Ω
1
X → Ω2,clX
be its truncation at degree 1. If Ω ⊂ X is an open subset, the automorphism
group Aut(gΩ) ∼= Γ(Ω,Ω1,clX ), and if gX , g′X ∈ LPicX have connections ∇,∇′
defined over Ω, then gU ∼= g′Ω precisely when R∇ − R∇′ ∈ dΩ1X(Ω). It
follows that the category LPicX is a sheaf forming a torsor over the sheaf
of abelian groups Ω≥1X = Ω
1
X → Ω2,clX , and that the isomorphism classes
of LPicX are classified by the group H
2(X,Ω≥1X ). Cˇech-representatives for
vectors in H2(X,Ω≥1X ) are, in evident notation, pairs (ηi, φij) where ηi are
closed 2-forms defined in open sets Ui ⊂ X and φij are 1-forms defined in
Ui ∩ Uj such that ηi − ηj = dφij .
The connections on a locally OX -split Picard Lie algebroid gX form a
torsor over Ω1X , so the sheaf of connections on gX gives rise to a class in
H1(X,Ω1X) (the Atiyah class of gX). A Picard Lie algebroid is locally inte-
grable if it is locally isomorphic to OX ⊕ TX , i.e. if locally the curvature
2-form of its connections are exact. These are the same as Ω1,clX -torsors,
hence they are classified by H1(X,Ω1,clX ) ⊆ H2(X,Ω≥1X ). If X is a complex
manifold, then by Poincare´’s lemma Ω≥1X is quasi-isomorphic to Ω
1,cl, so any
Picard Lie algebroid is locally integrable. If X is a compact complex alge-
braic manifold then H2(X,Ω≥1X ) = F
1H2DR, the Hodge filtration subspace,
and the locally integrable Picard Lie algebroids correspond to those classes
that vanish on some Zariski open subset of X, i.e., precisely to C-linear
combinations of the algebraic cycle classes.
The category LPicX is a k-vector space in categories, where the k-vector
space structure of H2(X,Ω≥1X ) is defined directly on LPicX using the Baer
sum construction. Namely, if (g1X , α1), (g
2
X , α2) ∈ LPic(X), a, b ∈ k, then
ag1X = OX ⊕ g1X/{(aφ,−φ);φ ∈ OX = Ker(α1)} and the linear combination
ag1X + bg
2
X is a Picard algebroid gX that is equipped with a homomorphism
of Lie algebroids sa,b : g
1
X ×TX g2X → gX such that sa,b(δ1, δ2) = (aδ1 + bδ2).
Relation with the Picard group : Letting PicX be the groupoid of invertible
sheaves on X there exists a functor
g : PicX → LPicX
λ 7→ cX(λ) (see (2.2)).
If φ : λ1 → λ2 is an isomorphism, then the isomorphism g(φ) : cX(λ1) →
cX(λ2) is defined by transport of structure, i.e. g(φ)(δ1) = φδ1φ
−1 ∈ cX(λ2).
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Also, PicX is a group in categories with composition ⊗ and g is a homomor-
phism of abelian groups in categories, expressed by
cX(λ1 ⊗OX λ2) ∼= cX(λ1) + cX(λ2) ∼= λ1 ⊗OX cX(λ2)⊗OX λ−11 .
Here all isomorphisms are unique to unique automorphism of either cX(λ1⊗OX
λ2), cX(λ1) + cX(λ2), or λ1 ⊗OX cX(λ2) ⊗OX λ−11 . On the level of isomor-
phism classes [λ] and [gX ], parametrized by Cˇech cohomology classes for an
acyclic covering X = ∪Uα, g defines a homomorphism of groups dlog :
H1(X,O∗X ) → H1(X,Ω1,cl), [(ξα,β)] 7→ [(dlog(ξα,β))], so that dlog[λ] =
[cX(λ)] (using obvious notation).
Remark 2.5.4. For any integer n and gX ∈ LPicX and λ ∈ PicX we get
λn ⊗OX gX ⊗OX λ−n = gX + cX(λn) ∈ LPicX and there exists a push-out
diagram
0 // OX //
n

λ⊗OX gX ⊗OX λ−1 //
φ

TX // 0
0 // OX // λn ⊗OX gX ⊗ λ−n // TX // 0
where φ is an isomorphism in LieX (not in LPicX); see above Definition 2.5.1.
Assume that X is non-singular of pure dimension n and put ωX = Ω
n
X ∈
PicX . Since gX is also a right OX -module (2.2) we may consider the opposite
Lie algebroid goX of gX ∈ LPicX (2.1). This is again a Picard Lie algebroid
and we have
goX
∼= cX(ωX)− gX ∼= ωX ⊗OX (−gX)⊗OX ω−1X ∼= −ω−1X ⊗OX gX ⊗OX ωX .
An isomorphism is given by
µ : goX → −ω−1X ⊗OX gX ⊗OX ωX
=
OX ⊕ (ω−1X ⊗OX gX ⊗OX ωX)
{(φ, φ) : φ ∈ OX = Ker(ω−1X ⊗OX gX ⊗OX ωX → TX)}
δ 7→ (0,−h ⊗ δ ⊗ h−1 − h⊗ α(δ) · h
h
⊗ h−1)
= (−h⊗ α(δ) · h
h
⊗ h−1, h⊗ δ ⊗ h−1),
where h ∈ ωX , h 6= 0, and α(δ) ∈ TX acts on h by the negative of the Lie
derivative, see (3.2). In particular, cX(λ)
o ∼= ωX ⊗OX cX(λ−1) ⊗OX ω−1X ∼=
cX(ωX ⊗OX λ−1). Here one may either regard ωX ⊗OX λ−1 as a left module
over cX(λ)
o or a right module over cX(λ); compare to (3.2). Let us check
that the isomorphisms are consistent with the fact that the operation o is
an involution:
gooX
∼= (ωX ⊗OX −gX ⊗OX ω−1X )o
∼= (−ω−1 ⊗OX gX ⊗OX ωX)o
∼= ωX ⊗OX (ω−1 ⊗OX gX ⊗OX ωX)⊗OX ω−1X ∼= gX ,
and more particularly c(λ)ooX = cX(λ
−1⊗ωX)o = cX(λ⊗ω−1X ⊗ωX) = cX(λ).
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Now let Xh be a complex manifold. We then have 3 horizontal short exact
sequences, forming a commutative diagram where the vertical sequences also
form short exact sequences:
0

2πiZ _

C∗ _

0 // 2πiZ

// OXh
exp // O∗Xh
dlog

// 0
0 // C //
exp

OXh d //
c1

Ω1,clXh
// 0
0 // C∗

// O∗Xh

dlog // Ω1,clXh
//

0
0 0 0
(2.5.1)
inducing a commutative diagram where the vertical sequences are exact
H0(Xh,O∗Xh)

dlog // H0(Xh,Ω
1,cl
Xh
)

H1(Xh, 2πiZ)

1 // H1(Xh,C
∗)

H1(Xh,C
∗)

H1(Xh,OXh)
exp //

H1(Xh,O∗Xh)
c1 //
dlog

H2(Xh, 2πiZ)
f

H1(Xh,O∗Xh)
c1

dlog // H1(Xh,Ω
1,cl
Xh
)

c // H2(Xh,C)

H2(Xh, 2πiZ)
1 // H2(Xh,C
∗) H2(Xh,C
∗)
The following proposition is due to A. Weil [Wei58, Ch. V, no, 4, Lemme
2]. Put H¯2(Xh, 2πiZ) = Im(f).
Proposition 2.5.5. (Xh is a complex manifold) A Picard Lie algebroid gXh
is isomorphic to cXh(λ) for some invertible sheaf λ if and only if c([gXh ]) ∈
H¯2(Xh, 2πiZ).
In other words, Im(dlog) = c−1(H¯2(Xh, 2πiZ)).
Proof. If {ξαβ} is a Cˇech representative of [gXh ] ∈ H1(Xh,Ω1,cl), then,
since {∂ξαβ} ∈ H¯2(Xh, 2πiZ), using the holomorphic Poincare´ lemma (as-
suming the Cˇech covering is sufficiently fine), the chain {φαβ} = {exp
∫
ξαβ}
is a cocycle representing a class in H1(Xh,O∗Xh) such that dlog(φαβ) = ξαβ.
Choosing λ ∈ PicXh such that [λ] = {φαβ} we have cXh(λ) ∼= gXh . 
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Remark 2.5.6. Poincare´’s lemma holds more generally when Xh is a locally
holomorphically contractible complex analytic space [Rei67], so Proposi-
tion 2.5.5 holds for such spaces.
Assume that X is a non-singular complex projective variety and Xh its
associated compact complex manifold. Put LPic0Xh = Ker(c); see the hor-
izontal sequence (non-exact) above containing the mapping c. Consider
the long exact sequence in homology of the second horizontal short ex-
act sequence in (2.5.1) and let H¯1(Xh,C) be the image of H
1(Xh,C) in
H1(Xh,OXh) ∼= H1(X,OX ) (GAGA). In analogy with the ordinary Picard
variety one may call
LPic0X
∼= H
1(X,OX )
H¯1(Xh,C)
the Lie Picard variety of X. The functor g above induces a proper surjective
morphism from the Picard variety of X to its Lie Picard variety, Pic0X →
LPic0X , which is simply the canonical mapping
H1(X,OX )
H1(Xh, 2πiZ)
→ H
1(X,OX )
H¯1(Xh,C)
.
When Xh is a curve one has LPic
0
Xh
= 0, hence LPicXh ⊆ H2(Xh,C); in
particular, cXh(λ1)
∼= cXh(λ2) precisely when λ1, λ2 ∈ PicXh have the same
degree. See also (3.3).
If Xh is a Stein manifold it follows from the first horizontal short exact
sequence and Cartan’s theorem B that H1(Xh,O∗Xh) = H2(Xh, 2πiZ) and
H2(X,O∗Xh) = H3(Xh, 2πiZ), so using the long exact sequence in cohomol-
ogy of the third horizontal short exact sequence we get an exact sequence
H1(Xh,C
∗)→ H2(Xh, 2πiZ)→ H1(Xh,Ω1,clXh )→ H
2(Xh,C
∗)→ H3(Xh, 2πiZ).
3. Modules
3.1. Basic facts. Let (OX , gX , α) be a Lie algebroid.
Definition 3.1.1. A left gX -module M is an OX-module M and a homo-
morphism of k-Lie algebras
ρ : gX → cX(M) (see (2.2.1))
satisfying ρ(fδ) ·m = fρ(δ) ·m, and ρ(δ) · fm = α(δ)(f)m + fρ(δ) ·m, for
all f ∈ OX , δ ∈ gX , m ∈M . When M is faithful over OX these conditions
express that ρ is a homomorphism of Lie algebroids.
A right gX-module is defined by a k-linear homomorphism
ν : gX → glk(M)
satisfying ν([δ, η]) = −[ν(δ), ν(η)], and ν(fδ) ·m = fν(δ) ·m− α(δ)(f)m =
ν(δ) · (fm), where δ, η ∈ gX .
When we say module without specifying left or right we will always mean
left module. A gX-module M is the same as a D(gX)-module and it is
coherent (quasi-coherent) if it is coherent (quasi-coherent) over the ring
D(gX). M is torsion free if for every non-zero coherent OX -submodule
N ⊂ M one has dim suppN = dimX; this coincides with the usual notion
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of torsion free modules when X is integral. Note that if M = D(gX)M0
and M0 is torsion free it does not follow that M is torsion free, but if
M ∈ coh(gX) there exists locally M0 ∈ coh(OX ) such that M = D(gX)M0
so suppM = suppM0, implying that suppM is an algebraic (analytic)
subspace of X.
We let Mod(gX) = Mod(D(gX)) be the category of gX -modules and
coh(gX) ⊂ qcoh(gX) its sub-categories of coherent and quasi-coherent gX-
modules. The triangulated derived category of complexes of gX-modulesM
•
with coherent homology H•(M•) ∈ coh(gX) is denoted by Dcoh(gX) and the
subcategories of complexes that are bounded above and below are D−coh(gX)
and D+coh(gX). We shall mostly deal with the subcategory of bounded com-
plexes Dbcoh(gX) = D
+
coh(gX) ∩D−coh(gX) mainly because it is generated by
its homology objects, i.e., every object M• ∈ Dbcoh(gX) is isomorphic to a
complex of coherent gX-modules; see the proof of [BGK
+87, I, Prop. 12.8].
For completeness we quote results of Deligne and Bernstein [§VI, Th.
2.10, Prop. 2.11, loc. cit] about complexes on a noetherian variety X. Let
Db(coh(gX)) (D
b(qcoh(gX))) be the category of bounded complexes of co-
herent (quasi-coherent) gX-modules, andD
b
qcoh(gX) the category of bounded
complexes of gX-modulesM
• such that H•(M•) ∈ qcoh(gX). Then the nat-
ural inclusion functors
Db(coh(gX))→ Dbcoh(qcoh(gX))
and
Db(qcoh(gX))→ Dbqcoh(Mod(gX))
are equivalences of categories. Hence we have also a third equivalence
Db(coh(gX))→ Dbcoh(Mod(gX)).
A gX-connection on M is a homomorphism of OX -modules ρ : gX →
cX(M). When gX = TX this is just a connection on the Lie algebroid cX(M)
(assuming that M is faithful over OX). The k-linear homomorphism ∇ :
M → HomOX (gX ,M), ∇(m)(δ) = ρ(δ)(m), is the first step in a sequence of
k-linear homomorphisms of OX -modules. Put l = rk gX and let {δ1, . . . , δl}
be generators of theOX -module gX (l and the generators are defined locally).
Put Ωp(gX ,M) = HomOX (∧pgX ,M) and consider
M
∇−→ Ω1(gX ,M) ∇−→ · · · ∇−→ Ωl(gX ,M)(3.1.1)
where the mapping ∇ : Ωp(gX ,M) → Ωp+1(gX ,M) is defined in the usual
way
(∇ω)(δi1 ∧ · · · ∧ δip+1) =∑
1≤s<t≤p+1
(−1)s+tω([δis , δit ] ∧ δi1 ∧ · · · δˆis · · · δˆit · · · δip+1)
+
∑
1≤s≤p+1
(−1)s+1δis · ω(δi1 ∧ · · · δˆis · · · ∧ δip+1).
If ρ gives M the structure of gX-module this is a complex, i.e. ∇2 = 0,
and we call (Ω•(gX ,M),∇) the de Rham (-Chevalley-Hochschild) complex
of the gX-module M ; see also [Ka¨l98, Lem. 2.3].
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The sheaf HomOX (gX , cX(M)) forms a torsor over the sheaf of abelian
groups NX := HomOX (gX , glOX (M)). Hence supposing that local gX-con-
nections exist we get an obstruction class in H1(X,NX ) for the existence of
a global gX -connection.
Some basic facts about the Lie algebroid TX = HomOX (ΩX/k,OX) are
summarized as follows:
Proposition 3.1.2. (X is a space which in the algebraic case is assumed
to be locally a sub-scheme of a regular scheme of finite type over k) The
following are equivalent:
(1) X/k is non-singular;
(2) ΩX/k is locally free; hence TX is locally free;
(3) TX is a simple Lie algebroid, i.e. TX contains no proper coherent
ideal;
(4) OX is a simple TX-module, i.e. OX contains no proper coherent
TX -submodule.
Proof. (1) ⇔ (2): See [Mat86] (k is algebraically closed of characteristic
0).
(3)⇒ (1), (4)⇒ (1): The assertion is local in X so one may assume that
X ⊂ Y where, in the complex analytic case Y = Cn, and in the algebraic
case Y = An. Let j : X → Y be the associated closed immersion of spaces
and I be the kernel of the surjection OY → j∗(OX). Put t = dimX (the
maximal value of dimOx when x ∈ X). Then if D1, . . . ,Dt ∈ TY and
a1, . . . , at ∈ I one can form the elements det(Di(aj)) ∈ OY and we let J be
the ideal they generate. We assert that the ideal Is := j∗(J) ⊂ OX is stable
under the action of TX . Since TX = j
−1(TY (I)/ITY ) it suffices to see that
δ · (det(Di(aj))) ∈ J when δ ∈ TY (I). This holds more generally, namely for
any integer l ≥ 1 letting Jl be the ideal generated by elementsdet(Di(aj))
where D1, . . . ,Dl ∈ TY and a1, . . . , al ∈ I, we have TY (I) · Jl ⊂ Jl. To see
this consider a term of det(Di(aj)), which has the form
±D1(ai1)D2(ai2) · · ·Dl(ail),
where (i1, . . . , il) is a permutation of (1, . . . , l). Applying δ to such a term
one gets 2l terms occuring either by replacing one of the Di by D
′
i = [δ,Di]
or one of the ais by a
′
is := δ(ais) ∈ I. This implies that δ · det(Di(aj)) is a
sum of 2l terms each belonging to Jl.
By the Jacobian criterion of regularity for spaces of this type the singular
locus of X is the zero locus of Is. Assuming that X is singular it follows that
Is ⊂ OX is a proper ideal which is moreover a TX-submodule. Also, IsTX ⊂
TX is an ideal of the Lie algebroid TX , which is proper by Nakayama’s
lemma. Hence OX is not a simple TX -module and TX is not a simple Lie
algebroid.
(4) ⇒ (3): Let a ⊂ TX be a proper coherent ideal of TX . It suffices to
prove that 1 /∈ a · OX , for then a · OX ⊂ OX is a proper ideal, and since
clearly a·OX is a coherent TX -module it follows that OX is not simple. Thus
suppose that ∂ ∈ a, η ∈ TX and ∂(a) = 1, then η = ∂(a)η = [∂, aη]−a[∂, η] ∈
a, implying that TX ⊆ a, contradicting the assumption that a is a proper
ideal.
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(2) ⇒ (4): This is of course well-known. Let I ⊂ OX be a non-zero
coherent TX-submodule. It suffices to see that Ix = Ox when x is a closed
point in X. By (2) ⇒ (1) there exists a regular system of parameters
(x1, . . . , xn) of the regular local ring Ox, so letting Oˆx denote the completion
of Ox by Artin-Rees lemma and Cohen’s structure theorem one has Ox ⊂
Oˆx ∼= k[[x1, . . . , xn]]. (2) implies that (ΩX/k)x is free over dxi, hence there
exist derivations ∂xi ∈ Derk(Ox) such that ∂xi(xj) = δij . Then considering a
non-zero f ∈ Ix ⊂ k[[x1, . . . , xn]], one checks that there exists a multi-index
α such that ∂α(f) ∈ Ix is invertible in Ox; therefore Ix = Ox. 
Remarks 3.1.3. (1) When α 6= 0 the mapping ad : gX → cX(gX), ad(∂)(δ) =
[∂, δ] is not OX-linear, and so does not define a module structure on
gX .
(2) Recall Zariski-Lipman’s conjecture: If TX is locally free, then the
equivalent conditions in Proposition 3.1.2 hold, and ΩX ∼= Ω1X(TX ,OX)
(3.1.1). [Sai80] contains conditions ensuring that TX(I) be free when
I is the ideal of a divisor on a complex manifold.
(3) Let π : X ′ → X be the normalization morphism of an integral
space. Let J ⊂ OX be the conductor ideal, that is J = {φ ∈ OX :
φπ∗(OX′) ⊂ OX}. By Seidenberg’s result in Remark 2.4.3 it easily fol-
lows that J is TX -submodule of OX . Therefore, by Proposition 3.1.2
we get a curious proof of the well-known fact that if X is non-singular,
then X is normal.
(4) A noetherian k-algebra R of characteristic p > 0 is a simple Derk(R)-
module if and only if it has the form R = k[t1, . . . , tn]/(t
p
1, . . . , t
p
n),
where k is a field of characteristic p [Har61].
3.2. Interchanging left and right modules. We make a slight extension
of the discussion in [BGK+87, VI]. Let M1,M2 be left gX-modules and
N1, N2 be right gX modules (Def. 3.1.1) defined by homomorphisms
li : gX → cX(Mi)
ri : gX → glk(Ni).
ThenM1⊗OXM2, HomOX (M1,M2) andHomOX (N1, N2) are left gX-modules
defined by the homomorphisms ρ1, ρ2, ρ2
ρ1 : gX → cX(M1 ⊗OX M2)(3.2.1)
δ 7→ l1(δ)⊗ idM1 + idM1 ⊗l2(δ)
ρ2 : gX → cX(HomOX (M1,M2))(3.2.2)
δ 7→ ρ2(δ) : f 7→ li(δ) · f − f · l2(δ)
ρ3 : gX → cX(HomOX (N1, N2))(3.2.3)
δ 7→ ρ3(δ) : f 7→ f · l1(δ) − l2(δ) · f.
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The OX-modules M1 ⊗N1 and HomOX (M1, N1) are right gX-modules de-
fined by the homomorphisms ν1, ν2
ν1 : gX → glk(M1 ⊗N1)(3.2.4)
δ 7→ −l1(δ) ⊗ idN1 + idM1 ⊗r1(δ),
ν2 : gX 7→ glk(Hom(M1, N1))(3.2.5)
δ 7→ ν2(δ) : f 7→ f · l1(δ) + r1(δ) · f
Remark 3.2.1. The OX -modules HomOX (N1,M1) and N1 ⊗OX N2 are in
general neither right nor left gX-modules [Oda83].
Assume now that X is non-singular of pure dimension n, so that TX is a
locally free OX -module of rank n. Then
ωX := Ω
n(TX ,OX)
is an invertible module which moreover is a right2 gX-module. The homo-
morphism ν : gX → ωX is defined by
(φ · δ)(d) = φ(δ · d)− α(δ)(φ(d)), where
δ · d = [α(δ), ∂1] ∧ ∂2 ∧ · · · ∂n + · · ·+ ∂1 ∧ · · · ∧ [α(δ), ∂n] ∈
n∧
TX ,
∂1, . . . , ∂r ∈ gX form a local basis of gX , and d = ∂1 ∧ · · · ∧ ∂n. Note that
Ker(gX → TX) acts trivially on ωX .3 Then if M is a left gX-module it
follows that
Mr = ωX ⊗OX M
is a right gX-module (3.2.5), and starting with a right gX-module N ,
Nl = HomOX (ωX , N) = ω
−1
X ⊗OX N
is a left gX-module (3.2.3). Since ωX is invertible the pair (·⊗OXωX , ω−1X ⊗OX
·) defines an equivalence between the categories of left and right gX-modules.
3.3. Modules over Picard Lie algebroids. When gX is a locally OX-
split Picard Lie algebroid we identify Ker(α) with OX , so in this case a
gX-module structure is locally defined by the (non-Lie) action of TX with
respect to a connection. But if ρ : TX → cX(M) is a TX-module, then the
composition ρ ◦ α : gX → cX(M) does not satisfy ρ ◦ α(φ) = i(φ), where
φ ∈ OX ⊆ gX and i : OX → glk(M). Hence TX -modules are considered as
gX-modules only when gX = OX ⊕ TX .
Picard Lie algebroids do not always have modules that are coherent over
OX . If r ∈ k we let grX denote the push-out of gX by the character OX →
OX , φ 7→ r · φ (see above 2.5.1).
Proposition 3.3.1. (X is a non-singular space) Let gX be a Picard al-
gebroid. Any gX-module which is coherent over OX is locally free. The
following are equivalent:
2See Section 2.5 for the case of Picard Lie algebroids.
3Of course, in the same way the OX -module Ω
r(gX ,OX) = HomOX (
∧r
gX,OX), if
rk gX = r, is a right gX-module for which Ker(gX → TX) acts non-trivially.
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(1) gX has a non-zero module M which is coherent over OX , of some
rank r.
(2) grX = cX(λ) for some invertible sheaf λ, where λ = detM , the deter-
minant bundle of M .
We have cX(detM) = c
tr
X(M), the push-out of the linear algebroid cX(M)
by the trace homomorphism tr : glOX (M)→ OX (see Remark 2.2.1).
(1) ⇒ (2) is proven in [BB93, 2.3.1]; the remaining parts are also well-
known.
Proof. The first assertion follows since gX is transitive and X is non-
singular; see, e.g. [BGK+87] for a corresponding statement for D-modules.
Thus if M ∈ coh(OX) is a gX -module, then M is locally free, so λ :=
detM = ∧rOXM is an invertible sheaf. Define a homomorphism of Lie
algebroids gX → c(λ), by δ · (m1∧m2∧· · · ∧mr) = (δ ·m1)∧m2∧· · ·∧md+
· · ·+m1∧ · · ·∧ (δ ·mr) (Leibniz’ rule), for δ ∈ gX and mi ∈M ; in particular
1gX is mapped to r1c(λ). This is an isomorphism. The last statement should
now also be evident. 
Remark 3.3.2. Let gX ∈ LPicX . Then ωX is not a right gX-module (re-
quiering that 1gX = 1OX ) unless gX = OX ⊕ TX . Moreover, the formula
(3.2.5) does not give ωX ⊗M a structure of right module in this sense, but
we will later (3.5) regard it as a right gX-module such that 1gX acts by −1.
3.3.3. Twisted sheaves. Let X be a complex analytic manifold. The third
horizontal short exact sequence in the diagram before Proposition 2.5.5 gives
a long exact sequence in homology
· · · → H1(X,C∗)→ H1(X,O∗X )
dlog−−→ H1(X,Ω1,clX )
t−→ H2(X,C∗X)→ · · ·
So if gX ∈ LPicX and φ := t([gX ]) 6= 1 ∈ H2(X,C∗X), then Mod(gX)
contains no coherent OX-modules (Prop. 3.3.1). One may then instead of the
category of sheaves consider the category of φ-twisted sheaves and its sub-
category of twisted gX-modules Mod(gX , φ). We will make some remarks
about the possibility to use twisted sheaves; see also [Kas89, §3]. Objects
M ∈ Mod(gX , φ) are given by a descent datum with respect to a covering
of X, so that the co-cycle condition for sheaves [∂ψij ] = [ψikψ
−1
jk ψ
−1
ij ] =
1 ∈ H2(X,O∗X ) (in Cˇech-notation) is broken to [∂ψij ] = φ id. Morphisms
of φ-twisted sheaves are still global sections of sheaves of morphisms, and
Mod(gX , φ) is an abelian category.
For example, let c ∈ C∗ and λ ∈ PicX , and suppose that open sets Ui are
chosen so that λUi is trivial, giving isomorphisms ψij : (λUj)Ui → (λUi)Uj
where ψij ∈ O∗Ui∩Uj . Choosing for each pair (i, j) a cth root ψcij of ψij, we
get a 2-cocycle φijk = ψ
c
ikψ
−c
jk ψ
−c
ij defining a class [φijk] ∈ H2(X,C∗X). The
descent datum {fij ,OUi} then defines an object λc ∈ Mod(cX (λc), φ). Note
that the linear algebroid cX(λ
c) = c · cX(λ) is on ordinary sheaf.
Let {ψij} be a Cˇech representative of [gX ] ∈ H1(X,Ω1,cl), choose
∫
ψij ∈
OUij , using the holomorphic Poincare´ lemma, such that ψij = d
∫
ψij, and
put fij = exp
∫
ψij , defining a 1-chain with values in O∗X . So {fij} is deter-
mined up to a 1-cocycle with values in C∗, but let us make a choice of this
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1-chain. The isomorphisms fij : OUij → OUji then gives a descent datum
{fij,OUi}, defining a φ-twisted sheaf of gX-modules when φ = t([gX ]). We
denote this φ-twisted sheaf by λ = λ(gX)
4.
Let g1X , g
2
X ∈ LPicX and M ∈ Mod(g1X , φ1), N ∈Mod(g2X , φ2).
Tensor products. We have M ⊗OX N ∈ Mod(g1X + g2X , φ1 ·φ2) where the
sum g1X+g
2
X is taken in LPicX . When N locally is invertible as OX -module,
then
M →M ⊗OX N
Mod(g1X , φ1)→ Mod(g1X + g2X , φ1 · φ2)
defines an equivalence of categories. This equivalence is not unique, for one
may change N to N ⊗C L where L is any φ2-twisted invertible C∗-module.
In particular, if g1X = gX one can choose φ = t([−gX ]) = t([gX ])−1,
g2X = −gX , and N = λ(φ), resulting in an equivalence
Mod(gX) ∼= Mod(TX , φ),
between a category of sheaves and a category of φ-twisted sheaves.
Homomorphisms. We have HomOX (M,N) ∈ Mod(g2X − g1X , φ2 · φ−11 ).
Thus if H2(X,C∗) has torsion, there may exist “untwisted” morphisms be-
tween M and N even if φ1 6= φ2. When φ1 = φ2 = φ then HomOX (M,N) is
an ordinary sheaf of TX-modules. Suppose that X = ∪Xi where Xi ⊂ X are
open subsets, andMi ∈ Mod(gXi , φi) are φi-twisted sheaves of giXi-modules.
RestrictingMi, g
i
Xi
, and φi to Xij = Xi∩Xj results in a φij-twisted sheaf of
g1Xij -modules, where possibly [φij ] = 1 ∈ H2(X,C∗) so the Mij := (Mi)Xj
may be ordinary sheaves. Let {ψij} be a Cˇech-cocycle of isomorphisms of
Lie algebroids ψij : g
i
Xij
→ gjXji . Thus the Lie algebroids giXi on Xi can be
glued to a global Lie algebroid gX ∈ LPicX such that giXi ∼= gXi . Now con-
sider Mji as a g
i
Xij
-module using ψij . Let fij :Mij →Mji be isomorphisms
of φij-twisted sheaves of g
i
Xij
-modules. Then if {fij} satisfies the condition
[∂fij ] = φ ∈ H2(X,C∗) there exists M ∈ Mod(gX , φ), unique to unique
isomorphism, such that MXi
∼=Mi.
The above discussion shows that the category of φ-twisted sheaves on X
form a stack over the category of schemes/k (or over the category of complex
analytic spaces)[Gir71].
3.4. Inverse images. Let ρ : gX → cX(M) be a gX-module and set gY =
π+(gX) (2.4.5). The pull-back functor π
! : Mod(gX)→ Mod(gY ) is defined
by π!(M) = OY ⊗pi−1(OX) π−1(M) and the homomorphism
π!(ρ) : gY → cY (π∗(M)),
π!(ρ)(φ⊗ δ(x), ∂y) = ∂ ⊗ id+φ⊗ ρ(δ),
where (φ ⊗ δ(x), ∂y) ∈ gY = π∗(gX) ×pi∗(TX) TY . We check that π!(ρ) is
well-defined. Let ψ ∈ π−1(OX), m ∈ π−1(M), and ψ¯ be the image of ψ in
4We make one choice of λ for each gX ∈ LPicX .
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OY . Since ∂y(ψ¯) = φ ¯α(δ(x))(ψ) one gets
(φ⊗ δ(x), ∂y)(ψ¯ ⊗m) = ∂y(ψ¯)⊗m+ ψ¯φ⊗ δ(x) ·m
= φ ¯α(δ(x))(ψ) ⊗m+ ψ¯φ⊗ δ(x) ·m
= φ⊗ α(δ(x))(ψ)m + ψ¯φ⊗ δ(x) ·m
= φ⊗ δ(x) · (ψm)
= (φ⊗ δ(x), ∂y)(1⊗ ψm).
Set
DY→X = π!(D(gX)) = OY ⊗pi−1(OX) π−1(D(gX)).
This is a (gY , π
−1(gX))-bimodule in an obvious way, and one easily sees that
π!(·) is isomorphic to DY→X ⊗pi−1(D(gX)) π−1(·).
When M ∈ coh(gX), then π!(M) is a countable union of its coherent
submodules, and if
π∗(Im(α : gX → TX)) ⊆ Im(dπ : TY → π∗(TX)),
then π! : coh(gX) → coh(gY ). This is easily checked by showing that the
stalks π!(M)y, y ∈ Y , are gy-modules of finite type.
Examples 3.4.1. (1) Let π : Y = A1 → X = A2 be the embedding of
affine spaces y 7→ (0, y) and M = D(TX) ∈ coh(TX). Then π+(TX) =
TY and π
!(M) = OY ⊗pi−1(OX) π−1(M) = DY [∂x], (polynomials in ∂x
with coefficients in the ring of differential operators on Y ). Clearly
π!(M) /∈ coh(TY ).
(2) Let π : Y = A2 → X = A1 be the projection on the first coordinate
(x, y) 7→ x. Then π+(TX) = TY and π!(M) = OY ⊗pi−1(OX)π−1(M) ∈
coh(TY ).
Let Y
f−→ Z g−→ X be a composition of morphisms. Choosing pull-
backs gZ = g
+(gX), gY = (g ◦ f)+(gX) and f+(gZ), there is a canonical
homomorphism cfg : f
+(gZ) → gY which in general is not an isomorphism
(see Lemma 2.4.6). Hence if N is a gZ-module, its inverse image f
!(N) is
in general not a gY -module. This will nevertheless not cause problems for
composed inverse images.
Lemma 3.4.2. Let M be a gX -module. There exists a canonical isomor-
phism of gY -modules
(g ◦ f)!(M) ∼= f !(g!(M)).
Proof. Considered as OY -modules the isomorphism is the canonical one
OY ⊗(g◦f)−1(OX) (g ◦ f)−1(M) ∼= OY ⊗f−1(OZ ) f−1(OZ ⊗g−1(OX ) g−1(M)),
and this also defines the action of gY on the right side. One should verify
that the f+(gZ)-action on the right side is compatible with this gY -action
and the morphism cfg : f
+(gZ) → gY , but we omit these straightforward
details. 
We thus can and will always consider f !(g!(M)) as a gY -module.
The derived version of π! is the functor
Lπ! : D−coh(gX)→ D−qcoh(gY ), M• 7→ DY→X ⊗Lpi−1(D(gX)) π−1(M•)
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and if X is non-singular Lπ! defines a functor Dbcoh(gX) → Dbqcoh(gY ).
One can compute Lπ!(M•) either by taking a resolution of the gX-module
M which is flat as OX -module or a resolution of DY→X in the category
of (gY , π
−1(gX))-bimodules consisting of modules which are flat as right
π−1(gX)-module. Abusing the notation slightly we again use π
! for Lπ!,
so to define π! completely one thus has to choose one resolution for each
M• ∈ D−(gX). If gX is locally free, then by the Poincare´-Birkhoff-Witt
theorem for Lie algebroids (Th. 2.3.3) D(gX) is locally free over OX , so a
resolution F • → M• which is flat as gX-module is also flat as OX -module;
hence
DY→X ⊗Lpi−1(D(gX)) π−1(M•) = DY→X ⊗pi−1(D(gX)) π−1(F •)
= OY ⊗pi−1(OX) π−1(F •)
= OY ⊗Lpi−1(OX) M•,
and H−i(π!(M•)) = Tor
pi−1(OX)
i (OY , π−1(M•)).
Proposition 3.4.3. (gX is locally free over OX) Let Y f−→ Z g−→ X be a
composition of morphisms. Then there exists a canonical isomorphism of
functors D−(gX)→ D−(gY )
(g ◦ f)!(·)→ f ! ◦ g!(·).
See [Bjo¨93, Ch. II, Th. 2.3.21] and [BGK+87, VI, Prop 4.3] for proofs
when gX = TX and all spaces are non-singular. The proof below is very
similar.
Proof. By the above discussion, since gX is locally free, there exists a res-
olution F • of M• ∈ D−(gX) such that the terms F i are flat as OX -modules.
Since flatness is preserved under base change and f !(·) ∼= OY ⊗Lf−1(OX) (·)
(restricted to D−(gZ) ⊂ D−(OZ)) this gives:
f !(g!(M•)) = DY→Z ⊗Lf−1(D(gZ )) f−1(DZ→X ⊗Lg−1(D(gX)) g−1(M•))
= OY ⊗Lf−1(OZ) f−1(OZ ⊗g−1(OX ) g−1(F •))
= OY ⊗f−1(OZ) f−1(OZ ⊗g−1(OX ) g−1(F •))
= OY ⊗(g◦f)−1(OX) (g ◦ f)−1(F •)
= DY→X ⊗L(g◦f)−1(D(gX)) (g ◦ f)−1(F •)
= (g ◦ f)!(M•).

3.5. Direct images. In this section all spaces are non-singular, and all
morphism π : Y → X of spaces are such that the functor π∗ on the category
of sheaves on Y has finite cohomological dimension.
Let π : Y → X be a morphism of spaces and set gY = π+(gX). We
will alway assume that gY is locally free. Following Kashiwara’s proce-
dure for TX-modules we will define direct images of gY -modules, using the
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(gY , π
−1(gX))-bimodule DY→X . The direct image of a bounded complex of
right gY -modules N
• is defined by
πr+(N) = Rπ∗(N
• ⊗LD(gY ) DY→X).
To define the direct image of a left module one first notices that by (3.2.3)
and (3.2.5)
DX←Y = ωY ⊗OY π∗(ω−1X )⊗OY DY→X .
is a (π−1(gX), gY )-bimodule. Then define π+ : D
b(gY )→ Db(gX) by
π+(M
•) = Rπ∗(DX←Y ⊗LD(gY ) M•) ∈ Db(gX)
when M• ∈ Db(gX). Since gY is locally free and Y is non-singular it follows
that the functor DX←Y⊗LD(gY ) has finite homological dimension (see for
instance [Ka¨l96]), so π+(M
•) does indeed belong to Db(gX). Note that by
the projection formula:
π+(M
•) = ω−1X ⊗OX πr+(ωY ⊗OY M•).(3.5.1)
We now discuss the basic functorial property of the direct image functor.
Consider a composition of morphims of spaces
Y
f−→ Z g−→ X
and put gZ = g
+(gX), and gY = f
+(gZ). Then in general
(g ◦ f)∗(DX←Y ⊗D(gY ) M) 6= g∗(DX←Z ⊗D(gZ) f∗(DZ←Y ⊗D(gY ) M)).
So the non-derived direct image does not compose well, but we will see that
the situation is more satisfying when working with derived categories.
Proposition 3.5.1. (gX and gZ are locally free) As functors D
b(gY ) →
Db(gX) we have
(g ◦ f)+(·) ∼= g+f+(·).
The assumption that gX and gZ are locally free are satisfied for instance
if gX is locally free and g is submersive, or in the situation of Lemma 2.4.8.
Proof. The proof is similar to [Bjo¨93, Ch. II Th. 2.3.21].
a) We first prove
DY→X ∼= DY→Z ⊗f−1(D(gZ )) f−1(DZ→X)(3.5.2)
∼= DY→Z ⊗Lf−1(D(gZ )) f−1(DZ→X)
where the isomorphism holds in the category of (complexes of) (gY , (g ◦
f)−1(gX))-bimodules.
Begin with the first isomorphism. Note that the right side need not be a
gY -module when cfg : f
+(gZ)→ gY (2.4.1) is not an isomorphism, but both
sides are f+(gZ)-modules, so if we prove the isomorphisms in the category
of (f+(gZ), (g ◦ f)−1(gX))-modules, then since the f+(gZ)-action in the left
side is determined by the gY -action (using the homomorphism cfg), we may
regard the isomorphisms in the category of (gY , (g◦f)−1(gX))-modules. The
morphism
G : DY→X → DY→Z ⊗f−1(D(gZ)) f−1(DZ→X)
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defined by
k(y)⊗(g◦f)−1(O) (g ◦ f)−1(P (x))
7→ k(y)⊗f−1(OZ ) f−1(1Z)⊗f−1(D(gZ)) f−1(1Z ⊗g−1(OX) g−1(P (x)))
where k(y) ∈ OY and P (x) ∈ D(gX), obviously is an isomorphism in
the category of (OY , (g ◦ f)−1(gX))-bimodules. It remains to see that it
is f+(gZ)-linear (see (3.4)). In the notation of (2.4.1), letting r(y) =
(h(y)⊗f−1(OZ ) f−1(φ(z) ⊗g−1(OX) g−1(δ(x)), ∂z), ∂y) ∈ f+(gZ), we have
cfg(r(y)) = (h(y)φ¯(y)⊗(g◦f)−1(OX) (g ◦ f)−1(δ(x)), ∂y),
where φ¯(y) is the image of φ(z) ∈ OZ in OY . Therefore
G(r(y) · (k(y) ⊗(g◦f)−1(D(gX)) (g ◦ f)−1(P )))
= G(∂y(k)⊗(g◦f)−1(D(gX)) ⊗(g ◦ f)−1(P (x))
+k(y)h(y)φ¯(y)⊗(g◦f)−1(D(gX)) ·(g ◦ f)−1(δ(x) · P ))
= ∂y(k)⊗f−1(OZ ) f−1(1Z)⊗f−1(D(gZ)) f−1(1Z ⊗g−1(OX) g−1(P (x)))
+k(y)h(y)φ¯(y)⊗f−1(OZ ) f−1(1Z)⊗f−1(D(gZ )) f−1(1Z ⊗g−1(OX) g−1(δ(x)P (x)))
= ∂y(k)⊗f−1(OZ ) f−1(1Z)⊗f−1(D(gZ)) f−1(1Z ⊗g−1(OX) g−1(P (x)))
+k(y)h(y)⊗f−1(OZ) f−1(1Z)⊗f−1(D(gZ )) f−1(φ(z)⊗g−1(OX) g−1(δ(x)P (x)))
= r(y) · k(y)⊗f−1(OZ) f−1(1Z)⊗f−1(D(gZ )) f−1(1Z ⊗g−1(OX) g−1(P (x)))
= r(y) ·G(k(y) ⊗(g◦f)−1(D(gX)) (g ◦ f)−1(P )).
This proves the first isomorphism in (3.5.2). To see the second isomorphism,
first note that the OZ -module D(gZ) is locally free since gZ is locally free
(Th. 2.3.3), so flat gZ -modules are flat as OZ -modules, and then since D(gX)
is also locally free it follows that DZ→X = g∗(D(gX)) is flat as OZ -module.
This gives the following isomorphisms in Db(gY ), where F
• is a flat resolu-
tion of the gZ-module DZ→X :
DY→Z ⊗Lf−1(D(gZ)) f−1(DZ→X) ∼= DY→Z ⊗f−1(D(gZ)) f−1(F •)
∼= OY ⊗f−1(OZ ) f−1(F •)
∼= OY ⊗f−1(OZ ) f−1(DZ→X)
∼= DY→Z ⊗f−1(D(gZ)) f−1(DZ→X).
b) Let first N be a right gY -module. Applying the projection formula
and (3.5.2) one gets
gr+(f
r
+(N)) = Rg∗(Rf∗(N ⊗LD(gY ) DY→Z)⊗LD(gZ) DZ→X)
= Rg∗(Rf∗(N ⊗LD(gY ) DY→Z ⊗Lf−1(D(gZ)) f−1(DZ→X)))
= Rg∗ ◦Rf∗(N ⊗LD(gY ) DY→X)
= R(g ◦ f)∗(N ⊗LD(gY ) DY→X) = (g ◦ f)r+(N),
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proving the composition formula in the proposition for right gY -modules.
Let now M be a left gY -module. By (3.5.1)
g+(f+(M)) = ω
−1
X ⊗OX gr+(ωZ ⊗OZ ω−1Z ⊗OZ f r+(ωY ⊗OY M))
= ω−1X ⊗OX gr+(f r+(ωY ⊗OY M)))
= ω−1X ⊗OX (g ◦ f)r+(ωY ⊗OY M))
= (g ◦ f)+(M).

Let Dbcoh,l(gY ) ⊂ Dbcoh(gY ) be the subcategory of bounded complexes M•
whose homology H•(M•), locally in X, is generated by an OY -coherent
submodule. When X is a noetherian space, then Dbcoh,l(gX) = D
b
coh(gX).
Proposition 3.5.2. (gY and gX are locally free) Let π : Y → X be a proper
morphism of spaces. We then have
π+(D
b
coh,l(gY )) ⊂ Dbcoh,l(gX).
Proof. The proof in [Bjo¨93, Th. 2.8.1] works fine so we make only a few
points for comparison.
1) The theorem holds for right gY -modules of the formK⊗OY D(gY ) when
K ∈ coh(OY ): If F • → K is a flat resolution of K, then F • ⊗OY D(gY ) is a
flat resolution of K ⊗OY D(gY ), so
πr+(K ⊗OY D(gY )) = Rπ∗(K ⊗OY D(gY )⊗LD(gY ) DY→X)
∼= Rπ∗(F • ⊗pi−1(OX) π−1(D(gX)))
∼= Rπ∗(F •)⊗OX D(gX)
∼= Rπ∗(K)⊗OX D(gX),
where the third line follows from the projection formula since D(gX) is
locally free over OX . By properness, Grauert’s or Grothendieck’s theorem
implies that Rπ∗(K) ∈ Dbcoh(OX), hence πr+(K ⊗OY D(gY )) ∈ Dbr,coh(gX)
(complexes of right gX-modules).
2) Let M be a left gY -module and put l = rk gY . Consider the induced
(gY , gY ) -bimodule Mind =M ⊗OY D(gY ) (the left action is (3.2.1) and the
right action is multiplication in D(gY )). Put ΩiY (gY ) = HomOY (
∧i
gY ,OY );
since gY is locally free the de Rham complex Ω
•(Mind) = Ω
i(gY )⊗OY M⊗OY
D(gY ) (3.1.1). Then Ω•Y (gY ) is an acyclic left resolution of the right gY -
module Ωl(gX ,M) = Ω
l(gY ) ⊗OY M (3.2.5). This is proven as follows:
First filter the complex Ω•(Mind) by the subcomplexes F
•
k , where F
i
k =
Ωi(gY )⊗OY M ⊗OY Di+k(gY ). Then the associated graded complex grF • ∼=
M⊗OY K•, where K• is the Koszul complex of the symmetric algebra S(gY )
of the locally free OY -module gY (Ki = S(gY )⊗OY
∧−i
gY ), so it is acyclic
in degree ≤ −1. But this implies that F • is acyclic in degrees ≤ −1, and
one sees that its homology in degree 0 is Ωl(gX ,M).
3) The module M = ∪k≥0Mk is filtered by OY -coherent submodules Mk
so that gY ·Mk ⊂ Mk. Then for each integer k ≥ 0 the de Rham complex
Ω•(Mind) contains a subcomplex S
•
k(M) (the Spencer complex of the filtered
module M) where
Sik(M) = Ω
i(gY )⊗OY Mk+i ⊗OY D(gY ).
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One proves that locally in Y when k ≫ 1 then S•k(M) is quasi-isomorphic
to Ω•(Mind); but as π is proper this quasi-isomorphism holds locally in X
when k ≫ 1, and since the assertion to be proven is local in X we may
assume that k is choosen so that, by 2),
S•k(M)
∼= Ωl(gY )⊗OY M
in Dbr(gY ).
4) If a right gY -module N has a bounded acyclic resolution
F l → F l−1 → · · · → F 0 → N
such that πr+(F
i) ∈ Dbr,coh(gX), then πr+(N) ∈ Dbr,coh(gX). This is proven
by a straighforward induction in l. From this it follows by 1) and 3) that
πr+(Ω
l(gY )⊗OY M) ∈ Dbr,coh(gX). Then M1 := ωY ⊗OY Ωl(gY )−1 ⊗OY M is
a coherent left gY -module and (see (3.2))
π+(M) = ω
−1
X ⊗OX πr+(ωY ⊗OY M)
= ω−1X ⊗OX πr+(Ωl(gY )⊗OY M1) ∈ Dbcoh(gX).

Let M•[d] be the translation of a complex to the left d steps, and dY,X =
dimY −dimX be the relative dimension of a morphism of pure dimensional
spaces π : Y → X.
Theorem 3.5.3. (gY and gX are locally free) Let π : Y → X be a proper
morphism of non-singular spaces. Then
Rπ∗RHomgY (M
•, π!(N•)[dY,X ]) = RHomgX (π+(M
•), N•)
when M• ∈ Dbcoh(gY ) and N• ∈ Dbcoh(gX).
This adjointness property is proven in a similar way as for D-modules
[BGK+87, VIII, Prop. 9.10], so we omit the quite long proof. Let us only re-
mark that it suffices to construct the trace morphism tr : π+π
!(M•[dY,X ])→
M• and for this it suffices to consider closed embeddings and projections
separately. To see this, factorize π = p ◦ i, where i : Y → Y × X is the
graph embedding and p : Y × X → X is the projection on X. Then if
tri : i+i
!(N•)[− dimX] → N• and trp : p+p!(M•)[dim Y ]→M• are defined
for any N• ∈ Dbcoh(gY×X), M• ∈ Dbcoh(gX), we first get tri : i+i!p!(M•) →
p!(M•), and applying p+
π+π
!(M•) = p+i+i
!p!(M•)
p+(tri)−−−−→ p+p!(M•) trp−→M•,
where the equality is because π! = i!p! and π+ = p+i+ (Props. 3.5.1
and 3.5.1). Note that in the situation of Theorem 3.5.4 below tri is an
isomorphism.
Letting M• ∈ Db(gX) and Y ⊂ X be a closed algebraic (analytic) subset
one has a distinguished triangle in Db(OX) (2.1.1)
RΓ[Y ](M
•)→M• →M•(∗S)→ .(3.5.3)
Since D(gX) is locally free over OX , injective gX-modules are injective as
OX -modules, so an injective resolution of M• is acyclic for the functor
Γ[Y ](·), hence (3.5.3) is a distinguished triangle in Db(gX).
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Let now π : Y → X be a closed immersion of non-singular spaces
and DbY (gX) ⊂ Db(gX) be the subcategory of complexes M• such that
suppH•(M•) ⊆ i(Y ). Next result is basically due to Kashiwara.
Theorem 3.5.4. Let Y → X be a closed immersion of non-singular spaces
and gX a locally free and transitive Lie algebroid. Then we have a distin-
guished triangle
π+π
!(M•)[dY,X ]→M• →M•(∗Y )→(3.5.4)
The functor π+ defines an equivalence of categories D
b(gY ) → DbY (gX)
with quasi-inverse π!(·)[dY,X ]; π+ preserves coherence and the restriction
of π!(·)[dY,X ] to DbY (gX) also preserves coherence.
Because of Theorems 3.5.3 and 3.5.4 one may find it convenient to include
the translation in the definition of the inverse image functor, redefining it
to M 7→ π!(M•)[dY,X ].5
Proof. When gX = TX the proof can be found in [Bjo¨93] or [BGK
+87,
VI, Th. 7.13] so we only make a sketch to see how to get (3.5.4), following
the proof in [loc. cit.].
a) Put d = −dY,X and let {f1, . . . , fd} be a regular sequence locally
generating the ideal I of Y . Let ∂1, . . . ∂d be a dual basis of the k-vector
space
∑
i=1 k
ddfi. Locally we have OY ⊗pi−1(OX) π−1(OXdf1 ∧ · · · ∧ dfd) =
ω−1Y ⊗pi−1(OX ) ωX .
b) Using the Koszul complex based on the regular sequence {f1, . . . , fd}
to resolve the π−1(OX)-module OY one gets, by a),
H0(π!(M)[dY,X ]) =M
I ⊗OY ω−1Y ⊗pi−1(OX ) π−1(ωX),
where M I = {m ∈M : I ·m = 0} ⊂M .
c) There are isomorphisms of gY -modules
DY→X = π∗(D(gX)) ∼= D(gX)/ID(gX) ∼= D(gY )⊗k C[∂1, . . . , ∂d].
In particular DY→X is locally free over gY , and so π+ is exact.
d) Since π∗ is exact, c) implies
π+H
0(π!(M)[dY,X ])
= π∗(π
−1(ω−1X )⊗pi−1(OX) DY→X ⊗OY ωY ⊗D(gY ) H0(π!(M)[dY,X ]))
= ω−1X ⊗OX π∗(
D(gX)
ID(gX) ⊗pi−1(OX ) ωY ⊗D(gY ) (M
I ⊗OY ω−1Y ⊗pi−1(OX) π−1(ωX))).
Then the mapping D(gX)×M I →M , (P,m) 7→ P ·M induces a homomor-
phism of gX-modules
µ : π+H
0(π!(M)[dY,X ])→ Γ[Y ](M).
Using the transitivity of gX one proves that µ is an isomorphism in the same
way as [Prop. 7.10, loc. cit.].
e) By d) there exists an isomorphism of functors
Γ[Y ](·) ∼= π+H0(M !(·)[dY,X ])
5Which is the convention in [loc. cit.].
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on the category Mod(gX). Since D(gX) is locally free over OX , injective gX-
modules are injective as OX -modules; hence, as π+ is exact, injective resolu-
tions are acyclic both for Γ[Y ](·) and π+H0(π!(·)) = π+(HomOX (OX/I, ·)).
Therefore µ induces an isomorphism of functors
RΓ[Y ](·) ∼= π+π!(·)[dY,X ]
on Db(gX). Hence the distinguished triangle (3.5.3) can be identified with
(3.5.4). 
4. Smooth modules
4.1. Elementary properties. Let (OX , gX , α) be a Lie algebroid on a
space X. We are interested in gX-modules which are locally of finite type
with respect to some distinguished sub-algebroid g′X of gX . One example to
keep in mind is gX(I) ⊆ gX for some ideal I of OX (see 2.2).
Definition 4.1.1. Let M ∈ coh(gX). Then M is smooth along g′X at a
point x ∈ X if there exists a g′x-submodule M0x ⊆ Mx of finite type over
Ox, which generates the gx-module Mx. Let Ω ⊂ X be an open subset. M
is point-wise smooth in Ω if it is smooth at all points x in Ω, and globally
smooth along g′X in Ω if MΩ contains a coherent OΩ-submodule M0Ω which
generates the gΩ-module MΩ and satisfies g
′
Ω ·M0Ω ⊆M0Ω.
It often follows from the context which sub-algebroid g′X ⊆ gX is intended,
and we then abbreviate by simply saying that M is (point-wise) smooth.
We then also let cohs(gX) ⊂ coh(gX) denote the sub-category of smooth
modules.
Obviously, a globally smooth module is point-wise smooth. When X is a
quasi-compact variety, so X is a noetherian scheme, the converse also holds
(Prop. 4.1.7), so there is no distinction between globally smooth and point-
wise smooth modules, and we say only smooth. This is not true when X is
a quasi-compact complex manifold; see 4.4.
Notice that g′xM
0
x ⊆ M0x implies that M satisfies the following weaker
condition, which occasionally is useful.
Definition 4.1.2. Let δ be a vector in gX(U), where U is an open subset
of X. We say that M is point-wise smooth along δ in g′U when for any point
x ∈ U there exists an integer n(= n(x)) such that
δnxM
0
x ⊆ Dn−1X (g′x)M0x ,
whereM0x ⊂Mx is a submodule of finite type over Ox such that D(gx)M0x =
Mx.
The first part of the following lemma implies that the above definitions
do not depend on the choice of generating OX-module M0 ⊆M .
Lemma 4.1.3. Let (A, g, α) be a Lie algebroid over a k-algebra A, b ⊆ a ⊆
g be sub-algebroids, and M ∈ coh(g). Then:
(1) M is smooth along a if and only if every A-submodule of finite type
M1 ⊆M generates an a-module which remains of finite type over A;
(2) If M is smooth along a, then M is smooth along b.
Proof. Trivial. 
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Proposition 4.1.4. Let
0→M1 →M →M2 → 0
be a short exact sequence of coherent gX-modules. Then M ∈ cohs(gX) if
and only if M1,M2 ∈ cohs(gX).
Proof. It is evident that M ∈ cohs(gX) implies M1,M2 ∈ cohs(gX). To
prove the converse, let x be a point in X and M0x be an Ox-submodule of
Mx of finite type, and put N = D(g′x)M0x . Since M2 ∈ cohs(gX) the image
N¯ ⊂ (M2)x is of finite type over Ox, so N is of finite type if N1 := N∩(M1)x
is of finite type. We have N1 ⊂ N ; N is of finite type over g′x and D(g′x)
is noetherian; hence N1 is of finite type over g
′
x. Since N1 ⊂ (M1)x and
M1 ∈ cohs(gX) it follows that N1 is of finite type over Ox (Lem. 4.1.3). 
Proposition 4.1.5. Let g′X be a Lie sub-algebroid of gX and M ∈ coh(gX).
(1) (X is a space) The subset Ω = {x ∈ X : Mx is smooth} is open. If
M is smooth at a point x, then there exists a neighbourhood Ω of x
such that M is globally smooth over Ω.
(2) (X is a quasi-compact space) Let S ⊂ X be a divisor whose sheaf
of ideals is I, and assume that M(∗S) ∈ coh(OX(∗S)). Then there
exists an integer n such that M is point-wise smooth along IngX .
By (1) it follows that if M ∈ cohs(gX) and M0 ⊂ M is a coherent OX-
submodule, then D(g′X)M0 ∈ coh(OX). It also implies that M is point-wise
smooth on a variety if it is smooth at all closed points.
Remark 4.1.6. We leave out the proofs of the following assertions: (i) Let
x ∈ S and e(M,x) be the smallest integer n such that Mx is smooth along
In+1x gx. Then for a short exact sequence of gX-modules
0→M1 →M →M2 → 0
one has
e(M,x) = max{e(M1, x), e(M2, x)}.
(ii) Let k be a field of characteristic 0 and R a k-algebra which is a complete
discrete valuation ring with residue field k = R/m, and K be the fraction
field of R. Let M be an l-dimensional K-vector space which is a module
over the Lie algebroid TK := Derk(K); TK contains the subalgebroids TR =
Derk(R) and g := {∂ ∈ TR : ∂(m) ⊂ m}. N. Katz [Kat87] has defined
certain non-negative rational numbers λ1, λ2, . . . , λl (the slopes ofM) and an
irregularity index Irr(M) =
∑n
i=1 λi; put λmax = max{λ1, . . . , λl}. Define
e(M) = e(M, 0) as in (i) with gx = g. Then
e(M) = rλmax,
where r is the multiplicity of λmax. Hence Irr(M) = 0 if and only if e(M) =
0.
Proof. (1): Assume that Mx is smooth and let M
0
x =
∑l
i=1Oxm¯i be
an Ox-module of finite type which generates the gx-module Mx, satisfying
g′x ·M0x ⊆M0x . The vectors m¯i are germs of sections mi which are defined in
some open set Ω; set M0Ω =
∑OΩmi, defining a coherent submodule of MΩ.
The OX -module g′X is locally of finite type, so choose sections δ1, . . . , δn
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defined in an open subset Ω′ ⊂ Ω, x ∈ Ω′, such that g′Ω′ =
∑OΩ′δj . After
further shrinking Ω′ we can assume that δjmi ⊂ M0Ω′ , for every i, j; hence
M0Ω′ is a g
′
Ω′-module which is coherent over OΩ′ andM0x = (M0Ω′)x generates
the gx-module Mx. Since M is coherent over gX there exists an open subset
Ω1 ⊂ Ω′, x ∈ Ω1, such that (M0Ω′)Ω1 =M0Ω1 generates the gΩ1-module MΩ1 ,
and therefore M0y generates My for all y ∈ Ω1.
(2): By quasi-compactness the assertion follows from (1) if we show that
there exists an integer n such thatMx is smooth along I
n
x g for a point x ∈ X.
Let j : Mx → M(∗S)x be the natural mapping and put M1 = Ker(j),
M2 = Im(j). It suffices to prove that M1 and M2 are smooth (Prop. 4.1.4).
Letm1, . . . ,mr be generators of the gx-moduleM1 and δ1, · · · , δs generators
of the Ox-module gx. Now there exists an integer n such that Inx δjmi = 0,
for all i, j, which implies that M1 is smooth along I
n
x gx.
Let instead themi denote vectors that generate theO(∗T )x-moduleM(∗S)x,
such that M2 ⊆ M3 :=
∑D(gx)mi; by Proposition 4.1.4 it suffices to see
that M3 is smooth. But since M3 ⊆ M(∗S)x, and M(∗S)x is of finite
type over O(∗T )x, it is evident that there exists an integer n such that
Inx δimj ⊆
∑Oxml ⊆ M3, for all i, j, implying that M3 is smooth along
Inx gx. 
Proposition 4.1.7. (X is a quasi-compact variety) Let M be a coherent
gX-module. If M is point-wise smooth along a sub-algebroid g
′
X ⊆ gX , then
it is globally smooth along g′X .
Proof. Since X is quasi-compact and M is coherent over gX it follows
from (1) in Proposition 4.1.5 that there exist a finite number of open sets
Ωi such that ∪Ωi = X and coherent OΩi-submodules M0Ωi ⊆MΩ, satisfying
g′Ωi ·M0Ωi ⊆ M0Ωi and D(g′Ωi) ·M0Ωi = MΩi . By [BS58, Prop. 2] there exist
coherent OX -sub-modules M i ⊆M such that M iΩi =M0Ωi . Now put M00 =∑D(g′X) ·M i. Since each OX -module D(g′X) ·M i is coherent (Lem. 4.1.3)
and the sum is finite it follows that M00 ⊆M is a globally defined coherent
OX -submodule such that g′X ·M00 ⊆M00 and D(gX) ·M00 =M . 
Proposition 4.1.8. Let M ∈ coh(gX). There exists a maximal Lie sub-
algebroid gMX ⊂ gX such that M is smooth along gMX .
Proof. Let gMX ⊆ gX be the Lie subalgebroid that is generated by the sum
of all sub-algebroids of gX along which M is smooth; it is coherent since it
is locally generated by its sections and OX is noetherian. By Theorem 2.3.4
M is smooth along gMX . 
LetM ∈ coh(gX) and I be the coherent ideal whose zero locus is suppM .
Proposition 4.1.9. (X is a space)
IgX ⊆ gMX ⊆ gX(I) (see 4.1.8)
Proof. IgX ⊆ gMX : If x /∈ Z there is nothing to prove so let x ∈ Z,
φ ∈ Ix, ∇ = φδ ∈ Ixgx, and mx ∈ Mx. One proves by induction that for
any positive integer n one can rewrite ∇n ∈ D(Ixgx) as
∇n = δnφn + an−1∇n−1 + · · ·+ a0, where ai ∈ Ox.
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Therefore, if φnmx = 0, then ∇n ·m = (an−1∇n−1+ · · ·+ a0)m, whence the
assertion.
gMX ⊆ gX(I): The assertion being local in X we can assume that all
sections below are globally defined.
If δ ∈ gMX it suffices to prove that there exists a Zariski open dense subset
Z0 ⊆ Z such that δx ∈ gx(I) when x ∈ Z0, for then if φ ∈ I, α(δ)(φ) ∈
I(Z0 ∪ (X \ Z)) = I(X) (Lem. 5.1.1).
Supposing that δ /∈ g(I) we prove that there exists a Zariski open dense
subset Z0 ⊂ Z such that δx /∈ gMx when x ∈ Z0: There exists a function
φ ∈ I such that α(δ)(φ) /∈ I. Set Z0 = {x ∈ Z : α(δ)(φ)x /∈ mx}; this is a
Zariski open dense subset of Z since α(δ)(φ)x /∈ Ix. Let x ∈ Z0 and let Mφxx
the φx-invariants of Mx. Clearly M
φx
x 6= 0 so we get a non-zero gx-module
M1 = D(gx)Mφxx .
Let g1x be the Lie algebroid that is generated by g
M
x and δx. By Proposi-
tion 4.1.4 it suffices to prove that M1 is not smooth along the sub-algebroid
g1x ⊂ gx. As D(gx) is noetherian it follows that M1 ⊂ M is of finite type,
hence there exists a sub-moduleM01 ⊆Mφxx of finite type over Ox such that
D(gx) ·M01 =M1. Clearly it suffices to prove that δnx ·M01 * Dn−1(g1x) ·M01 .
Since φxδ ·M01 = −α(δ)(φx) ·M01 6= 0, (α(φx) /∈ mx), so δ ·M01 * M01 , this
takes care of the n = 1 case. Assume that n ≥ 2, and suppose the contrary
that
δn ·M01 ⊆ Dn−1(g1x) ·M01 .
Then
φ · δn ·M01 ⊆ φ · Dn−1(g1x) ·M01 ⊆ Dn−2(g1x) ·M01 ,
and
φ · δn ·M01 = [φ, δn] ·M01 = δ · [φ, δn−1] ·M01 − α(δ)(φ) · δn−1 ·M01 ;
hence
α(δ)(φ) · δn−1 ·M01 ⊆ δ · [φ, δn−1] ·M01 +Dn−2(g1x) ·M01 = Dn−2(g1x) ·M01 .
Since α(δ)(φ) is invertible an induction gives a contradiction. 
4.2. Smooth complexes. Throughout this subsection we let π : Y → X
be a morphism of non-singular spaces, and if g′X ⊂ gX is an inclusion of Lie
algebroids we let g′Y be the image of π
+(g′X) in gY := π
+(gX).
Let Dbs(gX) be the sub-category of bounded complexes M
• whose homol-
ogy H•(M•) ∈ cohs(gX).
Lemma 4.2.1. Let
M•1 →M• →M•2 →
be a distinguished triangle in Db(gX). If two vertices of this triangle belong
to Dbs(gX), then the third vertex also belongs to D
b
s(gX).
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 4.1.4, using the long
exact sequence in homology. 
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4.2.2. Inverse images. When M• ∈ Dbcoh(gX) then any submodule of finite
type of the homology moduleH•(π!(M•)) is coherent. Let us therefore agree
that a gY -module is smooth if all its coherent submodules are smooth.
The category cohs(gx), x ∈ X, does in general not contain sufficiently
many projectives (or flats), so the next result is not quite immediate.
Proposition 4.2.3. (gX is locally free and transitive) If M
• ∈ Dbs(gX),
then the homology of π!(M•) is smooth along g′Y .
Proof. We will be brief since standard arguments for D-modules are used.
It suffices to prove the assertion for a generating class in Dbs(gX), so if M
is a smooth gX-module and we prove that the complex π
!(M) has smooth
homology we are done.
Factorize π as π = p ◦ i where i : Y → Z = Y ×X is the graph morphism
and p : Z → X is the projection on the second factor. As gX is locally free
and p is a smooth morphism of non-singular spaces we have π!(M) ∼= i!p!(M)
(Prop. 3.4.3) and g′Y = i
+(p+(g′X)) (Lem. 2.4.6), so it suffices to prove the
assertion for i and p separately.
p: Since p is flat and gX is locally free, p
!(M) is the single degree complex
DY→X ⊗p−1(D(gX)) p−1(M) = OY ⊗p−1(OX ) p−1(M);
see the proof of Proposition 3.4.3. This module clearly is smooth along
g′Z = p
+(g′X) (see (3.4)).
i: Letting N ∈ cohs(gZ) we have to prove that i!(N) ∈ Dbs(gY ). First
note that gZ = p
!(gX) is locally free since p is submersive and gX is locally
free. Now the closed embedding i can be factorized into a sequence of closed
embeddings of the type π : Y → Z where codimZ π(Y ) = 1, and the pull-
back of a locally free transitive Lie algebroid on a non-singular space to a
non-singular subspace again is locally free and transitive (Lem. 2.4.8), so by
Proposition 3.4.3 we may assume that codimZ i(Y ) = 1. Let IY be the ideal
of Y . Then since gZ = p
!(gX) is locally free and Y is non-singular one can
use the Koszul complex to compute i!(M); see above Proposition 3.4.3. The
only non-zero cohomology gY -modules are
M/IYM and M
IY .
That any coherent OY -submodule of these modules generates a g′Y -module
(i∗(g
′
Y ) = g
′
X(IY )/IY g
′
X) which remains coherent over OY follows immedi-
ately since any coherent OX -submodule of M generates a g′X-module that
remains coherent over OX . 
We will give a partial converse of Proposition 4.2.3. Let y ∈ Y and
x = π(y) ∈ X. A morphism of Lie algebroids π′ : gY → gX is submersive
at y if the induced morphism gY → ky ⊗Oy π∗(g)y is surjective; this is, by
Nakayama’s lemma, the same as to say that the morphism gy → π∗(g)y is
surjective.
Proposition 4.2.4. (gX is locally free) Let M
• ∈ Dbcoh(gX). Assume that
π is flat on suppM• ⊂ X, and that for each point x ∈ suppM• there exists
a point y ∈ π−1(x) at which π′ : g′Y → g′X is submersive. Then the following
are equivalent:
(1) M• ∈ Dbs(gX);
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(2) π!(M•) ∈ Dbs(gY ).
Remark 4.2.5. When considering completely regular complexes one can im-
prove Proposition 4.2.4, not demanding that π be flat (Prop. 6.4.8).
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2): Apply Proposition 4.2.3. (2) ⇒ (1): It suffices to
prove this for a generating class of Db(gX), so letting M ∈ coh(gX) satisfy
π!(M) ∈ Dbs(gY ), we need to prove that M ∈ cohs(gX).
Let x ∈ suppM and put A = Ox. If M0x ⊂ Mx an A-submodule of
finite type, we have to check that D(g′x)M0x remains of finite type over A.
There exists a point y ∈ Y such that x = π(y) and the canonical mapping
g′y → B ⊗A g′x is surjective, where we have put B = Oy. Then
π!(M)y ∼= π∗(Dx)⊗LD(gx) Mx
∼= B ⊗LAMx (gx is free over Ox)
∼= B ⊗AMx (A→ B is flat).
As the restriction g′y → g′x is surjective, so is its extension to a mapping
D(g′y)→ B ⊗A D(g′x); hence, by flatness,
B ⊗A D(g′x)M0x ⊂ D(g′y)B ⊗AM0x .
By (2) the right side is of finite type over B, and since B is noetherian the
left side is also of finite type. Then by faithful flatness D(g′x)M0x is of finite
type over A. 
4.2.6. Direct images. As in Proposition 3.5.2 we consider the categoryDbsl(gY )
of complexes M• whose homology H•(M•) ∈ cohs(gY ) locally in X is gen-
erated by an OY -coherent submodule. When X is a quasi-compact variety
we have Dbsl(gY ) = D
b
s(gY ).
Put TY/X = Ker(TY → π∗(TX)) and gY/X = α−1(TY/X). For simplicity
we shall assume that bY := Ker(gY → TY ) ⊂ g′Y .
Theorem 4.2.7. (gX is locally free and transitive) Let g
′
Y ⊂ gY and g′X ⊂
gX be sub-algebroids and aY be the Lie algebroid that is generated by g
′
Y +
gY/X ⊆ gY . Assume that π is proper and that
Im(π∗(g′X)→ π∗(gX)) ⊆ Im(aY → π∗(gX))(4.2.1)
(canonical mappings). Then π+ defines a functor
Dbsl(gY )→ Dbs(gX).
The condition (4.2.1) means that, locally in Y and X, sections of g′X
should be liftable to sections of aY .
Proof. Letting M• ∈ Dbs(gY ) we have to prove that
Rπ∗(DX←Y ⊗LD(gY ) M•) ∈ Dbs(gX).
a) Let DnX←Y be the right OY -module that is generated by the image of
π−1(Dn(gX)) in the (π−1(gX), gY )-bimodule DX←Y . As DnX←Y gY/X ⊆
DnX←Y bY and bY ⊆ g′Y , (4.2.1) implies
π−1(g′X)DnX←Y ⊆ DnX←Y aY ⊆ DnX←Y g′Y .(4.2.2)
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b) It suffices to prove the assertion for a generating class for the considered
category, and since the assertion is local in X, it suffices to prove that
π+(M) ∈ Dbs(gX) when M ∈ cohs(gY ) is generated by a coherent OY -
submodule M0.
The morphism π can be factorized π = p ◦ i where p : Z = Y ×X → X
is the projection on the second factor and i : Y → Z is the graph mor-
phism, which is a closed embedding. We contend that it suffices to prove
the theorem for i and p separately. Since π! = i!p! (Prop. 3.4.3) we then
have to check that the conditions in the theorem are satisfied for i and
p: Put g′Z = p
+(g′X) = p
∗(g′X) and gZ = p
+(gX) = p
∗(gX). Since p
is a projection, by Lemma 2.4.6 π+(g′X) = i
+(g′Z), gY = i
+(gZ), and
gY/X = gY/Z + i
+(gZ/X). Let aZ be the Lie algebroid that is generated
by g′Z + gZ/X and a
1
Y the Lie algebroid that is generated by π
+
1 (g
′
Z) + gY/Z ;
now since gZ/X ⊂ g′Z and gY/Z ⊂ π+(g′X) we actually have aZ = g′Z and
a1Y = π
+(g′X) ⊂ aY . It should then be clear that (4.2.1) implies
Im(i∗(g′Z)→ i∗(gZ)) = Im(a1Y → i∗(gZ)) ⊆ Im(aY → i∗(gZ))
and
Im(p∗(g′X)→ p∗(gX)) = Im(aZ → p∗(gX)).
so (4.2.1), and hence (4.2.2) holds for i and p separately. Moreover, by
Lemma 2.4.8 the pull-back of a locally free and transitive Lie algebroid
again is locally free and transitive. In the complex analytic case we also
remark that if M is generated by a coherent OY -module, then H•(i+(M•))
is generated by a coherent OZ -module, i.e. i+(Dbsl(gY )) ⊂ Dbsl(gZ). This
proves that the conditions are satisfied for i and p separately.
i+(D
b
s(gY )) ⊂ Dbs(gZ): First, since gZ is locally free and transitive one
can prove as in [BGK+87, VI, 7.8], see also c) in the proof of Theorem 3.5.4,
that the right D(gY )-module DZ←Y is locally free. Therefore, since i∗ is
exact one has
i+(M) = i∗(DZ←Y ⊗D(gY ) M).
For a coherent OY -submodule M0 ⊂M we let
i∗(DnZ←Y ·M0) ⊂ i∗(DZ←Y ⊗D(gY ) M)
be the image of the canonical morphism i∗(DZ←Y⊗OYM0)→ i∗(DZ←Y⊗D(gY )
M); this is a coherent OZ -module. If N ⊂ i∗(DZ←Y ⊗D(gY )M) is a coherent
OZ -submodule there exists such a coherent submodule M0 and an integer
n such that
N ⊆ i∗(DnZ←Y ·M0).
Therefore by (4.2.2)
D(g′Z)N ⊆ D(g′Z)i∗(DnZ←Y ·M0) ⊆ i∗(DnZ←Y · D(g′Y )M0).
Since D(g′Y )M0 ∈ coh(OY ) and DnZ←Y is coherent both as right OY -module
and left OZ -module the right side is coherent; the left side is locally gener-
ated by its sections and OZ is noetherian, hence D(g′Z)N ∈ coh(OZ).
It remains to prove: If M ∈ Dbsl(gZ) and the restriction of p : Z → X to
suppM is proper, then p+(M) ∈ Dbs(gX): Here gZ = p∗(gX)⊕q∗(TZ), where
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q is the projection on Y , so p∗(gX) is a Lie algebroid on Z in a natural way.
The OZ -module p∗(D(gX)) is a right p−1(gX)-module and left gY -module,
but since the action of p−1(gX) commutes with that of q
−1(OY ) it follows
that p∗(D(gX)) is a right module over the Lie algebroid p∗(gX). Changing
right to left we have a (p∗(gX), gZ)-bimodule
DX←Z = ωZ ⊗OZ p∗(ω−1X )⊗OZ p∗(DX)
which is coherent over p∗(gX); hence, since M ∈ coh(gZ), one has
DX←Z ⊗LD(gZ) M ∈ Dbcoh(p∗(gX)).
Now Ω•Z/X ⊗OZ D(gZ) = q∗(Ω•Y ) ⊗OZ D(gZ), where Ω•Y is the de Rham
complex on Y , is a left resolution of the bimodule DX←Z which is free as
right gZ-module (see [BGK
+87, VI, 5.3]), so
DX←Z ⊗LD(gZ) M = Ω•Z/X ⊗OZ M.
Then (4.2.2) implies that DX←Z ⊗LD(gZ) M ∈ Dbs(p∗(gX)) where the index
s denotes smoothness along p∗(g′X) ⊂ p∗(gX). Since Dbs(p∗(gX)) is gen-
erated by its homology objects it now suffices to prove the following: If
N ∈ cohs(p∗(gX)), then
Rp∗(N) ∈ Dbs(gX).
As the restriction of p to suppM is proper the proof in Proposition 3.5.2
implies that each homology module Rip∗(N) ∈ coh(gX). Now the problem
is local on X so it remains to see that if Li ⊂ Rip∗(N) is an OX-coherent
submodule then D(g′X)Li ∈ coh(OX). To see this first note that N contains
a p∗(g′X) module Ni which is coherent over OZ , and such that
Li ⊂ Ki := Im{Rip∗(Ni)→ Rip∗(N)}.
Then since Ki ∈ coh(OX) is a g′X-module the assertion follows. 
Remark 4.2.8. Is Theorem 4.2.7 true for all locally free Lie algebroids? The
problem occurs when π : Y → X is a closed embedding and DX←Y is not
free as gY -module. We need a resolution F
• → DX←Y of the (π−1(gX), gY )-
bimodule DX←Y such that each term F i is a (π−1(gX), gY )-bimodule which
is flat as gY -module and provided with a filtration by π
−1(OX)-coherent
submodules F in such that ∪n≥0F in = F i and π−1(g′X)F in ⊂ F ing′Y .
4.3. Completion. Let (A,m, k) be a noetherian local k-algebra and g′ ⊆ g
Lie algebroids over A. Let Mˆ be the m-adic completion of an A-module M .
The Artin-Rees lemma implies that ifM is of finite type, then Mˆ = Aˆ⊗AM
and M ⊆ Mˆ , in particular gˆ′ = Aˆ ⊗A g′, gˆ = Aˆ ⊗A g. Since A ⊆ Aˆ
and derivations of A are continuous in the m-adic topology we have that
Derk(A) ⊆ Derk(Aˆ). More generally, if M is a g-module of finite type, its
defining homomorphism ρ : g→ c(M) lifts to homomorphisms ρˆ : gˆ→ c(Mˆ )
and ρ˜ : gˆ→ Aˆ⊗A c(M). Note that if M is not of finite type over A, then the
natural injective mapping Aˆ⊗M → Mˆ is not surjective, so the gˆ-module of
finite type M˜ := Aˆ⊗AM is not m-adically complete, and Mˆ is not of finite
type over gˆ. For instance, D(gˆ) ∼= Aˆ ⊗A D(g) ≇ Dˆ(g). Still, the following
result is very useful for checking if M is smooth because of the big supply
of invariants in M˜ (for an application, see [Ka¨l98, Sec. 4]).
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Proposition 4.3.1. The following are equivalent:
(1) M is smooth along g′.
(2) M˜ is smooth along gˆ′.
Proof. This is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.2.4. If M0 is a g′-
module of finite type over A, then Mˆ0 ∼= Aˆ⊗AM0 is a gˆ′ = Aˆ⊗A g′-module
of finite type over Aˆ. It is also clear that D(gˆ) · Mˆ0 = Aˆ⊗AM = M˜ . This
proves that (1) implies (2).
Assume (2). Let M0 be an A-submodule of finite type that generates M
over g, and set M1 = D(g′)M0. We have Mˆ0 ∼= Aˆ⊗AM0, and since D(gˆ′) =
Aˆ ⊗A D(g′) it follows that M˜1 = Aˆ ⊗A M1 = Aˆ ⊗A D(g′)M0 = D(gˆ′)Mˆ0.
(2) and Lemma 4.1.3 implies that M˜1 is of finite type over Aˆ. Hence there
exists a surjection fˆ : ⊕nAˆ → Aˆ ⊗M1 for some integer n where fˆ = id⊗f
for some homomorphism f : ⊕nA → M1. Now since the functor Aˆ ⊗A · is
faithfully flat it follows that f is surjective. This implies (1). 
Remark 4.3.2. Analogous results hold for holomorphic localisation. Let Ox
be the local ring at a closed point x of a complex variety and Oanx be the
stalk of holomorphic functions at x. Then Ox → Oanx is a faithfully flat ring
extension, so Mx is smooth if and only if M
an
x := Oanx ⊗Ox Mx is smooth
along Oanx ⊗Ox g′x.
4.4. GAGA. Let X be a projective complex variety, Xh the associated
compact complex analytic space, and
π : (OXh ,Xh)→ (OX ,X)
the canonical continuous homomorphism of ringed spaces. If gXh ∈ LieXh
we let cohl(gXh) ⊂ coh(gXh) be the sub-category of coherent gXh-modules
Mh which contain a coherent OXh-moduleMh0 such that D(gXh) ·Mh0 =Mh
(Mh0 is a lattice in M
h). The following implication from GAGA [Ser56] is
well-known in the case of TX-modules.
Theorem 4.4.1. (X is a projective complex variety) The functor
π∗ : Mod(OX)→ Mod(OXh), M 7→ OXh ⊗pi−1(OX ) π−1(M)
induces equivalences of categories
LieX ∼= LieXh , and
coh(gX) ∼= cohl(π∗(gX)).
Proof. π∗ : LieX → LieXh is fully faithful: Let g1X , g2X ∈ LieX . Then
clearly π∗(g1X), π
∗(g2X) ∈ LieXh and if φ : g1X → g2X is a homomorphism the
mapping π∗(φ) : π∗(g1X)→ π∗(g2X) is a homomorphism of Lie algebroids on
Xh. We have a canonical mapping
HomLieX (g
1
X , g
2
X)
pi∗−−→ HomLieXh (π
∗(g1X), π
∗(g2X))
⊆ HomOXh (π
∗(g1X), π
∗(g2X))
∼= HomOX (g1X , g2X).
Here GAGA implies the last isomorphism and that π∗ is injective. Then if
φh = id⊗φ : π∗(g1X) → π∗(g2X) is a Lie homomorphism it is obvious that
φ : g1X → g2X also is a Lie homomorphism, so π∗ is surjective.
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π∗ : LieX → LieXh is essentially surjective: By GAGA if gXh ∈ LieXh ⊂
coh(OXh) then there exists a uniqueOX -module gX such that gXh = π∗(gX)
and π−1(gX) ⊂ gXh . We need to prove that [π−1(gX), π−1(gX)] ⊆ π−1(gX).
The mapping adh : gXh → cXh(gXh) is a 1st order differential operator on
the OXh-module gXh with values in cXh(gXh), hence it can be identified with
an OXh-linear homomorphism adh : P 1Xh(gXh)→ cXh(gXh) (Sec. 2.2), hence
by GAGA: P 1Xh(gXh) = P
1
Xh
(π∗(gX)) = π
∗(P 1X(gX)), and
cXh(gXh) ⊂ HomOXh (P
1
Xh
(π∗(gX)), π
∗(gX)) = π
∗(HomOX (P
1
X(gX), gX)),
implying that cXh(gXh) = π
∗(cX(gX)); and adh is induced by a unique
homomorphism ad : P 1X(gX) → cX(gX); therefore [π−1(gX), π−1(gX)] =
π−1(ad)(π−1(gX))(π
−1(gX)) ⊂ π−1(gX).
π∗ : coh(gX) → cohl(π∗(gX)) is an equivalence of categories: Let Mh,
Nh ∈ cohl(gXh), φh ∈ HomLieXh (M,N), and Mh0 ⊂ Mh, Nh0 ⊂ Nh be
coherent OXh-submodules such that
DXh ·Mh0 =Mh, and DXh ·Nh0 = Nh.
Since Xh is compact there exists an integer l so that φ
h(Mh0 ) ⊂ DlXhNh0 ;
let φh0 denote the restriction of φ
h to Mh0 . By GAGA there exist unique
OX -modules M0, N l0 and a homomorphism of OX -modules φ0 : M0 → N l0
such that φh = π∗(φ0) : M
h
0 = π
∗(M0) → DXh · Nh0 = π∗(N l0). Since
DXh = DXh(π∗(gX)) = π∗(DX) it follows that there exist coherent gX-
modules M , N such that M0 ⊂ M , N0 ⊂ N , π∗(M) = Mh, π∗(N) = Nh,
and a homomorphism φ :M → N , extending φ0 and satisfying π∗(φ) = φh;
since by GAGA π∗(φ0) = 0 implies φ0 = 0, this proves that π
∗ is essentially
surjective and fully faithful. 
Let us express the parallel for Lie algebroids the fact that on a projective
complex variety H1(X,O∗X ) = H1(Xh,O∗Xh) because PicX = PicXh :
Corollary 4.4.2. Let X be a projective complex variety. Then there is an
isomorphism of complex vector spaces
π−1 : H2(X,Ω≥1X )
∼= H1(Xh,Ω1,clXh ).
The proof is immediate from Theorem 4.4.1; see also 2.5.
Letting Xh be the holomorphic localisation of a projective algebraic man-
ifold X we now say a few words about non-algebraic gXh-modules. Let
S ⊂ Xh be a hyper-surface, put X0h = X \ S, and let M be a coherent
gXh-module such that MX0h
∈ cohl(gX0h). It is in general a difficult problem
to see when M ∈ cohl(gXh), but we note the following rather trivial fact:
Lemma 4.4.3. Let S ⊂ Xh be a discrete subset, X0h = Xh \ S, M ∈
coh(gXh), and MX0h
∈ coh(OX0h). Then M ∈ coh
l(gXh).
Proof. Let x ∈ S. Since M ∈ coh(gXh) and S is discrete there exists
a neighbourhood Ω of x such that Ω ∩ S = {x} and an OΩ-coherent sub-
module M1Ω ⊂ MΩ, generating MΩ over D(gΩ). As MΩ∩X0 ∈ coh(OX0∩Ω)
and the ring D(gΩ) is noetherian 2.3.2, there exists an integer k such that
(Dk(gXh)ΩM1)Ω∩X0h = MΩ∩X0h . Now define an OXh-coherent extension of
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MXh
0
over Ω by M0Ω = DkM1Ω. Doing this for each point in S we get a
coherent OXh-submodule M0 ⊂M such that D(gXh)M0 =M . 
Assume that M = M(∗S) and that M is coherent over OXh(∗S). A nice
example by Deligne in [Mal96] shows that M need not contain a coherent
OXh-moduleM0, generatingM over OXh(∗S); in particular one must expect
coh(gXh) * coh
l(gXh). On the other hand, B. Malgrange [loc. cit.] proves
coh(OXh(∗S)) ∩ coh(TXh) ⊂ cohl(TXh),
generalizing Deligne’s result coh(OXh(∗S))∩cohtfrs(TXh) ⊂ cohlrs(TXh), where
cohtfrs(TXh) is the category of torsion free coherent TXh-modules with (curve)
regular singularities (Def. 6.3.3). Therefore, if gXh is transitive, by Theo-
rem 4.4.1 we have
coh(OXh(∗S)) ∩ coh(gXh) ⊂ coh(gX) (algebraic modules).
The coherent OX -submoduleM0 ⊂M ∈ coh(OXh(∗S))∩coh(TXh) is defined
by Deligne and Malgrange using a certain spectral conditions for the action
of t∂t, where t = 0 is a local equation at a non-singular point of S, giving
‘normal Jordan generators’ forM as in [Lev75]. One may speculate whether
it is possible apply this idea to modulesM over a non-transitive Lie algebroid
gXh , defining M
0 ⊂ M ∈ coh(OXh(∗S)) ∩ coh(gX) by a spectral condition
for the action of some distinguished sub-algebroid in gXh .
5. Prolonging over codim ≥ 2
5.1. Coherent extensions. When S ⊂ X is a closed subset in a (complex
analytic) space we say that codimX S ≥ 2 if every point in S is contained
in a subspace S′, and there exists an open set Ω such that S ∩ Ω ⊂ S′ ∩ Ω
and codimΩ S
′ ≥ 2.
Consider the normalization morphism of a reduced space or a general
reduced scheme X,
f : X ′ → X.
So X ′ is the disjoint union of the normalization of all the irreducible compo-
nents of X. This is a finite morphism when X is a space. Also, f is almost
always finite when X is a locally noetherian scheme; for instance, it suffices
that Ox is a G-ring at each point x ∈ X.
Lemma 5.1.1. (X is either a reduced complex analytic space or a locally
noetherian reduced scheme such that the normalization morphism f is finite)
Let S ⊂ X be a closed subset such that codimX S ≥ 2. Put Ω = X \ S and
let j : Ω→ X be the inclusion. Then:
(1) j∗(OΩ) ∈ coh(OX); when X is normal, then the canonical mapping
OX → j∗(OΩ) is an isomorphism;
(2) (X is a reduced noetherian scheme) Let NΩ be a coherent torsion free
OΩ-module (see Section 3.1 for the definition of torsion freeness).
Then j∗(NΩ) is coherent;
(3) (X is a reduced complex analytic space) Assume that NX is an OX -
module which is locally generated by its sections and that NΩ is a
coherent torsion free OΩ-module. Then j∗(NΩ) is coherent.
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Here (2) is essentially covered by a result of Grothendieck [Gro62, Exp.
VIII, p. 6, Prop. 2.3], and (3) is a very special case of a result due to Serre
[Ser66], but we provide simple direct proofs. When X is non-reduced j∗(OΩ)
need not be coherent.
Proof. (1): The second part is in the complex analytic case Riemann’s
“Hebbarkeitssatz”, see [Sch64]; in the algebraic case we recall the proof:
One can assume that X is affine; then codimX(X \ Ω) ≥ 2 implies that
OX(Ω) ⊆ Ox when ht(x) = 1; by normality OX(X) = ∩ht(x)=1Ox; hence
OX(Ω) ⊆ OX(X).
For the first part, consider the Cartesian square
Ω′
i−−−→ X ′
g
y
yf
Ω
j−−−→ X.
One checks that OX ⊂ f∗(O′X ) since X is reduced (the normalization is
the union of all irreducible components of X, and these are integral). Then
since formation of direct image is local on the base, so j∗f∗ = g∗i
∗; hence,
using i∗i
∗(OX′) = OX′ ,
j∗(OΩ) = j∗j∗(OX) →֒ j∗j∗f∗(OX′) = j∗g∗i∗(OX′) = f∗i∗i∗(OX′) = f∗(OX′).
As f is finite, f∗(OX′) ∈ coh(OX); from j∗(OΩ) = j∗j∗(OX) it follows that
j∗(OΩ) is locally generated by its sections; hence since OX is noetherian
(2.3.2), j∗(OΩ) ∈ coh(OX).
(2): Put N∨Ω = HomOΩ(N,OΩ). Since X is noetherian, by Gabriel’s
theorem there exist Ne, N
∨
X ∈ coh(OX) such that j∗(Ne) = NΩ, j∗(N∨X) =
N∨Ω [BS58, Prop 2.]. As NΩ is coherent and torsion free there exists a non-
empty open subset Ω1 ⊆ Ω, with dense intersection with each irreducible
component of X, such that NΩ1 is locally free; therefore, if K is the kernel
of the canonical morphism NΩ → N∨∨Ω , then dim suppK < dimΩ, but NΩ
is torsion free so K = 0. Hence, j∗ being left exact, the canonical mapping
j∗(NΩ)→ j∗(N∨∨Ω )
is injective. Since NΩ has some coherent extension Ne to X, so j∗(NΩ) =
j∗j
∗(Ne), implying that j∗(NΩ) is locally generated by its sections. There-
fore, OX being noetherian, j∗(NΩ) ∈ coh(OX) will follow if j∗(N∨∨Ω ) ∈
coh(OX). By adjunction
j∗(N
∨∨) = j∗HomOΩ(j
∗(N∨X),OΩ) = HomOX (N∨X , j∗(OΩ));
hence j∗(N
∨∨) ∈ coh(OX) by (1).
(3): By assumption there exist Ne = N,N
∨
X = N
∨ ∈ coh(OX) such that
j∗(Ne) = NΩ and j
∗(N∨X) = N
∨
Ω . Then proceed as in (2). 
Remarks 5.1.2. (1) Serre has proven a stronger result than (3) above; see
[Ser66, Th.1]. Namely, the following statements are equivalent on
a normal complex analytic space X for a coherent and torsion free
OΩ-module MΩ: (i) for each point s ∈ S there exists an open set
U ⊂ X, x ∈ U , such that MΩ∩U is generated by its sections; (ii)
j∗(MΩ) ∈ coh(OX).
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Some other facts pertaining to the complex analytic case are exhib-
ited in loc. cit.: (i) Let X = C2 and S = {0}. There exist invertible
sheaves on X \ S that are not extendible by a coherent sheaf on X.
(ii) Let X = Cn, n ≥ 3, S = {0}, and let i : X \ S → X be the
inclusion. If M is a reflexive OX\S-module, then if i∗(M) is coherent
it is also reflexive, but it need not be locally free when M is locally
free.
(2) Assume that j : Ω → X is an open inclusion of complex manifolds,
and put S = X\Ω, where codimX S ≥ 2. Deligne proves the following
result for the Lie algebroid TΩ [Del70, Cor. 5.8]: If a TΩ-module MΩ
is coherent over OΩ, then j∗(MΩ) is coherent over OX . The proof is
based on Hironaka’s resolution of singularities and Grauert’s finite-
ness theorem. Comparing to Serre’s results we get: if U ⊂ X is a
sufficiently small open neighbourhood of a point in S, then MU\(U∩S)
is generated by its global sections. Deligne’s result cannot be gener-
alised to general Picard Lie algebroids, which can be seen by taking
an invertible sheaf MΩ = λΩ on Ω = C
2 \ {0} that is not extendible
to coherent OC2-module and put gΩ = c(λΩ).
(3) (1) in Lemma 5.1.1 implies that the canonical mapping TX(X) →
TX(Ω) is a bijection when X is normal: if δ ∈ TX(Ω) and f ∈ OX(X),
then δ(f) ∈ OX(Ω) = OX(X). In particular, j∗(TΩ) = TX .
The generalization to torsion modules is quite hard and we need some
preparation.
We let profMx be the depth of an Ox-module Mx of finite type.
Theorem 5.1.3. (X is a scheme which is locally a closed sub-scheme of a
non-singular scheme, or a complex analytic space) Let Y ⊂ X be a closed
subset and j : U → X be the open immersion of U := X \ Y . Let M ∈
coh(OX). When X is a scheme assume:
(1) profMx ≥ s− 1 for all x ∈ U such that codimY ({x}− ∩ Y ) = 1.
When X is a complex analytic space assume:
(1’) Each point y ∈ Y has an open neighbourhood Uy ⊂ X such that
profMx ≥ s+ dimy Y when x ∈ Uy.
Then Rpj∗j
∗(M) ∈ coh(OX) when p ≤ s− 2.
Theorem 5.1.3 was proven for schemes by Grothendieck [Gro62, Exp.
VIII, p. 13, Th.3.1] and when X is a complex analytic space it is due to
Siu and Trautmann [Siu70],[Tra69]. We include a proof below when X is a
scheme which is a little more direct than Grothendieck’s proof.
Let p.d.N be the projective dimension of a module N over a regular ring
R; let d(R) be the Krull dimension of R so prof R = d(R). We recall the
Auslander-Buschsbaum relation [Mat86, Th. 19.1]:
p.d. N + prof N = d(R).(5.1.1)
That (1′)⇒ (1) can be seen using the next lemma, but we will not need
this fact; the opposite implication is false.
Lemma 5.1.4. Let A be a local ring which is a quotient of a regular ring,
let P ⊂ A be a prime ideal, and let q be an integer. Let N be an A-module
of finite type. Then if prof N ≥ q + cohtP it follows that prof NP ≥ q.
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Here cohtP = d(A/P ) is the coheight of a prime ideal. A stronger result
is true without assuming that A is a quotient of a regular ring, namely that
profN ≤ profNP + cohtP [BS98, Lem. 9.3.2].
Proof. We consider M as a module over a regular ring R and P as prime
ideal in R. Then p.d.M ≤ d(R) − (q + cohtP ) = d(RP ) − q. Therefore
p.d.MP = sup{i : ExtiRP (MP , RP ) 6= 0} ≤ p.d.M ≤ d(RP )− q. Hence by
(5.1.1) profMx ≥ q. 
The following fact will be needed:
Lemma 5.1.5 ([Gro62, Exp. III, p. 10, Prop. 3.3]). Let X be a locally noe-
therian scheme. The following are equivalent:
(1) H iZ(M) = 0, when i ≤ n− 1;
(2) profMz ≥ n for all z ∈ Z.
We begin the proof of Theorem 5.1.3, following Grothendieck, by showing
that one may assume that X is non-singular: The assertion of the theorem is
of local nature, so we can assume that X can be embedded in a non-singular
scheme. Let i : X → Xns be a closed immersion where Xns is a regular
scheme and put V1 = i(V ), Y1 = i(Y ), U1 = Xns \Y1, so codimV1 Y1 ≥ 2. Let
j1 : U1 = Xns \ Y1 → Xns be the open inclusion and i1 : U → U1 = i(j(U))
be the restriction of i to U ⊂ X. Then j1 ◦ i1 = i ◦ j, so there exists an
isomorphism of functors on D(OX), i∗Rj∗ ∼= Rj1∗i1∗, since i∗ and i1∗ are
exact. In particular, using the fact that the direct image is local on the base,
so i1∗j
∗ = j∗1 i∗, we get
i∗R
sj∗j
∗(M) = Rsj1∗i1∗j
∗(M) = Rsj1∗j
∗
1 i∗(M)
for each integer s. Here i∗(M) is a module such that prof j
∗
1(i∗(M))x ≥
s + dimy Y1. So if one proves the theorem when X is non-singular then
i∗(R
lj∗j
∗(M)) ∈ coh(OXns) when l ≤ s − 2; hence, since i∗ is fully faithful,
Rlj∗j
∗(M) ∼= i∗i∗(Rlj∗j∗(M)) ∈ coh(OX).
Until the end of the proof we will now asume that X is a non-singular
scheme.
Lemma 5.1.6. Let N ∈ coh(OX), S = suppN , and Z = S ∩ U ∩ Y . Let
r ∈ Z≥0 and assume that d(Oy) ≥ r when y ∈ Z. Then
HomOX (N,R
sj∗j
∗(OX)) ∈ coh(OX)
when s ≤ r − 2.
Proof. The long exact sequence in homology of the distinguished triangle
RΓY (OX)→ OX → Rj∗j∗(OX)→
shows that we may instead prove
HomOX (N,H
s+1
Y (OX)) ∈ coh(OX)
when s ≤ r − 2.
Put N0 = ΓY (N) and N
1 = N/N0. Applying the contravariant left exact
functor
T : N 7→ HomOX (N,Hs+1Y (OX))
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to the short exact sequence
0→ N0 → N → N1 → 0
results in a short exact sequence
0→ T (N1)→ T (N)→ T (N)′ → 0
where T (N)′ := Im(T (N) → T (N0)) ⊂ T (N0) is locally generated by its
sections. Since suppN0 ⊂ Y , clearly T (N0) ∈ coh(OX); therefore T (N)′ ∈
coh(OX) becauseOX is noetherian. Now it will follow that T (N) ∈ coh(OX)
if T (N1) = 0. First we have
T (N1) = HomOX (N
1,Hs+1Y (OX)) = HomOX (N1,ΓZ(Hs+1Y (OX))).
Second, since RΓZ(OX) = RΓZRΓY (OX) there exists a spectral sequence
HpZ(H
q
Y (OX)) ⇒ Hp+qZ (OX); in particular ΓZ(Hs+1Y (OX)) is a subquo-
tient of Hs+1Z (OX); since profOy = d(Oy) ≥ r when y ∈ Z it follows
that Hs+1Z (OX) = 0, and hence ΓZ(Hs+1Y (OX)) = 0, when s + 1 ≤ r − 1
(Lem. 5.1.5). Therefore T (N1) = 0 when s ≤ r − 2. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1.3 when X is non-singular. Since M is coherent and
X is non-singular there exists a biduality isomorphism
M ∼= RHomOX (RHomOX (M,OX),OX ).
Then adjunction gives
Rj∗j
∗(M) = Rj∗j
∗RHomOX (RHomOX (M,OX),OX )
= Rj∗RHomOU (j
∗RHomOX (M,OX),OU )
= RHomOX (RHomOX (M,OX), Rj∗(OU )).
giving a spectral sequence
HomOX (Ext
q
OX
(M,OX ), Rq+pj∗j∗(OX))⇒ Rpj∗j∗(M).
It now suffices to prove that the left side is coherent when p ≤ s− 2.
Put Sq = suppExtqOX (M,OX ) and Zq = (Sq ∩ U) ∩ Y .
b) d(Oy) ≥ q + s when y ∈ Zq: For any y ∈ Y there exists x ∈ Sq \ Y
such that y ∈ {x}− ∩ Y and d(Oy) = d(Ox) + 1. Then profMx ≥ s − 1 by
(1), so by (5.1.1)
d(Oy) = d(Ox) + 1 = p.d.Mx + profMx + 1 ≥ q + s− 1 + 1 = s+ q,
where the inequality is because x ∈ Sq.
c) By b), prof Oy = d(Oy) ≥ q + s when y ∈ Zq. Hence by Lemma 5.1.6,
with N := ExtqOX (M,OX ),
HomOX (Ext
q
OX
(M,OX ), Rq+pj∗j∗(OX)) ∈ coh(OX)
when q + p ≤ q + s− 2, i.e. when p ≤ s− 2. 
Let M ∈ coh(OX ) and put V = suppM , k = dimV . We say that M is
(k-) pure if every coherent OX -submodule N ⊂M satisfies dim suppN = k.
When M is not pure we will consider its filtration by supports (= the Krull
filtration), which we recall. Let S(M) be the maximal coherent submodule
N ⊂ M such that dim suppN < dim suppM . Then setting M0 = M and
inductively Mi+1 = S(Mi) one has a decreasing filtration of length ≤ dimX
0 =Mn ⊂Mn−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂M0 =M
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where successive quotients Li =Mi/Mi+1 are pure.
Corollary 5.1.7. (X is of the same type as in Theorem 5.1.3) Let M be
a pure coherent OX -module with support V ⊂ X. Let Y ⊂ V be a closed
subset such that codimV Y ≥ 2 and let j : U → X be the associated open
immersion where U = X \ Y . Then j∗j∗(M) ∈ coh(OX).
Proof. When X is a scheme one may consider M as a module on V over
the ring OV := OX/Ann(M), so one may assume that V = X. Then since
M is pure with support X we have profMx ≥ 1 when codimY ({x}− ∩ Y ),
satisfying (1) in Theorem 5.1.3, so we may take s = 2.
To prove the assertion in the complex analytic case we employ (1′), which
turns out a bit more complicated in spite of (1′)⇒ (1)! Put d = dimV and
let
S = {x ∈ profMx < d(Mx)} ⊂ V
be the locus of points whereM is not Cohen-Macaulay. We assert that this is
a closed (analytic) subset such that codimV S ≥ 2. Assuming this for a while
we put Y1 = S ∪ Y , so codimV Y1 ≥ 2 and MU1 is Cohen-Macaulay, where
U1 := X \ Y1. Letting j1 : U1 → X be the open immersion Theorem 5.1.3
implies that (j1)∗(j1)
∗(M) ∈ coh(OX); since j∗j∗(M) ⊂ (j1)∗(j1)∗(M) is a
submodule which is locally generated by its sections and OX is noetherian,
it follows that j∗j
∗(M) ∈ coh(OX).
It remains to prove codimV S ≥ 2. Replacing the structure sheaf on
V = suppM we may assume that X = V and n = d, and since the assertion
is local in X we may assume that X ⊂ Xns where Xns is either a complex
manifold or a non-singular scheme; we thus consider M as an OXns-module
with support on X. Let m ≥ 1 be an integer and put
Dm := {x ∈ X : profMx ≤ d(Mx)−m}
= {x ∈ X : p.d.Mx ≥ d(Ox)− d(Mx) +m}
= {x ∈ X : p.d.Mx ≥ n− d+m}
where the second line follows from (5.1.1). Hence
Dm =
⋃
r≥n−d+m
suppExtrOXns (M,OXns).
Since M ∈ coh(OXns) this shows that S = D1 is closed in X (see also
[Mat86, exercise 24.2]), and a complex analytic subspace when X is a com-
plex analytic space. Now codimXns Ext
r
OXns
(M,OXns) ≥ r ≥ n − d + 1,
so codimX S ≥ 2 will follow if the Ox-module Extn−d+1OXns (M,OXns)x ∼=
Extn−d+1Ox (Mx,Ox) has dimension ≤ d − 2 (M is coherent). Put A = Ox,
N = Mx, and let p ⊂ A be a prime ideal of height n − d + 1. Then since
N is a pure A-module of finite type, prof N ≥ 1 and Extn−d+1A (N,A)p =
Extn−d+1Ap (Np, Ap); hence by (5.1.1), p.d. Np ≤ n − d + 1 − 1 = n − d, and
therefore Extn−d+1A (N,A)p = 0; whence
dimExtn−d+1OXns
(M,OXns)y ≤ d− 2.

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Remark 5.1.8. Note that in our definition a variety is always locally a closed
subscheme of a non-singular scheme, so Theorem 5.1.3 and Corollary 5.1.7
are applicable to spaces.
5.2. Prolongation of smoothness. Let π : Y → X be a proper homo-
morphism of spaces, S a closed subset of X, and put X1 = X \ S. The
mapping j : X1 → X is the canonical inclusion and π1 : Y1 → X1 the
corresponding base change of π. So the projection on the other coordinate
i : Y1 → Y is an open inclusion and we have a Cartesian diagram:
Y1
i−−−→ Y
pi1
y
ypi
X1
j−−−→ X.
(5.2.1)
If gY ∈ LieY we put gY1 = i+(gY ) (see 2.4.5). For a a sub-space V ⊂ X
the V -component of a coherent gX-module M is the maximal coherent
sub-module of M whose support is contained in V .
Theorem 5.2.1. Let g′Y ⊂ gY be a sub-algebroid and M a coherent gY -
module containing, locally in X, a coherent OY -submodule M0 ⊂ M such
that M = D(gY )M0; this always holds in the algebraic case. Put V =
suppM and let V = ∪ki Vi be an irreducible decomposition of V . Assume
that Vi ∩ Vj ∩ π−1(S) = ∅ when i 6= j, and if Vi ∩ π−1(S) 6= ∅, then the
Vi-component of M is pure and dimπ(Vi) ≥ dimS + 2. Assume also:
(1) The canonical homomorphism π∗π∗(M)y → My is surjective when
y ∈ π−1(S);
(2) The canonical homomorphism π∗π∗(g
′
Y )y → g′y is surjective when y ∈
π−1(S).
Then if i!(M) is point-wise smooth along g′Y1 it follows that M is point-
wise smooth along g′Y .
We shall consider non-relative versions of Theorem 5.2.1. First the case
when M is torsion free is singled out, which may be of special interest, and
we then need only the more elementary Lemma 5.1.1.
Corollary 5.2.2. Let g′X be a sub-algebroid of a Lie algebroid (X,OX , gX)
and M a torsion free gX-module.
(1) (X is a variety) The following are equivalent:
(a) M is smooth at all points.
(b) M is smooth at all points of height 1.
(2) (X is a complex analytic space) The following are equivalent:
(a) M is smooth at all points.
(b) There exists an open set Ω ⊂ X with codimX(X \ Ω) ≥ 2 such
that M is smooth at all points p ∈ Ω.
Proof. We need to prove (b) ⇒ (a), and this follows from Theorem 5.2.1
by letting π : X → X be the identity mapping. Here follows a direct proof:
Let p be a point inX. Then there exists an affine (Stein) neighbourhood Ω of
p and a coherent OΩ-submodule M0Ω ⊂MΩ such that D(gΩ)M0Ω =MΩ. Put
M ′Ω := D(g′Ω)M0Ω. As Ω is affine (Stein) and D(g′Ω) is a union of coherent
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OΩ-modules, it follows that D(g′Ω) generated by its sections (Cartan A in
the analytic case) and since M ′Ω is generated by its sections over D(g′Ω) it
is also generated by its sections over OΩ. Now, since the strong support of
the g′Ω-module M
′
Ω is closed (Prop. 4.1.5), (b) implies both in the algebraic
and the analytic case that there exists an algebraic (analytic) subset Z ⊂ Ω,
codimΩ Z ≥ 2, such that M ′Ω\Z ∈ coh(OΩ\Z). Letting j : Ω \ Z → Ω be the
inclusion mapping we have a canonical mapping
M ′p → j∗(M ′Ω\Z)p
which is injective becauseM ′Ω is pure and suppM
′
Ω = Ω. Then Lemma 5.1.1
implies that j∗(M
′
Ω\Z)p is the stalk of a coherent module, thus it is of finite
type over Op; since Op is noetherian it follows that M ′p is of finite type. 
Corollary 5.2.3. Let g′X ⊂ gX be a sub-algebroid, L ∈ coh(gX) be pure,
V = suppL, and Y ⊂ V a subspace such that codimV Y ≥ 2; put U = X \Y .
Then if LU is point-wise smooth along g
′
U it follows that L is point-wise
smooth along g′X .
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Corollary 5.2.2. Namely, the problem
is local at a point p ∈ Y so one may assume that L contains a coherent OX-
submodule L0 ⊂ L such that L = D(gX)L0. Put L′ = D(g′X)L0. By
assumption L′U ∈ coh(OU ) and since L′ is pure
L′ ⊂ j∗(L′U )
The right side is coherent by Corollary 5.1.7; OX is noetherian (2.3.2) and
L′ is locally generated by its sections; hence L′ ∈ coh(OX). 
Corollary 5.2.4. (X is a space) Let M ∈ coh(gX) be torsion free, and
S ⊂ X a divisor such that M is smooth along g′X ⊆ gX at all points in
X \ S. Then if Mx is smooth at one point x in each connected component
of the non-singular locus of S, it follows that M is point-wise smooth in X.
Using Corollary 5.2.3 it is straightforward to modify the proof below to
find a corresponding result for any pure module; we omit this generalisation.
Remark 5.2.5. Let X be a complex analytic manifold, S ⊂ X a divisor,
gX = TX and g
′
X = TX(IS) its sub-sheaf of derivations that preserve the
ideal IS of S. LetM be a TX -module, coherent and torsion free over OX(∗S).
In [Del70, The´ore`me 4.1(i)⇒(ii)] it is proved that φ!(M) is smooth along
φ+(TX(IS)) = TC(Iφ−1(S)) for each curve φ : C → X if this holds for each
curve φ : C → Ω where Ω ⊂ X is a subset with codimX(X \ Ω) ≥ 2.
By Corollary 6.1.3 this curve test is equivalent to M being smooth along
TX(IS) (this also follows from [loc. cit]); hence Deligne’s result follows from
Corollary 5.2.4.
Proof. The assertion being local in X we can clearly assume that M
contains a coherent OX -submodule M0 such that M = D(gX)M0. Put
M1 = D(g′X)M0 ∈ coh(g′X) and set
Ss = {x ∈ S : Mx is smooth along g′x}
= {x ∈ S : M1x is of finite type over Ox}.
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Now s-suppM1 is a union of irreducible spaces (Lem. 2.3.6), s-suppM1 ⊂ S,
and Ss = S \ s-suppM1 ⊂ S is an open subset containing a point from each
component of S, implying that
codimX(s-suppM
1) ≥ 2.
Thus if Ω = X \ s-suppM1, then MΩ is point-wise smooth, so the assertion
follows from Corollary 5.2.2. 
The following is a sharpening of Theorem 4.2.7 for pure modules.
Corollary 5.2.6. Make the same assumptions and use the same notation
as in Theorem 4.2.7. Let M be a pure gY -module which is smooth along g
′
Y
and put V = suppM . Let V1 be a subset of V so that codimV V1 ≥ 2. Then
if
Im(π∗(g′X)y → π∗(gX)y) ⊆ Im(ay → π∗(gX)y)(5.2.2)
when y ∈ V \ V1, it follows that π+(M) ∈ Dbs(gX).
Proof. The proof is close to that of Theorem 4.2.7 so we will avoid too
much repetition. This time (5.2.2) implies
(π−1(g′X)DnX←Y )y ⊆ (DnX←Y aY )y ⊆ (DnX←Y g′Y )y,(5.2.3)
when y ∈ Y − V1. We factorize the proper morphism π : Y → X into
a closed embedding i : Y → Z = X × Y and a projection p : Z → X
where the restriction of p to the support of i+(M) is proper. The right
D(gY )-module DZ←Y is locally free, hence i+(M) = i∗(DZ←Y ⊗D(gY ) M)
and this is a pure OZ -module. Also, (5.2.2) holds for i and p separately
where g′Z = p
+(g′X). We may therefore prove the assertion when either π
is a closed immersion or π is a projection such that the restriction of π to
suppM is proper (Prop. 3.4.3).
π is a closed embedding: Put W = π(V ) and W1 = π(V1), so π+(M) is
pure with support W . Using the same argument as in the proof of Theo-
rem 4.2.7 by (5.2.3) π+(M) = π∗(DX←Y ⊗D(gY ) M) is smooth along g′X in
X \W1; hence it is smooth everywhere (Cor. 5.2.3).
π : Y = Z ×X → X is the projection on the second coordinate and M is
a pure gY -module such that the restriction π
′ : V → X of π to the support
V = suppM is proper: Again the proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.2.7.
We have
DX←Y ⊗LD(gY ) M = Ω•Y/X ⊗OY M
so this is a complex of pure coherent π∗(gX)-modules. Now (5.2.3) implies
that this complex is smooth along π∗(g′X) at all points in Y \ V1, hence
it is smooth everywhere (Cor. 5.2.3). Now the proof can be finished as in
Theorem 4.2.7. 
5.3. Proof of Theorem 5.2.1. In the proof, which is divided into lemmas,
we will use the notation in the Cartesian diagram (5.2.1).
Lemma 5.3.1. Let M i ∈ coh(OY ), i ∈ I, be an inductive system over a
directed partial ordered set I. Then
(1) lim
→
M i is locally generated by its sections.
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(2) π∗(lim
→
M i) = lim
→
π∗(M
i).
Proof. (1): Let y ∈ Y . In the algebraic case let Ω be an affine neighbour-
hood of y, in the complex analytic case y is contained in a Stein neighbour-
hood Ω ⊂ Y and ‘Theorem A’ holds for Stein spaces (see [GR79]). Hence in
either case M iy
∼= Oy ⊗OY (Ω) M i(Ω). Since inductive limits commute with
Oy ⊗ · (see [God73, II, 1.11]), we get
Oy ⊗OY (Ω) (lim→ M)(Ω)
∼= lim
→
(Oy ⊗OY (Ω) M i(Ω)) ∼= lim→ M
i
y.
(2): This follows by formal reasons if one admits that by properness the
derived functor Rπ∗ has a right adjoint π
!(·); see [Har66], [BS76].
Here follows a more self-contained proof. We have a canonical homomor-
phism φ : lim
→
π∗(M
i) → π∗(lim
→
M i). This is an isomorphism if it induces
an isomorphism between stalks over any point x ∈ X. Therefore, by the
last line in the proof of (1), it suffices to prove that the canonical mapping
φx : lim
→
π∗(M
i)x → π∗(lim
→
M i)x
is an isomorphism. Let m ∈ π∗(lim
→
M i)x be represented by the section
mΩ ∈ π∗(lim
→
M i)(Ω) = (lim
→
M i)(π−1(Ω))
where Ω ⊂ X is an open neighbourhood of x. If U is an open subset in
π−1(Ω) we denote bymU the restriction ofmΩ to U . Every point y ∈ π−1(Ω)
has an open neighbourhood Uy ⊂ Y and an integer ny such that mUy is
represented by a section m
ny
Uy
∈Mny(Uy). Since π is proper it suffices with
a finite number of the Uy to cover π
−1(x); let U be their union and n be
the maximum of the corresponding integers ny. Since I is directed it follows
that mU is represented by a section m
n
U ∈ Mn(U). Now π : Y → X is
a continuous proper mapping between locally compact topological spaces,
hence it is closed; hence the open sets π−1(Ω′), where Ω′ is an open subset
of X, form a basis for the open neighbourhoods of π−1(x). So there exists
an open neighbourhood Ω′ of x such that Ω′ ⊂ π(U) ⊂ Ω, and therefore
mnpi−1(Ω′) ∈ π∗(Mn)(Ω′); let mnx ∈ π∗(Mn)x be its germ at x. Letting in :
π∗(M
n)x → lim
→
π∗(M
i)x be the canonical mapping we have a mapping
ψx : π∗(lim
→
M i)x → lim
→
π∗(M
i)x, well-defined by mx 7→ in(mnx). One
checks that φx ◦ ψx = id and ψx ◦ φx = id. 
Lemma 5.3.2. Let M i ∈ coh(OY ), i ∈ I, be as above, φi : M i → M :=
lim
→
M i the canonical homomorphism, and ψi : π
∗π∗(M
i)→M be the com-
position of the canonical homomorphisms π∗π∗(M
i) → M i → M . Assume
that the canonical homomorphism π∗π∗(M) → M is surjective. Then for
any i ∈ I there exists, locally in X, an index n = n(i) ∈ I such that
Im(φi) ⊂ Im(ψn(i)).
Proof. Lemma 5.3.1 and the fact that π∗ commutes with lim
→
[God73, II,
1.11] implies that we have a surjection
lim
→
π∗π∗(M
i) ∼= π∗π∗lim
→
M i → lim
→
M i.
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It is obvious that locally near a point y ∈ Y one can find such an index
ny = n(i, y). Then, since π is proper, for any x ∈ X one can reason as in
the proof of Lemma 5.3.1 to see that there exists an index n(i, x) ∈ I and a
neighbourhood Ω of x such that
Im(φi)pi−1(Ω) ⊂ Im(ψn(i,x))pi−1(Ω).

Of course, a proper and surjective morphism may blow up subsets of
codimension 2 to subsets of codimension 1. On the other hand, in the
complex analytic case Hartogs’ theorem states (see e.g. [BS76, p. 42]):
If Y is a reduced complex Stein analytic space, K a compact subset such
that Y \ K has no relatively compact irreducible components in Y , and
the depth of Oy is ≥ 2 for all y ∈ K, then OY (Y ) = OY (Y \ K). The
main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 5.2.1 is the following coherence
result which maybe can be thought of as Hartogs’ type along the fibre and
Riemann’s Hebbarkeitssatz on the base.
Lemma 5.3.3. Let M i ∈ coh(OY ), i ∈ I, be an inductive system of mod-
ules such that, with M1 = lim
→
M i, one has i∗(M1) ∈ coh(OY1). Assume that
V = suppM1 ⊂ X is a subspace and let V = ∪ki Vi be an irreducible decompo-
sition. Assume that Vi∩Vj ∩π−1(S) = ∅ when i 6= j, and if Vi∩π−1(S) 6= ∅
then the Vi-component M
Vi
1 ⊆M1 is pure and dimπ(Vi) ≥ dimS + 2. Put
N = Im(π∗π∗(M1)→M1).
Then if M ′ is an OY -submodule of N which is locally generated by its
sections, it follows that M ′ ∈ coh(OY ).
Note that π(Vi) will be a subspace since π is proper, by Remmert’s theo-
rem in the complex analytic case.
Proof. Let y ∈ π−1(S). Since the problem is local near π(y) we can and
will shrink X to any neighbourhood of π(y) when necessary.
a) It suffices to prove the assertion when M1 is pure and V is irreducible:
As the OX -submodules MVi1 ⊂ M are pure we have ⊕ki=1MVi1 ⊂ M1, and
since Vi∩Vi ∩π−1(S) = ∅ when i 6= j, one may shrink X so that Vi ∩Vj = ∅
when i 6= j; hence ⊕kiMVi1 = M1. Therefore, if M ′ ∩ MVi1 ∈ coh(OY ),
i = 1, . . . k, it will follow that M ′ ∈ coh(OY ).
b) If M1 is pure, then π∗(M1) is pure: Factorize π = p ◦ i where i : Y →
Y × X is the graph morphism and p : Z = Y × X → X the projection
on the second factor. Clearly N = i∗(M) is pure with irreducible support
V1 = i(V ). Since π∗(M1) = p∗i∗(M) it therefore suffices to prove: If N is a
coherent OZ -module such that the restriction of p to a morphism suppN →
X is proper, then p∗(N) is pure.
By properness W := supp p∗(N) ⊂ X is a subspace. Suppose the con-
trary, that there exists a non-zero pure submodule L ⊂ p∗(N) such that
dim suppL < dimW . Let φ : p∗(L) → N be the composed morphism
p∗(L) → p∗p∗(N) → N . Then dim supp Imφ < dim suppN ; N is pure;
hence φ = 0; therefore, projections being flat, the canonical morphism
p∗p∗(N) → N is 0; hence p∗(N) = 0, contradicting the assumption that
L 6= 0.
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c) IfM1 is pure and V is irreducible, thenH
0
[T ](M1) = 0 when T = π
−1(S):
Suppose the contrary, that H0[T ](M1) 6= 0. Since M1 is pure with irreducible
support V the submoduleH0[T ](M1) ⊂M1 also has support V ; hence V ⊂ T ,
contradicting the relation dimπ(V ) ≥ dimπ(T ) + 2.
d) π∗(M1) ∈ coh(OX): By c) and since π∗ is left exact we have an inclusion
π∗(M1) ⊆ π∗i∗i∗(M1) = (π ◦ i)∗i∗(M1) = (j ◦ π1)∗i∗(M1) = j∗(π1∗(i∗(M1))).
By Lemma 5.3.1 π∗(M1) is locally generated by its sections; then since OX
is noetherian (2.3.2) it will follow that π∗(M1) ∈ coh(OX) if we prove
j∗(π
1
∗(i
∗(M1))) ∈ coh(OX).
Since i∗(M1) ∈ coh(OY1) and properness is preserved under base change,
by Grauert’s theorem [Gra60] or Grothendieck’s theorem [GD61, 3.2.1]
π1∗(i
∗(M1)) ∈ coh(OX1).
Also by properness and since i∗(M1) ∈ coh(OY1), there exists a coherent
OY -submoduleM01 ⊂M1 in a neighbourhood of π−1(S) such that i∗(M01 ) =
i∗(M1). As the formation of direct image is local on the base, so j
∗π∗ =
π1∗i
∗, it follows that M := π∗(M
0
1 ) is a coherent extension of π
∗
1(i
∗(M1)).
We thus have a coherent OX-module M , such that j∗(M) = π1∗(i∗(M1)) is
pure by b), whose support π(V ) contains S and codimpi(V ) S ≥ 2; hence by
Corollary 5.1.7 j∗(π
1
∗(i
∗(M1))) ∈ coh(OX ).
e)M ′ ∈ coh(OY ): Let Li and N i be the kernel and image of the canonical
homomorphism π∗π∗(M
i)→M i, so we have a short exact sequence
0→ Li → π∗π∗(M i)→ N i → 0.
Now M i ∈ coh(OY ) and π is proper so π∗(M i) ∈ coh(OX) ([Gra60], resp.
[GD61, 3.2.1]), π∗ is right exact and OY is coherent, hence π∗π∗(M i) ∈
coh(OY ); therefore Li, N i ∈ coh(OY ) ([GD71, 0. Cor. 5.3.4]). Clearly
we have canonical homomorphisms N i → N j, and Li → Lj , i ≤ j, so put
L = lim
→
Li and N = lim
→
N i (the sheaves associated to the presheaves). Now
π∗π∗(M1) = π
∗lim
→
π∗(M
i) = lim
→
π∗π∗(M
i),
where the first step follows from Lemma 5.3.1 and the second from [God73,
II, 1.11], and since the index set N is directed the functor lim
→
is exact, we
get a short exact sequence
0→ L→ π∗π∗(M1)→ N → 0.
By d) π∗π∗(M1) ∈ coh(OY ) (for the same reason above that the π∗π∗(M i) ∈
coh(OY )) and Li ∈ coh(OY ), so L is locally generated by its sections
(Lem. 5.3.1); as OY is noetherian this implies that L ∈ coh(OY ); hence
N ∈ coh(OY ) [GD71, 0. Prop 5.4.2], and again since OY is noetherian it
follows that M ′ ∈ coh(OY ). 
Proof of Theorem 5.2.1. Let y ∈ π−1(S). Since the problem is local near
x = π(y) we can and will shrink X to any small neighbourhood of x when
necessary and we can assume that M = D(gY )M0. Arguing as in a) in the
proof of Lemma 5.3.3 it suffices to prove that M ′ := D(g′Y )M0 ∈ coh(OY )
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whenM is pure and V is irreducible, and we then know as in b) that π∗(M)
is pure.
The modules M i = Di(gY )M0 ∈ coh(OY ), i ∈ N, form an inductive
system by inclusion M i ⊂M j when i ≤ j, and it follows from Lemma 5.3.2,
possibly after shrinkingX around x, that there exists an integer n0 such that
M0 is contained in the image of the canonical homomorphism π∗π∗(M
n0)→
Mn0 ; set M1 = D(g′Y )Mn0 .
Now note that π∗π∗(g
′
Y ) is a Lie algebroid on Y in a natural way and that
(2) is a homomorphism of Lie algebroids; since N := Im(π∗π∗(M1) → M1)
clearly is a π∗π∗(g
′
Y )-module (2) implies that
g′Y ·N ⊂ N,
and since M0 ⊂ N it follows that
M ′ ⊂ N.
The OY -coherent submodules M i1 = Di(g′Y )Mn0 ⊂ M1 form an inductive
system by inclusion M i1 ⊂ M j1 , j ≥ i, its limit M1 = lim→ M
i
1 is pure with
irreducible support V , and dimπ(V ) ≥ dimS +2. By assumption i∗(M1) ∈
coh(OY1); therefore since M ′ = lim→ D
i(g′Y )M
0 is locally generated by its
sections (Lem. 5.3.1) it follows by Lemma 5.3.3 that M ′ ∈ coh(OY ). 
6. Regular singularities
6.1. Torsion free modules. Say that a set of vectors δi in a Lie algebroid
(A, g, α) generates g if the subspace
∑
Aδi ⊆ g is not contained in any
proper sub-algebroid of g.
The following theorem follows from a straightforward application of the
integrability theorem (Th. 2.3.4).
Theorem 6.1.1. (X is a space) Let g′X be a sub-algebroid in a Lie algebroid
gX and M a gX -module. Let x be a point in X, M
0
x an Ox-submodule of
finite type that generates Mx over gx, and M
′
x ⊆ Mx the g′x-module that is
generated by M0x . Let δi be generators of the Lie algebroid g
′
x. Then the
following are equivalent:
(1) M is smooth at x;
(2) Each δi generates an Ox-module of finite type
∑
k
δki ·M0x ;
(3) M ′x is smooth along all the vectors δi in g
′
x (Def. 4.1.2);
(4) Put inductively M ′nx = g
′
xM
′n−1
x +M
′n−1
x for n ≥ 1. The increasing
sequence of mappings
kx ⊗Ox M ′nx → kx ⊗Ox M ′n+1x → · · ·
is eventually surjective (here kx = Oy/my, while kx = C when X is a
complex analytic space).
Proof. Clearly M ′x = ∪n≥0M ′nx, and M is smooth at x if and only if M ′x
is of finite type over Ox.
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The implications (1)⇒ (2), (2)⇐⇒ (3), (1)⇒ (4) are evident. (4)⇒ (1):
It suffices to note that by Nakayama’s lemma, if the mapping k⊗Ox M ′nx →
k ⊗Ox M ′n+1x is surjective then M ′nx =M ′n+1x .
(2) ⇒ (1): See Section 2.3 for the notation. Let Dx = Dx(g′X) be the
enveloping ring of differential operators of g′x, (Sx, ·, {·, ·}) the Poisson alge-
bra that is defined on Sx := grDx, and let σ : g′x → Sx be the canonical
morphism. Let G(M ′x) be the graded module over Sx that is associated
to the canonical filtration M ′nx = DnxM ′0x ⊆ M ′n+1x , ∪M ′nx = M ′x. Then
G(M ′x) is a module of finite type over the noetherian algebra Sx, and the
characteristic ideal J(M ′)x ⊆ Sx is involutive (Th. 2.3.4); by assumption
σ(δi) ∈ J(M ′)x, hence σ([δi, δj ]) = {σ(δi), σ(δj)} ∈ J(M ′)x; the δi gener-
ate g′x; hence σ(g
′
x) ⊆ J(M ′)x. Therefore there exists an integer n such
that the Sx-module of finite type G(M
′
x) is a module of finite type over
Rx := Sx /(σ(g
′
x))
n; since clearly Rx is of finite type over Ox it follows that
G(M ′x) is of finite type over Ox. This implies, by an easy argument using
the short exact sequences 0 → M ′n−1x → M ′nx → Gn(M ′x) → 0, that M ′x is
of finite type over Ox. 
We shall now work out curve tests for smoothness. All curves C are
assumed to be irreducible and non-singular, and morphisms φ : C → X are
assumed to be locally closed embeddings of spaces; when we say that C is a
curve in X we mean such a morphisms φ. An analytic curve in a variety X
is a morphism of schemes φ : C → X where C = Speck[[x]]. If φ : C → X
is a curve we set (Sec. 2.4.5)
gC := φ
+(gX), and g
′
C := φ
+(g′X).
We thus have homomorphisms of Lie algebroids (φ, φ′) : gC → gX , and
g′C → g′X .
Let δ ∈ g′X(Xreg) be a section defined over the non-singular locus of X.
Locally one can assume that δ = hδ1, where α(δ1) ∈ TX(Ω) is non-zero
outside an algebraic (analytic) subset Xcrit ⊂ X such that codimX Xcrit ≥
2. Now if X is a complex analytic space and x is a point in the non-
singular locus of Ω there exists locally integral curves for δ. More precisely,
by Frobenius’ theorem there exists a locally closed embedding of a curve
φ : C → Ω ⊂ X such that α(δ)(ICx) ⊆ ICx , where ICx is the ideal of a
germ φ(C)x of the curve at a point x ∈ X. When X is algebraic there
exist analytic (formal) solutions φ, i.e. there exist ideals Iˆ(x) ⊂ Oˆx so that
α(δ)(Iˆ(x)) ⊆ Iˆ(x) and Oˆx/Iˆ(x) = k[[x]], but algebraic integral curves in
general do not exist. If one insists that everything be algebraic we say that
g′X ∈ LieX has good generators at a point x ∈ X if:
(G): There exist an open neighbourhood U of x and generators δ1, . . . δr ∈
g′X(U) of g
′
U (as Lie algebroid) such that for every point y ∈ U there
exists a locally closed embedding of an algebraic curve φi : Ci → U ,
y ∈ φi(Ci), satisfying α(δi(x))(Ii(x)) ⊂ Ii(x) (Ii(x) is the ideal of
φi(Ci)x).
For example, whenX is an algebraic manifold and S a non-singular divisor
whose ideal is IS, then TX(IS) has good generators at each point x ∈ X.
We say that a vector δ ∈ gx is transversal to a divisor S at x ∈ S, if there
exists an ideal Ix ⊂ Ox so that IS + Ix = mx, IS * Ix, and α(δ)x ∈ Tx(Ix)
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(IS is the ideal of S); it is transversal to S if it is transversal at each point
y ∈ S.
Say that a space X is non-singular in codimension 1 (or non-singular out-
side codim ≥ 2) if there exists a closed subset C ⊂ X such that codimX S ≥
2 such that X0 = X \ S is a non-singular space. When X is a scheme this
means that Ox is a regular ring when x is a point of height 1. This holds
for example when X is normal.
Below we let φ!(M) denote the non-derived inverse image (3.4). In the
notation above we have:
Theorem 6.1.2. (X is a space which is non-singular in codimension 1;
when X is a variety we assume that the field k is uncountable) Let M be a
coherent torsion free gX-module which is point-wise smooth along g
′
X out-
side a divisor S in X. Let S0 be an open subset of the non-singular locus
Sreg of S, intersecting each component of Sreg. Assume that g
′
X locally has
generators which are transversal to S0. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) M is point-wise smooth in X;
(2) φ!(M) is smooth along g′C for any analytic curve φ : C → X such
that φ(C) ∩ S ⊆ S0;
(3) φ!(M) is smooth along g′C for any analytic curve φ : C → X.
Assume that X is a variety and that g′X has good generators at each point
x ∈ S0. Then (1− 3) are equivalent to:
(4) φ!(M) is smooth along g′C for any curve φ : C → X such that φ(C)∩
S ⊆ S0.
The annoying condition that g′X be generated by vectors that preserve
curves that are transversal to S0 can be removed in the following case:
Corollary 6.1.3. Make the same assumptions as in Theorem 6.1.2 except
that g′X need not have transversal generators. Assume instead that
TX(I) ⊆ α(g′X)
(I is the ideal of S). Then the conclusion of Theorem 6.1.2 holds.
Proof. By Theorem 6.1.2 we first conclude that M is smooth along the
sub-algebroid that is generated by all transversal vectors. Then the asser-
tion follows from [Ka¨l98, Th.4.1] (the proof is by eliminating the transitive
directions in gX). 
Remark 6.1.4. Let S ⊂ X be a divisor in a complex manifold and M a TX-
module which is coherent as OX(∗S)-module; let I be the ideal of S. By
[Del70, Th. 4.1] M is smooth along TX(I) if for any curve φ : C → X which
is transversal to S the inverse image φ!(M) is smooth along TC(Iφ−1(S)).
The proof in loc. cit. is based on complex analysis in two ways: (i) The
connection in X \S is determined by its local system of horizontal sections;
(ii) One proofs that S is a countable union of certain closed subsets, so one
of these will have an interior point by Baire’s theorem. Our use of category
argument below is more complicated.
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6.2. Proof of Theorem 6.1.2. As in Section 4.2 we put M˜ = Aˆ⊗AM for
an A-module M , where Aˆ is the m-adic completion of a local ring (A,m).
The proof of Theorem 6.1.2 is based on the following lemma. We use the
notation in Theorem 6.1.2.
Lemma 6.2.1. Let Ω ⊆ X be an open subset such that S0 = S∩Ω is a non-
empty open subset of S defined by the zero locus of a function h ∈ OX(Ω),
and let δ ∈ g′X(Ω). Assume that for every point x ∈ S0 that there exists an
ideal Iˆ(x) ⊂ Oˆx such that:
(1) h /∈ Iˆ(x);
(2) δx ∈ g′x(Iˆ(x));
(3) M˜x/Iˆ(x)M˜x is smooth along δx in g
′
x(Iˆ(x)) (see 4.1.2).
Then there exists a (closed) point y ∈ S such that My is smooth along δy
in g′y.
As a first preparation for the proof of Lemma 6.2.1 we recall how one may
reduce certain local questions about analytic sheaves to questions about
modules over noetherian rings. Let X be a complex analytic space, put
n = dimX, and let x be a point in X. Then there exists a neighbourhood
X ′ of x and a finite morphism f : X ′ → Cn. Letting K0 ⊂ Cn be a closed
polydisc such that x ∈ K := f−1(K0), then the ring OCn(K0) of germs of
holomorphic functions in neighbourhoods of K0 is noetherian [Fri67]; hence
A := OX(K) is a noetherian ring since it is of finite type over OCn(K0)
[Gra60]. Moreover, K is a compact Stein set [GR79, Ch IV, §1, Th. 3],
hence by Cartan’s theorems A and B the functor
Γ : coh(OK)→ A-modf , M 7→M(K)
is an equivalence between the category of coherent OX -modules on K and
the category of A-modules of finite type, with quasi-inverseM(K) 7→ OK⊗A
M(K); in particular, the stalk Mx ∼= Ox ⊗AM(K).
Set A = OX(K), where K is either an affine variety or a compact Stein
set K ⊂ X such that A is noetherian (as above), X0 := mSpecA, and
X := SpecA. In the complex analytic case X0 = K. The Nullstellensatz
for either category implies that X is an Jacobson scheme (for this notion,
see [GD71, Ch. 0, §2]), i.e. the canonical inclusion i : X0 → X is a quasi-
homeomorphism, meaning that the mapping i−1 defines a bijection between
the set of open subsets of X and the set of open subsets of X0, and letting U
be an open subset ofX, there is an isomorphism i# : OX(U)→ OX0(i−1(U))
with the k-algebra of regular algebraic functions on i−1(U) ⊂ X0, defined by
φ 7→ i#(φ) : x 7→ φ mod mx = k (k is algebraically closed). In particular,
if S0 ⊂ X0 is dense then ∩x∈S0mx = 0.
Lemma 6.2.2. Let p = (h) ⊂ SpecA be a principal prime ideal, and S be a
dense subset of mSpecA/p. For each mx ∈ S choose an ideal I(x) ∈ SpecA
such that I(x) + p ⊂ mx and p * I(x). Then if G is an A-module of finite
type, we have
p /∈ supp(∩x∈SI(x)G).
Proof. The A-module G is noetherian so there exists an element f ∈ A
such that Gf ∼= Arf for some integer r, or Gf = 0. Let G¯ and G(f) be the
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image and kernel of the canonical mapping G → Gf . Assume that G¯ 6= 0.
Since h /∈ I(x) the set S1 = {x ∈ mSpecAf : ∩I(x)f ⊂ mx} is dense in the
Jacobson scheme SpecAf , so
⋂
x∈S
(I(x)G¯) ⊂
⋂
x∈S
(I(x)Gf ) ∼= ⊕(
⋂
x∈S
I(x))f = 0;
hence
∩x∈S(I(x)G) ⊂ G(f).
Since any non-zero φ ∈ I(x) acts by an injective mapping on G¯ ⊂ Arf it
follows that
∩x∈S(I(x)G) = ∩x∈S(I(x)G(f)).
One may therefore assume that G = G(f). If f /∈ p, then
(∩x∈S(I(x)G(f)))p ⊂ G(f)p = 0,
so p /∈ supp∩x∈S(I(x)G). It remains to consider the case f ∈ (h). As
G = G(f) there exists an element g /∈ p = (h) such that Gg = G(h)g , and
since Gg is a noetherian Ag-module it has a finite filtration with successive
quotients of the form Ag/(h). Now p+ I(x) ⊂ mx ∈ mSpecA/(h), and since
X is an Jacobson scheme, implying
⋂
x∈S
(I + p) ⊆
⋂
p⊂m
m = p,
one gets ∩x∈S(I(x)Ag(h)) = 0. Let now
0→ Ag
(h)
→ N → Ag
(h)
→ 0
be a short exact sequence of Ag-modules. As h /∈ I(x) any non-zero element
φ ∈ I(x) acts as an injective mapping on Ag/(h) (the right copy in the above
exact sequence), implying
⋂
x∈S
(I(x)N) =
Ag
(h)
∩
⋂
x∈S
(I(x)N) =
⋂
x∈S
(I(x)
Ag
(h)
) = 0.
An induction over the length of the filtration of Gg shows that
∩x∈S(I(x)Gg) = 0,
and since G
(g)
p = 0 when g /∈ p it follows that (∩x∈S(I(x)G))p = 0. 
Lemma 6.2.3. Let S ⊂ V (p) be a dense subset. For each x ∈ S choose
an ideal Iˆ(x) ⊂ Aˆx such that Iˆ(x) + pˆ ⊂ mˆx and p * Iˆ(x). Let K and
N be submodules of finite type in an A-module of finite type F . Then if
K ⊂ Nˆ + Iˆ(x)Fˆ when x ∈ S, we have
Kp ⊆ Np.
Proof. Letting K¯ be the image of K in G := F/N , we have to prove that
K¯p = 0.
a) There exists an element g ∈ A with the following properties:
(1) g /∈ p = (h);
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(2) For any point x ∈ S \ g−1(0) there exists an ideal I(x) ⊂ A such that
h /∈ I(x), I(x) + (h) = mx, and Gg ∩ (Iˆ(x)Gg) ⊆ I(x)Gg.
The proof is similar to the proof of the previous lemma and we use a similar
notation. There exists f ∈ A such that Gf is free over Af . Setting I(x)f =
Af ∩ Iˆ(x)f ⊂ Af , then Gf ∩ Iˆ(x)Gf = I(x)fGf . If f /∈ (h) we are done
letting g = f , so now suppose that f ∈ (h). Then there exists g ∈ A \ (h)
such that G
(f)
g = Ker(Gg → Gfg) is a successive extension of modules of
the type A/h. Now choose any ideal I(x) ⊂ A such that Iˆ(x) ∩ A ⊂ I(x),
I(x) + (h) = mx, and h /∈ I(x). Then
G(f)g ∩ Iˆ(x)G(f)g ⊂ I(x)G(f)g ,
Gfg ∩ Iˆ(x)Gfg ⊂ I(x)Gfg
implying (Iˆ(x)Gg) ∩Gg ⊂ I(x)Gg.
b) We have by Artin-Rees’ lemma G = F/N ⊂ Fˆ /Nˆ . Since K¯ ⊆
Iˆ(x)Fˆ /Nˆ , by a) there exists g ∈ A satisfying (1− 2) above, hence
K¯g ⊂ Gg
⋂
Iˆ(x)G ⊂ I(x)G, x ∈ S,
hence K¯g ⊂ ∩x∈SI(x)Gg . Since K¯p = (K¯g)p, the proof can be finished with
Lemma 6.2.2. 
Proof of Lemma 6.2.1. Clearly one can assume that Ω = X and that there
exists an OX -coherent submodule M0X ⊂ MX such that MX = D(gX)M0X .
We need to prove that there exists a (closed) point y ∈ S and an integer n
such that δnM0y ⊆ Dn−1(g′y)M0y .
a) S is not a countable union of nowhere dense subsets: When X is a
variety the normalization theorem shows that we can reduce to either S
being discrete or affine k-space and then the assertion is obvious as the field
k is uncountable. When S is a complex analytic space it is a locally compact
Hausdorff space, so the statement follows from Baire’s theorem.
b) Let x be a point in S. By Artin-Rees lemma Oˆx is faithfully flat over
Ox, so
Dnx−1(gˆ′x)Mˆ0x = Oˆx ⊗Ox Dnx−1(g′x)M0x ,
Iˆ(x)Mˆmxx = Iˆ(x)⊗Ox Mmxx ,
and by (3) there exist positive integers nx,mx such that
δnxMx ⊂ Dnx−1(gˆ′x)Mˆ0x + Iˆ(x)Mˆmxx .
Setting
Sn,m = {x ∈ S : δnMx ⊂ Dn−1(gˆ′x)M0x + Iˆ(x)Mˆmx }
we thus have S = ∪n,mSn,m. By a) there exist integers n0,m0 such that the
closure of S0 := Sn0,m0 contains an interior point. Shrinking X if necessary
we can therefore assume that X is either a compact Stein set or affine, so
that A = OX(X) is noetherian, and that S0 is dense in S.
PutM0 =M0(X),K = δn0M0, N = Dn0−1(g′)M0 and F = Dm0(g)M0(X);
these are A-modules of finite type where N and F generate the coherent
OX -modules Dn0−1(g′)M0X and Mm0X .
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Since Aˆx is faithfully flat over A (Artin-Rees) we have
K ⊂ Aˆx ⊗A N + Iˆ(x)⊗A F, x ∈ S0,
so by Lemma 6.2.3 Kp ⊂ Np. By coherence this inclusion holds in a neigh-
bourhood of p ∈ SpecA, and since the closed points are dense in S = V (p)
there exists a closed point y ∈ S such that Ky ⊂ Ny. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1.2. (1)⇒ (3), (1)⇒ (4): This follows from the non-
derived version of Proposition 4.2.3; it is not necessary that gX be locally
free. (3) ⇒ (2): o.k. It remains to prove (2) ⇒ (1) and (4) ⇒ (1): When
dimX = 1 it follows that X = X0, hence it is a non-singular curve, so we
can clearly assume that dimX ≥ 2.
a) Since the assertion is local in X it will be clear that all locally defined
sections can be assumed to be globally defined onX. One can clearly assume
that S and hence S0 are connected. As M is torsion free it suffices to
prove that Mx is smooth along g
′
x at one point x in S0 (Cor. 5.2.4), and by
Theorem 6.1.1 it suffices to prove that Mx is smooth along each element in
a set of generators of g′x. One can thus, by shrinking X if necessary, assume
that S = S0 and that the ideal of S is a principal prime ideal p ⊂ OX
generated by a function h ∈ OX(X). Let (hˆ)y ⊂ Oˆy denote the principal
ideal of h ∈ Oy in the completion Oˆy at a point y ∈ X.
b) The assumption is that g′X has globally defined generators
δ(1), δ(2), . . . , δ(k),
which in the case (4) satisfy the condition (G). By removing subsets of
codim ≥ 2 from X (Cor. 5.2.2) we on the one hand ensure that X = X0, so
X is non-singular, and on the other ensure that α(δ(i)) ∈ TX is of the form
gi∂i where ∂iy) /∈ myTy for every point y ∈ X (it is non-critical). Moreover
we have assumed that we can choose the δ(i) such that α(δ(i)y)(h) /∈ (hˆ)y.
Therefore, by a formal version of Frobenius’ theorem, each generator δ(i) has
for each point y ∈ S an analytic integral curve passing through y, defined
by an ideal Iˆ(i)(y) ⊂ Oˆy, satisfying:
α(δ(i)y)(Iˆ
(i)(y)) ⊆ Iˆ(i)(y);
h /∈ Iˆ(i)(y);
Iˆ(i)(y) + (hˆ)y ⊂ mˆy.
Therefore (2) or (4) implies, by Lemma 6.2.1, that there exists a point xi ∈ S
such that Mxi is smooth along δ(i)xi in g
′
xi .
c) There exists an open neighbourhood U1 of x1 such that for every point
y ∈ U1 the stalk My is smooth along δ(1)y in g′y (Prop. 4.1.5). By b), with
X = U1, there exist a point x2 ∈ U1 ∩ S0 such that Mx2 is smooth along
δ(2)xj in g
′
x2 . Again there exists open neighbourhood U2 ⊂ U1 of x2 such
that y ∈ U2 then My is smooth along δ(2)y in g′y. Iterating we get an open
subset U = Uk ⊆ Uk−1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ U1 such that Mx is smooth along each
generator δ(i)x ∈ g′x when x ∈ U ∩ S0. 
6.3. Regular singularities. Unless otherwise stated we assume that X is
a complex analytic or algebraic manifold and gX is a locally free transitive
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Lie algebroid. When π : Y → X is a morphism of spaces we tacitly assume
that gY denotes π
+(gX).
First let X be any space, gX ∈ LieX , M ∈ coh(gX) be pure with support
V , and let J be the ideal of V . Let S ⊂ X be a subspace whose ideal is I.
We say that a pure gX-module M has regular singularities along S if M is
point-wise smooth along the sub-algebroid
gX(J) ∩ gX(I) ⊂ gX .
Consider a decomposition
S = D ∪D′
where D is the union of the irreducible components Si ⊆ S such that Si ∩
V has pure codimension 1 in V , and D′ is the union of the irreducible
components Sj such that Sj ∩ V has codimension ≥ 2 in V ; let I1 be the
ideal of D and I2 the ideal of D
′. Now since gX(I)|X\D′ = gX(I1)|X\D′ it
follows by Corollary 5.2.3 thatM is smooth along gX(I1)∩gX(J) if and only
if M is smooth along gX(I) ∩ gX(J). We may therefore in practice assume
that S = D when checking if M has regular singularities along S.
If S is a subspace of a space S′ it may not be obvious that M has regular
singularities along S′ when it has regular singularities along S. That this is
so follows from the following lemma, which also implies that M has regular
singularities along S if it has regular singularities along each component Si
in an irreducible decomposition S = ∪Si.
Lemma 6.3.1. (X is a space) Let I ⊂ OX be a proper ideal and
√
I its
radical. Then:
(1) If I = I1 ∩ I2 · · · ∩ Ir is a minimal primary decomposition we have
TX(I) = TX(I1) ∩ TX(I2) ∩ · · · ∩ TX(Ir);
(2) TX(I) ⊂ TX(
√
I).
Remark 6.3.2. One also has TX(
√
I) = TX((
√
I)n) for any positive integer
n, but in general TX(
√
I) * TX(I). For example, let I = (x+y, y2) ⊂ k[x, y],
then T (
√
I) = T ((x, y)) = k[x, y]y∂y + k[x, y]y∂y, but x∂x(x+ y) = x /∈ I.
Proof. (1): It is evident that TX(I1) ∩ · · · ∩ TX(Ir) ⊂ TX(I). Now
let ∂ ∈ TX(I) and x1 ∈ I1. Since we are considering a minimal primary
decomposition there exists an element y ∈ I2 ∩ · · · Ir \
√
I1. Then
y∂(x) = ∂(yx)− x∂(y) ∈ I1
and since I1 is
√
I1-primary, ∂(x) ∈ I1. In the same way ∂(Ii) ⊂ Ii, i =
1, . . . r, implying the assertion.
(2): First assume that P =
√
I is prime and let ∂ ∈ T (I), x ∈ P , and
xn ∈ I. If n = 1 we have ∂(x) ∈ I ⊂ P so assume that x /∈ I. Then
nxn−1∂(x) ∈ I. Supposing that ∂(x) /∈ P , since I is P -primary we get
nxn−1 ∈ I, and iterating gives n!x ∈ I. Since the characteristic is 0 we
reach a contradiction. Thus ∂(x) ∈ P . This shows that T (I) ⊆ T (P ).
Hence TX(Ii) ⊂ TX(
√
Ii). By (1)
TX(I) = TX(I1) ∩ · · · ∩ TX(Ir)
TX(
√
I) = TX(
√
I1) ∩ · · · ∩ TX(
√
Ir);
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hence TX(I) ⊂ TX(
√
I) for any ideal I. 
Now let M be any coherent gX-module and
0 =Mn ⊂Mn−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂M0 =M(6.3.1)
be its Krull filtration (see Section 5.1), where successive quotients Li =
Mi/Mi+1 are pure.
Definition 6.3.3. A coherent gX-module M has regular singularities if
each pure component Li has regular singularities as above. Let cohrs(gX)
be the category of such modules.
Remarks 6.3.4. (1) If M ∈ coh(gX) and V = suppM is discrete, then
M ∈ cohrs(gX). To see this, let x ∈ suppM and M0x ⊂ Mx be an
Ox-submodule of finite type. Then mnxM0x = 0 for some big integer
n. If φ ∈ mx, µ ∈ M0x , and δ ∈ g(mx), then since α(δ)(φ) ∈ mx, so
φnδµ = 0, it follows that D(g(mx))M0x is of finite type over Ox. Thus
Mx is smooth along gx(mx).
(2) By Proposition 6.3.7 below a torsion free coherent TX -module M
on a space X has regular singularities if and only if M has regular
singularities in the sense of [Del70, Th 4.1].
Proposition 6.3.5. Consider a short exact sequence of coherent gX-modules
0→ K →M → N → 0.
Then M has regular singularities if and only if K and N have regular sin-
gularities.
Proof. Consider the Krull filtration in (6.3.1).
a) If M ∈ cohrs(gX) then K,N ∈ cohrs(gX): We have a short exact
sequence
0→ K ∩Mi
K ∩Mi+1 →
Mi
Mi+1
→ M¯i
M¯i+1
→ 0(6.3.2)
where M¯i is the image of Mi in N . Here K∩Mi/K∩Mi+1 is 0 or a maximal
pure sub-quotient of K, and all maximal pure sub-quotients of K occur in
this way, but M¯i/M¯i+1 need not be pure. Now if Ji ⊂ Ii are radical ideals
such that Mi/Mi+1 is smooth along g
i
X = gX(Ji) ∩ gX(Ii), i = 0, . . . ,m,
thenK∩Mi/K∩Mi+1 and M¯i/M¯i+1 also are smooth along giX (Prop. 4.1.4).
Hence K ∈ cohrs(gX), and every pure subquotient of M¯i/M¯i+1 is smooth
along giX (Prop. 4.1.4), so N ∈ cohrs(gX).
b) If K,N ∈ cohrs(gX) then M ∈ cohrs(gX): Consider the short exact
sequence (6.3.2). As M¯i ⊂ N and Mi ∩ K ⊂ K, by a) M¯i,Mi ∩ K ∈
cohrs(gX), and again by a) (K ∩Mi)/(K ∩Mi+1), M¯i/M¯i+1 ∈ cohrs(gX). It
therefore suffices to prove that M ∈ cohrs(gX) when M is pure. Then K is
also pure, and by Corollary 5.2.3 we can assume also that N is pure. Put
VK = suppK, VM = suppM and VN = suppN , and let JK , JM , JN ⊂ OX
be their ideals. Let IK , IN ⊂ OX be ideals such that K is smooth along
gX(JK) ∩ gX(IK) and N is smooth along gX(JN ) ∩ gX(IN ); let S and T be
the spaces of IK and IN . As M is pure we have dimVK = dimVM , and we
can assume that dimVM − 1 ≤ dimVN ≤ dimVM (Cor. 5.2.3). So we have
two cases.
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Suppose first that dimVN = dimVM − 1. Then codimVM T ≥ 2, hence we
may then assume that N is smooth along gX(JN ) (Cor. 5.2.3). Moreover,
Corollary 5.2.3 also implies that one may assume that all irreducible com-
ponents of S and VN have the same dimension. Letting IM be the ideal of
S ∪ VN we claim that M is smooth along
g′X := gX(JM ) ∩ gX(IM ),
so M ∈ cohrs(gX). By Proposition 4.1.4 this follows if N and K are smooth
along g′X . We have assumed that all irreducible components of S and VN
have the same dimension; hence the prime components of IK ∩ JN is the
union of the prime components of IK and JN ; hence Lemma 6.3.1 implies
g′X ⊂ gX(IM ) = gX(IK ∩ JN ) ⊂ gX(JN ).
Thus N is smooth along g′X . Since VK ⊂ VM and dimVK = dimVM we may
assume that the prime components of JK is a part of the prime components
of JM (Cor. 5.2.3) so gX(JM ) ⊂ gX(JK) (Lem. 6.3.1); in the same way we
get gX(IM ) ⊂ gX(IK). Hence
g′X ⊆ gX(JK) ∩ gX(IK ∩ JN ) ⊆ gX(JK) ∩ gX(IK);
and therefore K is smooth along g′X .
Now suppose that dimVN = dimVM . Then we may assume that S and
T have pure codimension 1 in VM (Cor. 5.2.3); let IM be the ideal of S ∪ T .
Using a very similar argument as above, based on Lemma 6.3.1, one sees
that K and N are smooth along gX(JM )∩gX(IM ); henceM is smooth along
gX(JM ) ∩ gX(IM ) (Prop. 4.1.4). 
The subcategories of Dbcoh(gX) that are of concern in this section are
denoted Dbrs(gX), D
b
crs(gX), and D
b
hol(gX). They are defined as follows:
Dbrs(gX) is the derived category of bounded complexes M
• of gX-modules
whose homology H•(M•) ∈ cohrs(gX). It follows from Proposition 6.3.5
that Dbrs(gX) is a triangulated sub-category of D
b
coh(gX); i.e. if two vertices
of a distinguished triangle in Dbcoh(gX) belong to D
b
rs(gX), then all three
vertices belong to Dbrs(gX). D
b
crs(gX) is the sub-category of complexes M
•
such that for any curve π : C → X one has π!(M•) ∈ Dbrs(gC); we then
say that M• is curve regular. Since Dbrs(gC) is a triangulated category and
π! preserves triangles, it follows that Dbcrs(gX) is a triangulated category.
A coherent gX-module M is holonomic when dimSS(M) = dimX (2.3).
Dbhol(gX) is the derived category of bounded complexes with holonomic ho-
mology modules; it is easy to see that sub-quotients of holonomic modules
are holonomic, implying that Dbhol(gX) is a triangulated category. We re-
fer to [BGK+87] and [Bjo¨93] for the theory of holonomic TX-modules on a
non-singular space X.
Remark 6.3.6. Let φ : (Y, gY ) → (X, gX) be a morphism of Lie algebroids
on non-singular spaces, where gY = φ
+(gX). Letting I ⊂ OX be the ideal
of a divisor S on X and J ⊂ OY the ideal of π−1(S) we have a canonical
morphism
φ+(gX(I))→ gY (J),
but this need not be surjective when S is singular and dφ : TY → φ∗(TX) is
not surjective. For instance, let I = (x31 + x
3
2 + x
3
3) ⊂ A := C{x1, x2, x3} be
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the ideal of the germ of the cubic cone in (C3, 0). Then the A-module
of derivations that preserve I is T(C3,0)(I) = AE where E = x1∂x1 +
x2∂x2 + x3∂x3 [BGG72]. Therefore, if Y ⊂ (C3, 0) is a germ of an irre-
ducible curve in (C3, 0) with ideal L ⊂ A such that E /∈ TC3,0(L), then
one easily sees that TC3,0(I) ∩ TC3,0(L) = LE. Hence, if φ : Y → (C3, 0)
is the inclusion morphism then the induced homomorphism φ+(TC3,0(I)) =
φ∗(TC3,0(I)) ×φ∗(T
C3,0)
TY → TY is 0.
When X is non-singular we will generalize the proposition below consid-
erably in Theorem 6.3.15.
Proposition 6.3.7. (X is a space of the same type as in Theorem 6.1.2)
Let M be a holonomic DX -module without OX -torsion and I be the ideal of
its strong support (see Lemma 2.3.6). The following are equivalent:
(1) φ!(M) is regular along φ+(TX(I)) when φ : C → X is a curve (when
X is singular we only consider the non-derived inverse image);
(2) M is smooth along TX(I).
Remark 6.3.8. [BGK+87, VII, Props. 11.6-7 and Cor. 11.8] are attained by
employing GAGA, but they also follow from Proposition 6.3.7 and Theo-
rem 6.1.2 without GAGA.
Proof. (2)⇒ (1): Let φ : C → X be a curve. By Theorem 6.1.2 we know
that the non-derived inverse image φ!(M) ∈ cohs(TC). In the non-singular
case the assertion follows from Proposition 4.2.3, but we will see below that
we actually have φ!(M) ∈ Dbrs(TC) (Th. 6.3.12).
(1)⇒ (2): Since M is holonomic, SSM ⊂ T ∗X is a conic algebraic (ana-
lytic) Lagrangian subset; hence, M being torsion free, S := s-suppM ⊂ X
is a divisor (Def. 2.3.5). As the space X is non-singular in codimension
1 we may assume that S and X are non-singular spaces (Cor. 5.2.2). Let
x be a point in S and (t = x1, x2, . . . , xn) be a regular system of param-
eters of the local ring Ox such that t = 0 is a local equation for S at
x. Since Ox is either isomorphic to the ring of convergent power series in
the given parameters, or a localisation of a ring of finite type, there exist
derivations ∂t = ∂x1 , ∂x2 , . . . , ∂xn ∈ Derk(Ox) such that ∂xi(xj) = δij (the
Kronecker delta). As SSM is an algebraic (analytic) Lagrangian set, each
irreducible component of the nonsingular locus of S˙SM (see 2.3) belongs
to the conormal set of S; therefore Mx is smooth along ∂x2 , . . . ∂xn . Now
(1) and Theorem 6.1.2 implies that Mx is smooth along t∂t; hence Mx is
point-wise smooth along Oxt∂t+Ox∂x2+ · · ·+Ox∂xn = Tx(IS), proving (2).

The following result is due to Bernstein.
Proposition 6.3.9. (X is a non-singular space) Let j : Y → X be an open
embedding of spaces such that S := X \ j(Y ) is a subspace. Let M• ∈
Dbcoh(gX) and consider the distinguished triangle
RΓ[S](M
•)→M• →M•(∗S)→ .(6.3.3)
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) M ∈ Dbhol(gX);
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(2) RΓ[S](M
•) and M•(∗S) belong to Dbhol(gX).
Using a Mayer-Vietoris argument, the main case in the proof is (1)⇒ (2)
when S is a divisor and this follows from the existence of functional equations
containing a Bernstein-Sato polynomial; see e.g. [Bjo¨93, Th. 3.2.13].
Proposition 6.3.10. Dbrs(gX) ⊂ Dbhol(gX).
Proof. Dbrs(gX) and D
b
hol(gX) are generated by its homology objects,
so it suffices to see that a pure gX-module M with regular singularities is
holonomic. Let J be the ideal of the support V of M and I ⊂ OX be
an ideal such that M is smooth along gX(J) ∩ gX(I). Let S be the space
of I. Since D(gX) is noetherian (2.3.2) the union N of all holonomic sub-
modules of M is holonomic. Then clearly N |X\S =M |X\S , so the quotient
K =M/N is a coherent gX-module whose support belongs to S ⊂ V ; hence
H0(K(∗S)•) = 0, so by the first part of the long exact sequence induced
by the distinguished triangle N(∗S)• → M(∗S)• → K(∗S)• → one gets
H0(N(∗S)) = H0(M(∗S)); by Proposition 6.3.9 H0(N(∗S)•) is holonomic;
hence M ⊂ H0(M(∗S)•) is holonomic. 
We next have a version of Bernstein’s theorem for regular holonomic D-
modules; see [Bjo¨93, Th. 5.4.1].
Theorem 6.3.11. Let j : Y → X be an open embedding such that S :=
X \j(Y ) is a a subspace. Let M• ∈ Dbcoh(gX) and consider the distinguished
triangle (6.3.3). Then the following are equivalent:
(1) M• ∈ Dbrs(gX).
(2) RΓ[S](M
•) and M(∗S)• belong to Dbrs(gX).
Proof. (2)⇒ (1) follows since Dbrs(gX) is a triangulated category.
To prove the converse one may assume thatM• is a single degree complex,
consisting of a pure gX-module M with regular singularities; let K be the
ideal of V = suppM and I an ideal such that M is smooth along gX(K) ∩
gX(I). Letting T be the space of I, by the discussion before Lemma 6.3.1 we
can assume that every irreducible component of V ∩T has pure codimension
1 in V .
By Propositions 6.3.9 and 6.3.10
RΓ[S](M)
•,M(∗S)• ∈ Dbcoh(gY )
so it remains to prove that RΓ[S](M
•)• and M(∗S)• have regular singulari-
ties.
a) We first prove that M(∗S) ∈ cohrs(gX) when S is a divisor, locally
defined by a function f ∈ OX . So in this case M(∗S)• is a single degree
complex given by a coherent gX-moduleM(∗S). If S∩V = ∅ thenM(∗S) =
0, so we assume S ∩ V 6= ∅, and then the discussion before Lemma 6.3.1
shows that one may assume that S ∩V is of pure codimension 1 in V . Then
M(∗S) is again a pure gX-module, and it suffices to see that it is smooth
along
g′X = gX(K) ∩ gX(I ∩ J),
where J = (f) is the ideal of S. Now there exists (locally) a coherent OX-
submoduleM0 ⊂M such that D(gX)M0 =M and gX(K)∩gX(I)·M0 ⊂M0
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and an integer k such that D(gX)M0f−k = M(∗S). It suffices now to see
that g′X ·M0f−k ⊆M0f−k. Since the prime components of I∩J is the union
of the prime components of I and the prime components of J , Lemma 6.3.1
implies
g′X = gX(K) ∩ gX(I) ∩ gX(J) ⊂ gX(J).
Therefore, if δ ∈ g′X , we have
δ ·M0f−k ⊆ (δ ·M0)f−k − kα(f)M0f−k−1
⊆ (δ ·M0)f−k − kJM0f−k−1 ⊆M0f−k,
implying the assertion.
b) The general case. Let (f1, . . . , fl) be local generators of the ideal I
of S. Letting Si be the locally defined divisor that is defined by fi, by a)
⊕iM(∗Si) ∈ Dbrs(gX), and inductively M(∗ ∪i Si) ∈ Dbrs(gX). Therefore
⊕iRΓ[Si](M) ∈ Dbrs(gX) and RΓ[∪iSi](M) ∈ Dbrs(gX) (6.3.3), so using the
distinguished triangle of Mayer-Vietoris type
RΓ[S](M)→ ⊕RΓ[Si](M)→ RΓ[∪iSi](M)→
this implies that the third vertex RΓ[S](M) ∈ Dbrs(gX); hence the third
vertex M(∗S)• in the distinguished triangle (6.3.3) also belongs to Dbrs(M).

Theorem 6.3.12. Let π : Y → X be a morphism of non-singular spaces.
Then π! is a functor from Dbrs(gX) to D
b
rs(gY ).
Note that Proposition 4.2.3 does not directly imply Theorem 6.3.12, in
the light of Remark 6.3.6.
Proof. The triangulated category Dbrs(gX) is generated by cohrs(gX) and
Dbrs(gY ) is stable under extensions, so it suffices to prove that π
!(M) ∈
Dbrs(gX) when M ∈ cohrs(gX). Moreover, by induction over the length
of the filtration by supports of M one can assume that M is pure. Let
I be the ideal of suppM and J an ideal such that M is smooth along
g′X := gX(J) ∩ gX(I). Now π can be factorized into a closed embedding
and a projection, and by Proposition 3.4.3 it suffices to treat these cases
separately.
A projection π is flat, hence
π!(M) = π∗(D(gX))⊗Lpi−1(D(gX)) π−1(M)
= OY ⊗Lpi−1(OX) π−1(M)
= OY ⊗pi−1(OX) π−1(M)
and this is a pure coherent gY -module. Letting I1, J1 ⊂ OY be the ideals
that are generated by I and J one sees that π!(M) is smooth along g′Y =
π+(g′X) = gY (π
∗(I)) ∩ gY (π∗(J)).
Now assume that π is a closed embedding. By Theorems 3.5.4 and 6.3.11
π+π
!(M) ∈ Dbrs(gX). So the proof will be complete if one proves: if N ∈
coh(gY ) and π+(N) ∈ cohrs(gX), then N ∈ cohrs(gY ). To prove this one
may again assume that N is pure; then π+(N) is also pure with support in
Y ⊂ X. Suppose that π+(N) is smooth along gX(I)∩ gX(J) where J is the
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ideal of V := suppπ+(M) and I is the a ideal of a subspace S ⊂ V ⊂ X.
Let L ⊂ OX be the ideal of π(Y ) ⊂ X. By Theorem 3.5.4
N = π!π+(N)[dY,X ] ∼= π+(N)L ⊂ π+(N),
where π+(L)
L is the OX -submodule of L-invariants of π+(N). Letting I1
and J1 be the ideals of S ⊂ V ⊂ Y in OY = OX/L we need to prove that N
is smooth along gY (I1) ∩ gY (J1), for then N ∈ cohrs(gY ). Since L ⊂ J ⊂ I
and, Y being non-singular, TY = TX(L)/LTX , it follows that the canonical
mapping TX(I)∩TX(J)∩TX(L)→ TY (I1)∩TY (J1) is surjective. Hence the
canonical mapping
gX(I) ∩ gX(J) ∩ gX(L)→ gY (I1) ∩ gY (J1)
is surjective. Now N = π+(N)
L is a gX(L)-module which is smooth along
the sub-algebroid gX(I) ∩ gX(J) ∩ gX(L). This readily implies that N is
smooth along gY (I1) ∩ gY (J1). 
Let (gX , α) be a transitive locally free Lie algebroid on X; then gY :=
π+(gX) is also locally free and transitive on Y (Lem. 2.4.8).
Theorem 6.3.13. Let π : Y → X be a proper morphism of spaces. Then
π+(D
b
rs(gY )) ⊂ Dbrs(gX).
Proof. We will use the following criterion for pure modules.
(C): Assume that M is a pure gY -module. Let J be the ideal of V
and I the ideal of a subspace S ⊂ V ⊂ Y such that M is smooth
along g′Y = gY (J)∩gY (I); then clearly Ker(gY → TY ) ⊂ g′Y . Putting
gY/X = α
−1(TY /X) we let aY be the Lie algebroid that is generated
by g′Y +gY/X . If there exist a subspace V1 ⊂ V , so that codimV V1 ≥ 2,
and radical ideals J1, I1 ⊂ OX such that
Im(π∗(gX(J1) ∩ gX(I1))y → π∗(gX)y) ⊆ Im(ay → π∗(gX)y)(6.3.4)
when y ∈ V \ V1, then π+(M) ∈ Dbrs(gX) (Cor. 5.2.6).
We now start the proof. Let M• ∈ Dbrs(gY ) and set V = suppM•.
To prove that π+(M
•) ∈ Dbrs(gX) we may assume that M• =M is a single
degree complex consisting of a coherent gY -module with regular singularities.
We factorize π as π = p ◦ i, where i : Y → Y ×X is the graph embedding
and p : Y ×X → X is the projection on the second factor.
a) i+(M) ∈ Dbrs(gY×X): To see this one may assume that M is pure and
apply (C), letting J1 and I1 be the ideals of i(V ) and i(S).
b) Assume that M is torsion free. Let S ⊂ Y be a divisor such that M
is smooth along gY (I
′), where I ′ is the ideal of S. Let T be the critical
locus of π, i.e. the locus of points y ∈ Y such that π is not submersive; this
also is a divisor on Y . Let I be the ideal of S ∪ T . Then M is smooth
along gY (I). Letting V1 be the singular locus of S ∪ T and V = Y we have
codimV V1 ≥ 2, and it is straightforward to check that (6.3.4) is satisfied;
hence π+(M) ∈ Dbrs(gX).
c) The proof now is by induction over n = dimY . When n = 0 the
assertion follows from Remark 1, so assume that the theorem holds for all
proper morphisms π1 : Y1 → X1 when dimY1 < n.
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d) First assuming that dimV ≤ n−1 we prove that π+(M) ∈ Dbrs(gX) by
induction over dimV . If dimV = 0 the assertion follows from Remark 1, so
assume that dimV ≥ 1. Let r : V ′ → Y ×X be a resolution of supp i+(M) =
i(V ). We then have a distinguished triangle (Th. 3.5.3)
r+r
!(i+(M))→ i+(M)→ C• →(6.3.5)
and applying p+, using p+r+ = (p ◦ r)+ and π+ = p+i+ (Prop. 3.5.1), we
also have the distinguished triangle
(p ◦ r)+r!(i+(M))→ π+(M)→ p+(C•)→ .(6.3.6)
By a) i+(M) ∈ Dbrs(gY×X), hence r!(i+(M)) ∈ Dbrs(gV ′) (Th. 6.3.12). Since
dimV ′ ≤ n−1, by induction (p◦r)+r!(i+(M)) ∈ Dbrs(gX) and r+r!(i+(M)) ∈
Dbrs(gY×X). It will now follow that π+(M) ∈ Dbrs(gX) if we prove that
p+(C
•) ∈ Dbrs(gX).
First, C• ∈ Dbrs(gY×X) since r+r!(i+(M)), i+(M) ∈ Dbrs(gY×X). Second,
i is a closed embedding and suppC• ⊂ i(Y ) so C• = i+i!(C•)[− dimX]
(Th. 3.5.4). Hence
p+(C
•) = p+i+i
!(C•)[− dimX] = π+(i!(C•)[− dimX]) (Prop. 3.5.1).
(6.3.7)
Since r is birational to the support of i+(M)
dim supp i!(C•) = dim suppC• ≤ dimV − 1;
hence by induction and (6.3.7) it follows that p+(C
•) ∈ Dbrs(gX).
e) Assume that dimV = n. There exists a divisor S ⊂ Y so that in the
distinguished triangle
RΓ[S](M)→M →M(∗S)→
the gY -module M(∗S) is torsion free. Applying π+ we get the distinguished
triangle
π+RΓ[S](M)→ π+(M)→ π+(M(∗S))→ .
Now RΓ[S](M),M(∗S) ∈ Dbrs(gY ) (Th. 6.3.11), hence by b) π+(M(∗S)) ∈
Dbrs(gX) and by d) π+(RΓ[S](M)) ∈ Dbrs(gX). Therefore the third vertex
π+(M) ∈ Dbrs(gX). 
Remark 6.3.14. Using an argument similar to b) in the proof one can prove
the theorem for pure modules whose support V is regular in codimension 1
(for example when V is normal) without using Hironaka’s resolution of sin-
gularities. Still, I was unable to avoid the general resolution of singularities
altogether by instead in d) let r : V ′ → Y ×X be the normalization of V .
Theorem 6.3.15.
Dbcrs(gX) = D
b
rs(gX).
The proof of Theorem 6.3.15 is based on two lemmas, where the first is
the counterpart for Dbcrs of Theorem 6.3.11.
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Lemma 6.3.16. Let S ⊂ X be a non-singular divisor, where i : S → X is
the inclusion. Consider the distinguished triangle (Th. 3.5.4)
i∗i
!(M•)[dS,X ]→M• →M•(∗S)→ .
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) M ∈ Dbcrs(gX);
(2) RΓ[S](M
•) and M•(∗S) belong to Dbcrs(gX).
Proof. (2)⇒ (1): Apply Theorem 6.3.12 and Proposition 6.3.5.
(1)⇒ (2): Pull back the distinguished triangle (6.3.3) to a curve φ : C →
X,
φ!(RΓ[S](M
•))→ φ!(M•)→ φ!(M•(∗S))→
Then either φ(C) ⊂ S, or the support of the homology of φ!(RΓ[S](M•))
is discrete. In the latter case, φ!(RΓ[S](M
•)) ∈ Dbrs(gC) by Remark 1, and
since by assumption φ!(M•) ∈ Dbrs(gC), all vertices in the above distin-
guished triangle belong to Dbrs(gC). In the first, the assertion follows if
φ!(M•(∗S)) ∼= 0, and this follows if RΓ[C](M•(∗S)) ∼= 0 (Th. 3.5.4). The
last assertion is well-known, but not finding an accurate reference we include
the argument.
First note that if C ⊂ S is an inclusion of closed subsets of X, then
the functor RΓ[C](·) is equivalent to RΓ[C] ◦RΓ[S](·). To see this, the non-
derived functors satisfy for any OX-module M the composition property
H0[C](H
0
[S](M)) = H
0
[C](M), where H
0
[S](M) = {m ∈ M : InS ·m = 0, n ≫ 1}
(IS is the ideal of S); H
0
[C](·) is defined similarly. Now the assertion follows
since H0[S](·) takes injective OX -modules to injective modules.
Second, applying RΓ[C] to the distinguished triangle
RΓ[S](M
•)→M• →M•(∗S)→
one gets RΓ[C](M
•(∗S)) ∼= 0. 
Lemma 6.3.17. Let M• ∈ Db(gX) and x ∈ X. There exists an open neigh-
bourhood X0 of x and a divisor S ⊂ X0 such that M•X0(∗S) ∼= N• (in
Db(gX0)) where N
• is a complex of free OX0(∗S)-modules and H•(M•(∗S))
is a free OX0(∗S)-module.
Proof. This follows from [BGK+87, VII, Lem. 9.3]. 
Proof of Theorem 6.3.15. The inclusion Dbrs(gX) ⊆ Dbcrs(gX) follows
from Theorem 6.3.12. Now letting M• ∈ Dbcrs(gX) we have to prove that
M• ∈ Dbrs(gX).
The proof uses an induction over d = dimX. The assertion is obvious
when d = 1, so assume that d ≥ 2 and that the theorem is true for all
non-singular spaces Y with dimY < d.
a) The assertion is true when dim suppM• < d: The proof is by induction
over the dimension k < d of Y1 = suppM
•.
If dimY1 = 0 the assertion follows from Remark 1. Assume that the
assertion is true for all M• such that dim suppM• < k. Let π : Y → X be
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a desingularisation of Y1 and consider the distinguished triangle in D
b(gX)
(Th. 3.5.3)
π+π
!(M•)[dY,X ]→M• → N• →
Propositions 3.4.3 and 4.2.3 imply
π!(M•) ∈ Dbcrs(gY ).
As dimY < d, by induction π!(M•) ∈ Dbrs(gY ), so Theorem 6.3.13 implies
π+π
!(M•) ∈ Dbrs(gX) ⊆ Dbcrs(gX).
By assumption M• ∈ Dbcrs(gX), so the third vertex N• ∈ Dbcrs(gX); since
dim suppN• < k (Th. 3.5.4), by induction we get N• ∈ Dbrs(gX). Then
since π+π
!(M•) ∈ Dbrs(gX) the third vertex M• ∈ Dbrs(gX).
b) The assertion holds when dim suppM• = d: The statement being local
in X one can, by Lemma 6.3.17, assume that S ⊂ X is a divisor such that
M•(∗S) and H•(M•(∗S)) = H•(M•)(∗S) are locally free over OX(∗S).
M•(∗S) ∈ Dbrs(gX): We have to prove that H•(M•(∗S)) ∈ cohrs(gX),
and for this, since H•(M•(∗S)) is torsion free, one can assume that S is
non-singular (Cor. 5.2.2).
As OX(∗S) is locally flat over OX it follows that M•(∗S) is a complex of
flat OX-modules. Therefore, if φ : C → X is a curve,
H•(φ!(M•(∗S))) ∼= φ!(H•(M•(∗S))).
Since M•(∗S) ∈ Dbcrs(gX) it follows that H•(M•(∗S)) ∈ Dbcrs; H•(M•(∗S))
being torsion free Corollary 6.1.3 implies that H•(M•(∗S)) ∈ cohrs(gX).
M• ∈ Dbrs(gX): Since RΓ[S](M•) ∈ Dbcrs(gX) (Lem. 6.3.16), and
dim suppRΓ[S](M
•) ≤ dimS < d,
by induction RΓ[S](M
•) ∈ Dbrs(gX). Therefore the third vertex M• ∈
Dbrs(gX). 
When M• ∈ Dbrs(gX) Proposition 6.3.5 implies that any sub-quotient
of H•(M•) belongs to cohrs(gX) (full regularity). If we had known that
the category Dbcrs(gX) has the same property then Lemma 6.3.17 would be
unnecessary in the above proof.
Corollary 6.3.18. The following are equivalent:
(1) M• ∈ Dbcrs(gX);
(2) H•(M•) ∈ Dbcrs(gX).
If these conditions are satisfied, then any sub-quotient of H•(M•) belongs to
Dbcrs(gX).
Remark 6.3.19. When gX = TX we get [BGK
+87, VII, Cor. 12.8] and
[Bjo¨93, Th. 5.3.4].
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6.4. Completely regular complexes. In this section all spaces X are
quasi-projective complex algebraic manifold, and Xh is the associated com-
plex analytic manifold. All Lie algebroids are locally free and transitive.
Let (j′, j) : (X, gX , α)→ (X¯, gX¯ , α¯) be a morphism of locally free transi-
tive Lie algebroids (Def. 2.4.4), where the underlying morphism j : X → X¯
is an open embedding of algebraic manifolds. We say that (j′, j) is a com-
pletion of (X, gX , α) if X¯ is projective, α¯ is surjective, and j
+(gX¯) = gX .
Completions do not always exist.
Example 6.4.1. Let (C∗, gC∗ , α) be a transitive Lie algebroid on C
∗ = C1 \
{0} of the form gC∗ = bC∗ ⊕TC∗ where bC∗ is a commutative OC∗-Lie alge-
bra, invertible as OC∗-module, and moreover a TC∗-module with the global
generator µ satisfying the relation (tl∂t− γ)µ = 0, where l is a non-negative
integer. The structure of Lie algebroid on bC∗ ⊕ TC∗ is [(b1, ∂1), (b2, ∂2)] =
(∂1(b2)−∂2(b1), [∂1, ∂2]), (bi, ∂i) ∈ bC∗⊕TC∗ . The unique non-singular com-
pletion of C∗ is the open embedding j : C∗ → P1. Now if l > 1, γ 6= 0, or
l = 1, γ /∈ Z, then TC∗-module OC∗µ is not the restriction of a TP1-module
which is coherent over OP1 ; hence (C∗, gC∗ , α) does not have a (transitive)
completion.
Remark 6.4.2. There always exist non-transitive completions of a Lie alge-
broid (X, gX , α). Let I be the ideal of X¯ \X. X¯ is a noetherian scheme so
there exists a coherent OX¯ -submodule g1X¯ ⊆ j∗(gX) such that j∗(g1X¯) = gX .
For integers n ≫ 1 consider the submodule Ing1
X¯
⊂ g1
X¯
and let α¯ denote
the restriction of j∗(gX) → j∗(TX) to g1X¯ . When n ≫ 1 one checks that
[Ing1
X¯
, Ing1
X¯
] ⊂ Ing1
X¯
and α(Ing1
X¯
) ⊂ TX¯ . Thus for sufficiently big n the
OX¯ -module gX¯ = Ing1X¯ is a completion of gX except that the morphism α¯
is not surjective.
We will assume that the Lie algebroids under consideration do have a
completion. For example, for the Lie algebroid TX any open embedding
j : X → X¯ to a proper algebraic manifold X¯ will do, and more generally if
M is a locally free OX -module which has a locally free extension to X¯, then
the linear Lie algebroid cX(M) has a completion.
Let (j′, j) be a completion.
Definition 6.4.3. An object M• ∈ Dbrs(gX) is completely regular if M• =
j!(N•) for someN• ∈ Dbrs(gX¯), where (X¯, gX¯ , α) is a completion of (X, gX , α).
Let D¯brs(gX) ⊂ Dbrs(gX) be the sub-category of completely regular com-
plexes.
We also say that N• is a (regular) completion of M•. By Theorem 6.3.11
there exist such N• if and only if j+(M
•) = N•(∗S) ∈ Dbrs(gX¯), where
S = X¯ \ j(X), so it is natural to check if j+(M•) ∈ Dbrs(gX¯).
Next lemma shows that the definition of D¯brs(gX) is intrinsic.
Lemma 6.4.4. Let
(j1, j
′
1) : (X, gX , α)→ (X1, gX1 , α1)
and
(j2, j
′
2) : (X, gX , α)→ (X2, gX2 , α2)
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be completions. Put S2 = X2 \ j2(X) and let M• ∈ Dbrs(gX). Suppose
that there exist N•i ∈ Dbrs(gXi), i = 1, 2, satisfying j!(N•i ) ∼= M•. Then if
N•1 ∈ Dbrs(gX1) and RΓ[S2](N•2 ) ∈ Dbrs(gX2) it follows that N•2 ∈ Dbrs(gX2).
Proof. By Theorem 6.3.11 it suffices to prove that N•2 (∗S) ∈ Dbrs(gX2).
Let X3 → X1 × X2 be a desingularisation of the closure of the image
of the morphism (j1, j2) : X → X1 × X2, so there exist canonical proper
birational morphisms p : X3 → X1, q : X3 → X2, and letting j : X → X3 be
the inclusion morphism of X in X3 we have q ◦ j = p ◦ j = idX . Let S3, S2
be the algebraic sets X3 \ j(X) and X2 \ j2(X).
We have N•3 := p
!(N•1 ) ∈ Dbrs(gX3) (Th. 6.3.12) and j!(N•3 ) = j!2(N•2 ) =
M•, so
N•2 (∗S2) = (j2)+j!2(N•2 )
= (q ◦ j)+j!(N•3 )
= q+(j+j
!(N•3 )) (Prop. 3.5.1)
= q+(N
•
3 (∗S3)).
By Theorem 6.3.11 N3(∗S3) ∈ Dbrs(gX3), noting that the pull-back of a
transitive Lie algebroid is transitive, hence by Theorem 6.3.13 N•2 (∗S2) ∈
Dbrs(gX2). 
In the following two corollaries to Section 6.3 π : Y → X is a morphism
of quasi-projective algebraic manifolds.
We first note that gY has a completion if gX has one. By assumption there
exists a completion (i′, i) : (X, gX , α)→ (X¯, gX¯ , α¯). Let Y ⊆ Y1 where Y1 is
projective, define g : Y → X × Y1, g(y) = (π(y), y) and let φ : Y¯ → X × Y1
be a desingularisation of the closure of g(Y ). Now there exists an open
embedding j : Y → Y¯ such that φ ◦ j = g and a Cartesian diagram:
Y
j−−−→ Y¯
pi
y
yp¯i
X
i−−−→ X¯.
(6.4.1)
Since gX¯ is locally free and transitive it follows that π¯
+(gX¯) is locally free
and transitive (Lem. 2.4.8); hence
(π+(i′), j) : (Y, gY = π
+(gX), π
+(α))→ (Y¯ , π+(gX¯), π+(α¯))
is a completion.
We have for M• ∈ Db(gY )
j+π
!(M•) = π¯!i+(M
•)(6.4.2)
since i and j are open embeddings.
Corollary 6.4.5. π!(D¯brs(gX)) ⊂ D¯brs(gY ).
Proof. As i+(M
•) ∈ Dbrs(gX¯) the result follows from (6.4.2) and Theo-
rem 6.3.12. 
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Corollary 6.4.6. Assume that π can be factorized into an open embedding
which is a completion of (Y, gY , α) and a proper morphism. Then
π+(D¯
b
rs(gY )) ⊂ D¯brs(gX).
Proof. LetM• ∈ D¯brs(gY ). If π = p◦j where j : Y → Y¯ is a completion we
know that j+(M
•) ∈ Dbrs(Y ), and since p is proper π+(M•) = p+(j+(M•)) ∈
Dbrs(gX) (Th. 6.3.13). Since p(Y¯ ) is a closed subspace of X¯ the restriction
of i to p(Y¯ ) is proper. The proof of Theorem 6.3.13 is now applicable to
prove that i+π+(M
•) ∈ Dbrs(gX¯) only using that the restriction of i to the
support of p+(j+(M
•)) is proper. 
When gX = TX all open embeddings are completions so Corollary 6.4.6
holds for any morphism π; in this case it is proven for algebraic DX-modules
by Borel [BGK+87, VII, Th. 12.2] using curve regularity as the definition
of complete regularity, cf. Corollary 6.4.7 below. The proof in [loc. cit.] is,
as is ours, inspired by Deligne’s proof that the Gauss-Manin connection has
regular singularities [Del70, II. §7]. In [Bjo¨93, Ch. V, 5.5.28] the theorem is
proven for analytic DX-modules, by proving the comparison condition
RΓ[x](Ω(TX , π+(M
•))) ∼= RΓx(Ω(TX , π+(M•))),
where the left side is the tempered local cohomology of the de Rham complex
of π+(M
•), and the right side is the full local cohomology at any point x ∈ X,
when the analogous comparison condition holds for M at all points of Y .
Let D¯bcrs(gX) ⊂ Dbcrs(gX) be the sub-category of complexes M• such that
φ!(M•) ∈ D¯brs(gC) whenever φ : C → X is a curve in X.
Corollary 6.4.7.
D¯bcrs(gX) = D¯
b
rs(gX).
Proof. Let (j, j′) : (X, gX , α)→ (X¯, gX¯ , α¯) be a completion, and S be the
algebraic set X¯ \ j(X).
D¯brs(gX) ⊆ D¯bcrs(gX): A morphism φ : C → X, where C is curve, can be
completed to a morphism φ¯ : C¯ → X¯, where C¯ is a proper curve, by the
valuative criterion of properness. Let i : C → C¯ be the corresponding open
inclusion of (non-singular) curves, so φ¯◦ i = j ◦φ. Then if N• ∈ Dbrs(gX¯), we
have φ¯!(N•) ∈ Dbrs(gC¯) (Cor. 6.4.5) and i!φ¯!(N•) = φ!j!(N•) (Prop. 3.4.3);
hence φ! ◦ j!(N•) ∈ D¯bcr(gC); hence j!(N•) ∈ D¯bcrs(gX).
D¯bcrs(gX) ⊆ D¯brs(gX): Let M• ∈ D¯bcrs(gX) and N• ∈ Dbcoh(gX¯) be such
that j!(N•) =M• and N• = N•(∗S). By Theorem 6.3.15 we have to prove
that N• ∈ Dbcrs(gX¯). Let φ¯ : C¯ → X¯ be a curve. Then either φ¯(C¯) is
contained in S, or C := φ¯−1(j(X)) ⊂ C¯ is Zariski dense. In the first case,
φ¯!(N•(∗S)) = 0, see the proof of Lemma 6.3.16 or [BGK+87, VI, Cor. 8.5];
hence we can assume that i : C → C¯ is an inclusion of a Zariski open dense
subset of C. Now, by assumption, i!φ¯!(N•) = φ!j!(N•) ∈ D¯brs(gC); hence
φ¯!(N•) ∈ Dbrs(gC¯). 
One can improve Proposition 4.2.4 when considering D¯brs(gX):
Proposition 6.4.8. Let M• ∈ Dbcoh(gX). Assume that π is surjective on
suppM• ⊂ X. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) M• ∈ D¯brs(gX).
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(2) π!(M•) ∈ D¯brs(gY ).
When gX = TX we recover [Bjo¨93, Th. 5.6.5] and [BGK
+87, VII, Prop.
12.9]. Proposition 6.4.8 can be used to prove the complete regularity of
certain equivariant gX-modules occurring as localizations of Harish-Chandra
representations of Lie algebras.
Proof. (1)⇒ (2) follows from Corollary 6.4.5, so we need to prove (2)⇒
(1).
Letting α : C → X be a curve one has to prove that π!(M•) ∈ D¯brs(gY )
implies α!(M•) ∈ D¯brs(gC) (Cor. 6.4.7). Let p : Y1 → C be a desingularisa-
tion of the base change α of π, and φ : Y1 → Y be the second projection.
Since p! ◦ α! ∼= φ! ◦ π! (Prop. 3.4.3) we have that p!α!(M•) ∈ D¯brs. It there-
fore suffices to prove the proposition when π is a morphism to a curve X.
Moreover, there exists a curve α1 : C1 → Y such that the composed mor-
phism π ◦ α1 : C1 → X is dominant, which moreover can be assumed to be
etale after restricting to an open subset of C1. Since α
!
1 preserves D¯
b
rs(gY )
(Cor. 6.4.5), by Lemma 6.4.4 we can then assume that π : Y → X is an etale
morphism of non-singular curves. Then as complex of OY -modules the in-
verse image π!(M•) coincides with π∗(M•), the inverse image in the category
of OY -modules, and if N ∈ D¯brs(gY ), then π+(N•) coincides with π∗(N•),
the direct image in the category of OX -modules. Moreover, that π is etale
also implies that the canonical morphism M• → π+π!(M•) = π∗π∗(M•) is
a monomorphism in a triangulated category, hence it is split. Consider a
completions of X and Y forming a Cartesian diagram of the type (6.4.1).
Then π¯+j+π
!(M•) ∼= i+π+π!(M•) ∼= i∗π∗π∗(M•). Hence we have a split
distinguished triangle
i+(M
•)→ π¯+j+π!(M•)→ C• 0−−→,
so H•(i+(M
•)) ⊂ H•(π¯+j+π!(M•)); by assumption and Theorem 6.3.13
H•(π¯+j+π
!(M•)) ∈ cohrs(gX¯); henceH•(i+(M•)) ∈ cohrs(gX¯) (Prop. 6.3.5).

Let us make a comment about the role of D¯brs(gX) in the Riemann-Hilbert
correspondence; compare also to the rather different argument in [BGK+87,
VIII]. Fix a completion (X, gX , α) → (X¯, gX¯ , α¯). Put S = X¯ \ j(X) and
let Dbrs(S, gX¯) ⊂ Dbrs(gX¯) be the full sub-category of objects N• ∈ Dbrs(gX¯)
such that N• = N•(∗S) = Rj∗j∗(N•). Then the functor
j+ : D¯
b
rs(gX)→ Dbrs(S, gX¯), M• 7→ j+(M•)
is an equivalence of categories, and using GAGA (4.4)
g : Dbrs(S, gX¯)
∼= Dbrs(S, gX¯h).
A main step is to prove that the restriction functor defines an equivalence
r : Dbrs(S, gX¯h)
∼= Dbrs(gXh).
Since this is a local problem in Xh the well-known proof when gXh = TXh
works, based on Hironaka’s resolution of singularities; see Malgrange’s ac-
count in [BGK+87, IV] of Deligne’s proof for the case of connections. As-
sume now that gX ∈ LPicX and recall the discussion in (3.3.3). Put
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φ = t([gXh ]) ∈ H2(Xh,C∗), so one has the invertible φ-twisted sheaf λ(φ) ∈
Mod(gXh , φ), and the solution functor
Solφ : D
b(gXh)→ Db(CXh , φ), M → RHomgXh (M,λ(φ)).
The usual Riemann-Hilbert correspondence states that Sol0 is an equiva-
lence of categories between Dbrs(TXh) and the derived category D
b(CXh)
of complexes of sheaves whose homology sheaves are constructible, while
the abelian sub-category cohrs(TXh) is equivalent to the category of per-
verse sheaves on Xh ([Kas80], [Kas84], [Meb80], [Meb82], [Meb89]). Now
Solφ defines an equivalence between D
b
rs(gXh) and the derived category of
complexes of φ-twisted sheaves whose homology φ-twisted sheaves are con-
structible; see also [Kas89]. Hence by the previous equivalences there exists
an equivalence between an algebraic and a topological category:
Solφ ◦ r ◦ g ◦ j+ : D¯brs(gX) ∼= Db(CXh , φ).
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